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Summary
The sustainability of the human diet could be improved by lowering meat consumption
and o↵ering consumers plant-based meat substitutes as an alternative. Consumers
are thought to prefer meat substitutes with a high similarity to real meat. Therefore,
meat analogues that accurately mimic the di↵erent textural properties of real meat
are being developed. Recent advancements in high-moisture extrusion cooking and
shear cell processing have enabled the production of fibrous, meat-like products from
plant-based ingredients. This has resulted in a wider research scope, which includes
other textural properties such as the juiciness. For meat, the juiciness is associated
with the water holding capacity (WHC). We have aimed to better understand the
uptake, distribution, and release of water of meat analogues. Since these properties
relate to the water holding capacity (WHC), this work could help the development of
juicier meat analogues.
Meat analogues were simplified to gels consisting of two protein phases, such as soy
protein isolate (SPI) and gluten. In Chapter 2 we studied the WHC of two-phase gels
with di↵erent ratio’s between SPI and gluten. The WHC of single-phase SPI gels as a
function of applied pressure could be described adequately with Flory–Rehner theory.
The WHC of gluten gels was very low and could not be described with Flory–Rehner
theory as the WHC did not depend on the applied pressure. Therefore, the WHC of
gluten was approximated as a constant when describing the WHC of the two-phase
gels. The WHC of SPI gels was found to depend on the polymer content at gelation.
This was accounted for by determining the water partitioning before gelation using
Flory–Rehner theory. The WHC of SPI in the two-phase gels decreased as gluten
content increased. This was explained as the result of a mechanical interaction by
which the continuous gluten network lowers the WHC of the entrapped SPI phase.
In Chapter 3 the e↵ect of gluten on the WHC was further studied using protein
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isolates from soy, pea and fababean (SPI, PPI, FPI resp.). Gels made from these
protein isolates di↵ered in terms of WHC, with SPI having the highest WHC and
FPI the lowest. When combined with gluten, the relative reduction in WHC as a
function of gluten content was the same for all three proteins. This suggested that
the interaction between gluten and leguminous proteins is universal. A reduction
in WHC with increasing gluten content was also observed after thermo-mechanical
processing in a shear cell, albeit to a lesser degree. Visual inspection of the structures
obtained after thermo-mechanical processing indicated that gluten should contribute
50% to the total protein content to obtain fibrous structures. Since fibres were also
obtained after processing hydrated gluten, we hypothesized that gluten is primarily
responsible for fibre formation. The second protein might merely act as a filler and
could be easily replaced. The WHC experiments suggested that a continuous gluten
network could form already at low gluten contents. Since no fibres were observed at
low gluten contents it was suggested that the fraction of gluten should be high enough
for them to be observed as fibres.
In Chapter 4 we studied whether the WHC of meat analogues could be controlled
during post-processing by varying the pH and ionic strength of the marinade, or
by altering the cross-link density. Our experiments showed that the WHC can
be increased by lowering the ionic strength or increasing the pH of the marinade.
Lowering the cross-link density also led to an increase of the WHC. Similar results
were obtained from qualitative simulations using a model based on Flory–Rehner
and an extension to account for charge e↵ects. The simulations showed that the
di↵erence between the iso-electric point (pI) and the internal pH of the meat analogue
strongly a↵ects the WHC. At low ionic strengths, the meat analogue’s internal pH can
deviate from the pH of the marinade due to the bu↵ering e↵ect of proteins and the
requirement of electro-neutrality inside and outside the protein network. The results
showed that marinade pH and ionic strength o↵er control over the WHC and that
low-salt marinades might improve juiciness.
The release of water during mastication is considered essential to the perception of
juiciness. In Chapter 5 we developed a confined compression cell to measure the
dynamics of juice release for SPI gels and meat analogues. The release rates for SPI
gels were in good agreement with model simulations based on Flory–Rehner theory
and Darcy’s law. The release rates for meat analogues were greatly underestimated
by the model, especially for low applied pressures. Time domain nuclear magnetic
resonance (TD-NMR) results indicated the presence of water–filled cavities within
the meat analogue. This water was expelled at a lower pressure than the water
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inside the protein matrix. The water-filled cavities can provide a path of low
resistance, which explains the higher measured water release rates. The porous
structure of meat analogues, therefore, appears to be important for their water release
properties. Control over the porous structure of meat analogues could, therefore, o↵er
an additional tool to control the juiciness.
Since the WHC of meat analogues is related to their structure, control over the WHC,
and presumably the juiciness, will require a good understanding of their production
process. Meat analogues are most commonly produced through thermo-mechanical
processing with high moisture extrusion cooking (HMEC) or with a shear cell. In
Chapter 6 we reviewed these two processes by describing the physicochemical
changes induced during the di↵erent processing steps. The processes consist of the
same three steps: mixing and hydration, thermo-mechanical treatment, and cooling.
Knowledge gaps were identified concerning the e↵ect of thermo-mechanical treatment
on protein–protein interactions and the formation of the fibrous structure. Filling
these gaps will require more experimentation at process conditions and could improve
control of the process and product. The use of food and non-food model systems
could support this by allowing for more controlled experimentation.
In Chapter 7 we reflect on our findings in a broader context. The di↵erent
underlying assumptions of Flory–Rehner theory are discussed. Most assumptions are
considered plausible for protein-based meat analogues, although the physical meaning
of the model parameters might be limited. The use of physical models is expected
to contribute to the development of better meat analogues in the future. Some
suggestions are made on how to produce a juicy meat analogue under the assumption
that the juiciness largely depends on the WHC. Although the relation between the
WHC and the sensory juiciness is yet to be confirmed, we propose that juiciness
could be considered a structure–function relationship. The juiciness is a complex
sensory attribute with several contributing factors. Since we have only focused on
the WHC, future research should explore the relative importance of the WHC as
well as the other contributing factors, such as flavour, texture and salivating action.
Given the interconnectedness of the di↵erent factors and the possibility of cross-modal
perception, a high level of control over the product properties will be required. The
level of control will largely depend on the level to which we understand the relations
between ingredient properties, process parameters, and product properties.
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Introduction

1.1

Meat analogues as part of a sustainable diet

Global meat production is projected to increase by approximately 12 % over the next
decade [1] despite the negative e↵ect of meat production on the environment [2, 3].
The conversion of plant protein into animal protein can be considered inefficient
[4], even when accounting for the use of co-products [5]. The production of plant
protein generally requires less land and water and results in lower emissions than
meat production [3, 4, 6–8]. Hence, the transition towards a diet rich in plant
protein is considered inevitable when improving the sustainability of the human
diet [6, 9]. A strategy towards achieving this goal is based on o↵ering consumers
sustainable plant-based meat substitutes [8]. However, consumer awareness of the
negative environmental impact of meat production remains low [10]. Moreover, the
environmental impact of plant-based meat substitutes was found to have only a minor
e↵ect on the purchase intent of omnivorous∗ and flexitarian† consumers [11]. By
understanding the factors that determine food choices, more appealing sustainable
products could be developed.
For plant-based meat substitutes, product price and taste are thought to be the factors
most likely to encourage a purchase [11]. Similarly, the main drivers for omnivorous
consumers to eat meat are related to habit and taste [12]. This contrasts with the
main drivers for consumers to adopt a vegetarian diet‡ , which include perceived health
benefits and animal welfare [13, 14]. Omnivorous consumers do expect to benefit from
adopting a (semi-)vegetarian diet [15], but anticipate this diet to be inconvenient,
expensive and not enjoyable [12, 15]. Repeated exposure to meat substitute products
was shown to improve product liking among non-vegetarian consumers [16]. Hoek
et al. [16] suggested that the willingness to try and repeatedly consume a product
requires a positive first experience, underlining the need for enjoyable products.
Aiking et al. [6] suggested that targeting omnivorous consumers is the most e↵ective
path towards mitigating the environmental impact of the human diet. Omnivorous
consumers would prefer a meat substitute that closely resembles real meat in terms of
taste, texture, smell, and appearance [17]. A meat analogue would, therefore, be most
likely to persuade the omnivorous consumer to transition towards a more plant-based
diet. It is to this end that food scientists can contribute by developing plant-based
meat analogues that accurately mimic the properties of real meat. These properties
include the fibrous structure, flavour and juicy mouthfeel of meat.
∗ Omnivore:

a person whose diet includes both animal and vegetable substances
a person whose normally meatless diet occasionally includes meat or fish
‡ Vegetarian: a person whose diet does not include meat
† Flexitarian:
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Development of fibrous structures

The food science community appears to have embraced the challenge of mimicking
real meat with plant proteins by focusing primarily on replicating the fibrous structure
of meat [18–21]. The first fibrous meat-like products were produced already in
the 1970s using low-moisture extrusion cooking [22]. Extrusion still is the most
commonly used technique for the production of meat analogues in industry today in
the form of high moisture extrusion cooking. Despite the widespread use of extrusion
cooking, the mechanisms governing the transformation of food ingredients into fibrous
structures are still poorly understood [23, 24]. The high temperatures and pressures
combined with the di↵erent flow patterns inside an extruder make it a challenge to
accurately measure material properties during processing. The complex composition
and behaviour of food materials further add to the challenge.
Compared to extrusion, shear cell technology o↵ers a simpler way of structuring dense
protein dispersions by making use of well-defined flow [23]. Shearing devices allow
for the shear rate to be controlled independently from the throughput, which o↵ers
an advantage over extrusion cooking. Shearing devices were initially used to study
food materials under flow [25–29] and were later identified as a method to create
fibrous structures in their own right [30]. Since then, shearing devices have been used
to create fibrous structures from various plant-based food polymers [20, 21, 31, 32].
All formulations that yielded fibrous textures consisted of at least two immiscible
phases. Furthermore, the formation of a fibrous structure often coincided with the
presence of an internal air phase, which can be deformed parallel to the shear-flow
direction [21, 31, 33, 34]. Recent studies using shearing devices suggested that the
phase behaviour of polymer mixtures is important for producing fibrous structures
[33, 35, 36]. Since fibrous structures can be made from di↵erent combinations of
proteins with di↵erent properties, the fibrous structure might be independent of the
molecular composition and show some universality [37].
The advancements in shear cell processing show that meat analogues that accurately
mimic the fibrous structure of real meat are within reach. Up-scaling e↵orts have
already resulted in an increased production capacity by changing from a conical to a
concentric cylinder or Couette design [38]. With fibrousness now under control, other
important attributes come into view that could be improved, such as flavour [39] and
juiciness.
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Juiciness of meat and meat analogues

Juiciness is an important part of the sensory appeal of real meat [40] and should,
therefore, be captured in a meat analogue [17]. However, unlike fibrousness, the
juiciness of meat analogues has received little attention from the scientific community.
The juiciness of real meat has been studied extensively [41–47] and could provide
some guidance for our studies on the juiciness of meat analogues. Juiciness is a
complex sensory attribute as there are several contributions to the overall sensation.
This sensation is a↵ected by intrinsic product properties, such as the release of meat
juices and fat, and the presence of flavour compounds and ions. Extrinsic factors,
such as salivation, also a↵ect the perceived juiciness [48]. Furthermore, so-called
cross-modal e↵ects can alter the perceived juiciness through interactions between
di↵erent sensory modalities. For example, a tender piece of meat could be perceived
as juicier than a tough piece of meat [49]. Interestingly, high tenderness does not
always improve the sensation of juiciness [50]. Given the di↵erent intrinsic, extrinsic,
and cross-modal contributions to the sensation of juiciness, there is no single method
available to accurately quantify a product’s juiciness objectively. Instead, one can
measure di↵erent product properties that are associated with juiciness.
The water holding capacity (WHC) is considered very important to the juiciness of
meat [45, 47, 51]. Some investigators found positive correlations between the juiciness
and the WHC or quality parameters associated with the WHC [48, 52, 53]. However,
it must be noted that this relation is not always evident and can be obscured by
variations in other sensory attributes [51]. The WHC can be measured by subjecting
a sample to an external pressure for a period of time and determining the resulting
change in composition. The pressure can be applied through gravity and can be
increased by using weights or through centrifugation [41, 52, 54]. By subjecting a
sample to a range of external pressures additional information on the WHC can be
obtained. In this thesis, the term WHC is used to refer to the moisture content, or
equivalently the polymer content, at a defined external pressure.
The sensation of juiciness is also associated with other properties of meat. Aaslyng
et al. [48] suggested that the juiciness could be a↵ected by the distribution of water
in meat. The water distribution in meat has been studied extensively with time
domain nuclear magnetic resonance (TD-NMR). TD-NMR can be used to di↵erentiate
between water populations based on their relaxation time, which is a measure for
water mobility [55]. Bertram et al. [56] used TD-NMR to show that raw pig meat
has three water populations. These populations were associated with either the
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protein, the water inside the myofibrils, or water between the myofibrils; the latter
population had the longest relaxation time. In a later study, Bertram et al. [57]
showed that the cooking temperature a↵ects the water mobility distribution, which
they attributed to a change in the meat’s structure. Furthermore, they concluded that
the water mobility distribution correlates with sensory juiciness. Aaslyng et al. [48]
suggested that cooking losses and the juiciness perceived during the first few chews
both originate from the water between the myofibrils, while the sustained juiciness
does not. The juice perceived during the di↵erent stages of chewing might, therefore,
originate from di↵erent water populations.
The sensory properties of meat and meat analogue products can be enhanced through
post-processing with a marinade [58, 59]. Marinades are solutions containing flavour
compounds as well as ions and often have a specific pH. The pH can a↵ect product
properties as well as product stability. For example, marinades with a pH of around
4 are used to inhibit the growth of hazardous microbes [59]. Since proteins are
polyampholytes, they can carry both positive and negative charges depending on the
pH. The pH and ionic strength of the marinade will, therefore, a↵ect the protein charge
and probably also the WHC [60]. For chicken and beef, it was shown that the pH of
the marinade a↵ects the sensory juiciness [61, 62]. For beef, the increased juiciness
was accompanied by an increase in WHC, which was attributed to the increased net
charge on the meat proteins as the pH went below the iso-electric point at pH 5.1
[62]. The WHC of meat can also be improved by using marinades containing chloride
ions. Chloride can disrupt the salt bridges that stabilize the myosin proteins in meat,
which alters the meat’s WHC [63]. Salt bridges are less important to the stability
of plant protein gels [64], although the e↵ect of salt and pH on the WHC of meat
analogues remains to be investigated.

1.4

Theoretical
juiciness

tools

to

describe

WHC

and

While experimental observations provide a direct measure for a certain property,
they often do not allow for direct identification of the mechanism responsible for
the observation. Through analysis with a physical model, insight into the underlying
mechanism can be obtained. Many food products can be approximated as cross-linked
polymer networks. Hence we assume that their WHC can be described with the
Flory–Rehner theory of swelling polymer networks [65]. Flory–Rehner theory states
that at swelling equilibrium the externally applied pressure, ⇧ext , is balanced by the
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so-called swelling pressure, ⇧swell :
⇧ext = ⇧swell = ⇧mix

⇧elas

(1.1)

The swelling pressure is a summation of the osmotic pressure, ⇧mix , generated
by the swelling polymers, and the elastic pressure, ⇧elas , generated upon network
deformation. Both ⇧mix and ⇧elas depend on the moisture content of the polymer
network.
Van der Sman et al. used Flory–Rehner theory to simulate the WHC of meat and the
migration of water in meat during cooking [42, 66, 67]. The change in WHC during
cooking could be simulated well by taking into account the e↵ect of heat-induced
protein denaturation on the polymer–water affinity [67]. Meat can have internal
channels commonly known as drip channels. These channels could facilitate moisture
transport, but cannot be described with Flory–Rehner theory [67]. Flory–Rehner
theory has also been used to describe the WHC of several plant-based foods, such as
mushrooms [68, 69], broccoli [70], and carrots [69].
Given the di↵erent contributions to the sensation of juiciness, a combination of
methods should be employed to improve our understanding and control of the juiciness
of meat analogues. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to develop a set of tools
to better understand and control the uptake, distribution, and release of water by
meat analogues composed of two protein phases. Tools from thermodynamics and
soft matter will be employed to improve our understanding of the transformation of
plant proteins into tasty, fibrous and juicy meat analogue products. An additional
goal is to determine whether these tools can be applied to plant proteins in general.
Earlier studies have demonstrated the ability of Flory–Rehner theory to describe
the WHC of meat and several plant-based foods. Flory–Rehner theory might,
therefore, also provide insight into the WHC of meat analogue products. The
relatively complex structure of meat analogues poses several scientific challenges when
applying Flory–Rehner theory. Flory–Rehner theory applies to homogeneous polymer
networks, while meat analogues consist of multiple phases with di↵erent compositions
and properties [20, 32, 36]. Furthermore, Flory–Rehner theory considers neutral
polymers, while proteins can carry a charge depending on the pH. Since charge e↵ects
can contribute to the WHC, an extension to the Flory–Rehner theory will need to be
used to account for these e↵ects [60, 71, 72]. Meat analogues can also contain internal
air cavities [21, 31, 33], which cannot be described with Flory–Rehner theory.
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Thesis outline

Here we present an outline of the di↵erent chapters that make up this thesis. Our
initial scope was limited to the WHC of meat analogue in relation to juiciness, but as
the project progressed we learned that the WHC has much broader implications. In
Chapter 2, Flory–Rehner theory was introduced as a tool to describe the WHC
of simplified meat analogues. Meat analogues most often contain two or more
protein phases; here soy protein isolate (SPI) and gluten were used. The individual
components were analysed by measuring the WHC of single-phase gels. The two-phase
gels were then analysed based on the behaviour of the single-phase gels. Interactions
between the SPI and gluten phases were studied by comparing the WHC of the
single-phase and two-phase gels. In Chapter 3 we further explored the e↵ect of
gluten on the WHC of protein isolates from soy, pea, and fababean (resp. SPI, PPI,
FPI). Flory–Rehner theory was used to analyse the e↵ect of gluten on the WHC of
non-gluten proteins. The e↵ect of gluten content on the formation of fibrous structures
was also investigated. Parallels were drawn between the e↵ect of gluten on the WHC
and the formation of fibrous structures. In Chapter 4, a combination of experiments
and simulations was used to study the e↵ect of cross-link density, pH and ionic
strength on the WHC of meat analogues. An extension of the Flory–Rehner theory
was used to account for the e↵ect of charge on swelling. In Chapter 5 we developed a
confined compression cell to study the rate of water release from soy protein gels and
meat analogues. A numerical model based on Flory–Rehner theory was developed to
simulate water release. The relation between the meat analogue’s porous structure
and the water release rate was studied using TD-NMR. In Chapter 6 we reviewed
the production of fibrous structures with a shear cell and high-moisture extrusion
cooking. The two processes were broken down into their basic processing steps and
described based on the physicochemical changes they induce in the hydrated protein.
The current knowledge gaps and opportunities for future research were identified. In
Chapter 7 we connect the contents of Chapters 2–6 through a general discussion.
The underlying assumptions of Flory–Rehner theory are critically discussed in the
context of protein-based meat analogues, and some suggestions for future research
are made. Recommendations are made on applying the tools presented in this thesis
for the production of juicier meat analogues.
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Abstract
Mixed gels of plant proteins are being investigated for use as meat analogues. Juiciness
is an important characteristic for the acceptability of meat analogues. The juiciness is
assumed to be governed by the hydration properties, or water holding capacity, of the
gel (WHC). We analyse the WHC of single-phase gels of respectively soy protein and
gluten by applying Flory–Rehner theory. This enabled us to describe the WHC of
more the complex mixed gels. The WHC of mixed soy protein - gluten gels is shown
not to be a linear combination of their constituents. At high volume fractions, soy
forms a continuous network and swells similarly to pure soy without being hindered by
gluten. However, increasing gluten content leads to a gradual decrease in soy swelling.
This is due to the mechanical interaction between soy and gluten. We propose that
gluten-rich gels have a continuous gluten network that entraps soy and hinders its
swelling. The elastic moduli of the gluten network were extracted from WHC data,
and are in reasonable agreement with experimentally determined moduli. A better
understanding of the e↵ect of mixed gel composition on WHC is valuable for the
development of the next generation meat analogues.

2.1 Introduction
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Technological advancements in high moisture extrusion and shear cell technology have
enabled the production of fibrous structures from plant proteins [1–4]. These fibrous
structures resemble the texture of muscle fibres but lack the juiciness found in real
meat [5, 6]. The juiciness of meat is related to its water holding capacity (WHC)
[7–10], and a similar relation is expected for meat analogues. The juice release from
meat has a typical temporal profile. Some of the juice should be readily expelled, while
the remainder should be more tightly bound to the matrix to prevent the sensation
of dryness [11, 12]. Consumers demand a product similar to meat [13], and the lack
of juiciness due to inadequate WHC and juice release profile is thus a hurdle for
consumer acceptance.
Meat analogues are complex mixed gels, and often contain soy protein isolate (SPI),
gluten, or a combination of both [1, 2, 14–16]. However, the physics governing the
WHC of such mixed protein gels is still poorly understood. We apply the concept of
Flory–Rehner theory in a phenomenological way to describe the WHC of single-phase
and mixed gels as a function of pressure. We aim to improve our understanding of
the WHC of such complex mixed systems.
It has been reported that water distributes unevenly between SPI and gluten [14, 17],
which can be related to di↵erences in polymer-water affinity and cross-link density
between the two phases. The uneven distribution of water appears to be essential for
obtaining a meat-like structure as the moisture content in the two phases a↵ects their
rheological properties [17]. Although the gluten network is known to be a↵ected by
the addition of soy in bread doughs [18], a recent study showed that heating mixtures
of gluten proteins and soy glycinin, one of the main soy proteins, does not result in
cross-linking between the di↵erent proteins [19]. This suggests that the two networks
can coexist in mixed systems. Studying the mixed systems as well as the two phases
separately could, therefore, provide valuable insights into the mixed system.
We investigate the WHC of mixed protein gels as a model system for meat analogues.
To reduce the complexity of the system we first characterize the WHC of single-phase
SPI and gluten gels before moving towards more complex mixed gels that could be
regarded as a rudimentary meat analogue. As is the case for many foods, meat
and meat analogues can be regarded as cross-linked polymer networks [20–24]. The
WHC of polymer networks can be described using Flory–Rehner theory [21, 23–25],
which describes the swelling of a cross-linked polymer network using two opposing
contributions [26]. These contributions are the osmotic (mixing) pressure and the
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elastic pressure due to network deformation. At equilibrium, the sum of these
contributions is equal to the pressure exerted onto the network. As such, the theory
can be used to describe the WHC (and thus moisture content) of a material as a
function of the applied pressure.
Flory–Rehner theory has several underlying assumptions which might limit its
application to (globular) protein gels. Globular proteins are innately non-linear given
their secondary and tertiary structure, which for soy proteins persists after heating
[27]. The assumption of linear Gaussian chains is therefore void. However, this does
not mean the Flory–Rehner theorem is not applicable. The concept of a net swelling
pressure as the result of opposing mixing and elastic pressures can still provide insight.
In fact, Li et al. [28] showed that the swelling of fine-stranded (and predominantly
globular) whey protein and egg white protein gels can be predicted with FR theory.
Similarly, FR theory was used to describe the swelling of complex mixtures such
as mushrooms [21]. The precise physical meaning of the di↵erent parameters may,
however, be a↵ected given that not all assumptions are met.
This paper is organized as follows. We study the WHC of single-phase SPI and
gluten gels by applying an increasing load via centrifugation. Based on insights from
the single-phase gels we describe the WHC of more complex mixed gels. By combining
data from large strain compression experiments and data from the WHC experiments
we hypothesize about the network structure of mixed SPI-gluten gels. We will briefly
discuss the implications for the development of juicier meat analogues.
2.1.1

Flory–Rehner theory

The WHC of polymer gels is governed by their thermodynamics and can be analysed
using Flory–Rehner theory [26, 29]. Flory–Rehner theory states that the amount of
solvent retained by the polymer network depends on the external pressure, ⇧ext . In
our experiments, we will exert this pressure via centrifugation. Under equilibrium
conditions the external pressure will be equal to the swelling pressure ⇧swell :
⇧ext = ⇧swell = ⇧mix

⇧elas

(2.1)

The swelling pressure is composed of two independent contributions that account
for the di↵erent interactions between water and polymer. These contributions are
the mixing pressure, ⇧mix , which accounts for the interaction between the polymer
and the solvent, and the elastic pressure, ⇧elas , which accounts for the elastic
pressure exerted by the polymer network onto the solvent. Note that we assume
the contribution of dissolved ions and polymer charges to the swelling pressure to be
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constant, and of limited magnitude (⇧ion = 0). The theory assumes a homogeneous
network of Gaussian chains that swells uniformly. van der Sman [30] showed that the
behaviour of a range of bio-polymers can be captured with Flory–Rehner theory, and
obey to the scaling laws from polymer physics.
The mixing pressure
⇧mix can be described with Flory–Huggins theory. We will use water sorption
isotherms to estimate the governing parameter of the Flory–Huggins theory, namely
the interaction parameter . However, as most bio-polymers undergo a glass
transition during desorption, we will analyse the sorption isotherms with the Free
Volume extension of Flory–Huggins theory, so-called FVFH theory, instead [31].
FVFH theory has already been successfully used to describe the water sorption of
various food products such as vegetables [22], mushrooms [21], broccoli [20], meat
[23], chicken [25], and various bio-polymer gels [30].
Note that FVFH theory includes an extra term, F ('), which is not found in the
classical Flory–Huggins theory. F (') is equal to zero above the glass transition
temperature. Therefore, when describing WHC data, F (') is equal to zero in our
calculation of the mixing pressure. The mixing pressure is related to the water activity,
aw , and is taken as:
vw ⇧mix
= ln(1
RT

') + '(1

1
) + '2 + F (') = ln aw
N

(2.2)

where vw is the molar volume of water, R is the universal gas constant, T is the
absolute temperature, ' and 1 ' are the volume fraction of polymer and water
respectively, N is the ratio of the molar volume of water and polymer, and is the
Flory–Huggins interaction parameter between water and polymer. Because of the
relatively large size of a polymer, N becomes very large, allowing us to simplify the
second term on the right hand side to '. F (') accounts for structural relaxation in
the glassy state and the changes in hydrogen bonding between water and polymer in
the semi-dilute regime [31, 32]. F (') was calculated according to van der Sman et al.
[22] as:
(
0
if T Tg
F (') =
(2.3)
2 Cp,w dTg T Tg
Mw ys RT dys Tg
if T  Tg
with

dTg
=
dys

Cp,s Cp,w (Tg,w Tg,s )
(yw Cp,w + ys Cp,s )2

(2.4)
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Tg is calculated according to Couchman-Karasz [33]:
Tg =

yw Cp,w Tg,w + ys Cp,s Tg,s
yw Cp,w + ys Cp,s

(2.5)

Here, Mw is the molar weight of water, Cp,i is the change in heat capacity at the
glass transition, and Tg,i is the glass transition temperature in the dry state. yi
represents the weight fraction of polymer or water. We have used Cp,s = 0.425
kJ K 1 , which appears to be universal for bio-polymers [23, 32, 34].
As has been shown previously, the interaction parameter for bio-polymers and water
is composition dependent and can be calculated as [32]:
=

0

+(

1

0) '

2

(2.6)

with 0 and 1 as the interaction parameters under dilute and concentrated conditions
respectively. Water is a theta solvent for proteins at very low protein concentrations,
and thus 0 is 0.5.
The elastic pressure
We take the elastic contribution to the swelling pressure as originally described in
Flory–Rehner theory. It assumes a homogeneous polymer network that consists of
linear Gaussian chains that swell isotropically. The Young’s modulus E of such gel
networks can be described with the power law reported by Horkay and Zrı́nyi [35] as
function of '0 , which is based on the c⇤ theorem [36]:
E = a'0

(2.7)

in which is 9/4 and a is a constant [35]. Higher values of have also been reported
for certain bio-polymers ( ⇡ 2.3 2.7, [30]. '0 is the ' for which ⇧mix = ⇧elas
and thus describes maximum swelling at ⇧ext = 0. For incompressible materials, E
is related to the Shear modulus, G, via:
E = 3G

(2.8)

For the elastic contribution we use the affine network model [30]:
⇥
⇧elas = Gref '˜1/3

'˜ ⇤
2

(2.9)

Gref is the Shear modulus in the reference state. Gref is related to G via:
G = Gref '˜1/3

(2.10)
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'˜ is defined as:
'˜ =

'
'ref

(2.11)

with 'ref as the ' at which the polymer network is in the relaxed state and the chains
experience zero stress. It must be noted that the conditions at which the reference
state is determined di↵er greatly between studies [37], and the physical meaning of
'ref is still under debate [37, 38]. For synthetic polymers, 'ref is often defined as
the ' at cross-linking, which often occurs in the dry state (thus 'ref = 1). When
cross-linking takes place in the presence of a solvent, as is the case for bio-polymers,
the reference state is often chosen in a similar fashion [39, 40]. Khokhlov [38] argues
that 'ref should be chosen at theta-conditions at which the individual chains are
unperturbed. However, since we apply the affine network model [30], polymer-solvent
and polymer-polymer interaction are omnipresent [40]. van der Sman [30] showed
that for many bio-polymer gels it holds that 'ref = 1.5'0 . Because of the ambiguous
nature of 'ref , we will determine it by fitting our WHC data with Equation 2.9.

2.2

Materials and methods

We have prepared single-phase gels from soy protein isolate (SPI) and gluten via
heat-induced gelation. By varying the polymer weight fraction at cross-linking, gels
with di↵erent cross-link densities were obtained. Gels were washed and swollen
in water before their WHC as a function of pressure was determined using the
centrifugation method [21, 41]. The WHC data was fitted with Flory–Rehner theory
to obtain Gref and 'ref . Water sorption isotherms and glass transition temperatures
were measured for the di↵erent bio-polymers before and after gelation to obtain 1
using FVFH theory. Based on the WHC of the single-phase gels we analysed the
WHC of more complex mixed gels with di↵erent SPI : gluten ratios.
2.2.1

Materials

Soy protein isolate (Supro 500E IP) and vital wheat gluten were obtained from Solae
(DuPont, St Louis, MO, USA) and Roquette (Lestrem, France) respectively. Some
compositional data is presented in Table 2.1. Salt content was determined based on
the conductivity of a 5 wt% protein dispersion and is expressed in NaCl equivalents.
Mili-Q water was used in all experiments.
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Table 2.1: Compositional information of the protein powders used. Dry matter content
(DMC) as determined by drying at 105°C for 24 h, protein content according to the
Dumas combustion method with Nx5.7 (see e.g. Berghout et al. [42]) and salt content of
the powders based on the conductivity of 5 wt% dispersions (as NaCl equivalents).

DMC (wt%)
SPI
Gluten

2.2.2

93.7±0.2
93.4±0.5

Protein content (Nx5.7,
wt%), n=3
81.7±1.1
77.9±0.1

Salt content (expressed as
wt% NaCl), n=3
1.33±.01
0.39±.01

Gel preparation

Soy gels
SPI gels were prepared by dispersing SPI powder in water, followed by vigorous mixing
to achieve a final dry matter content of between approximately 25 and 35 wt%. SPI
dispersions had an ionic strength of between 0.08 and 0.12 m and were not adjusted.
Dispersions of SPI and gluten were of neutral pH and were not adjusted. Actual dry
matter content of the dispersions was determined by drying at 105°C for 24 h. The
obtained dispersions were placed in vacuum bags and exposed to a vacuum of 50 mbar
for 15 s to remove any air bubbles. The dispersions were stored overnight at 4°C to
ensure an even hydration of the protein. The hydrated dispersions were placed in
cylindrical stainless steel gelation vessels with a radius of 12.5 mm and a height of 5
mm. The hermetically sealed vessels were submerged for 30 min in a shaking water
bath (Julabo, Seelbach, Germany) preheated to 95°C. The vessels were cooled by
submersion in water of 10°C for 15 min. After cooling, the gels were gently removed
from their vessels.
Gel washing and swelling
Gel swelling and the removal of solutes was carried out simultaneously by washing
in Mili-Q water. Gels were submerged in an excess of Mili-Q water (1/100 wt/wt)
immediately after gelation and stored at 4°C for 24 h. The water was exchanged 3
times during the first 8 h at regular intervals. This was sufficient to reach a stable
sample weight and constant conductivity of the washing liquid. These signs were
taken as confirmation that equilibrium had been reached.
The maximum level of swelling is defined as the polymer volume fraction at maximum
swelling and referred to as '0 . '0 was determined based on the dry matter content as
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determined by drying the swollen gels at 105°C for 24 h. Polymer and water densities
were assumed to be 1330 kg m 3 and 1000 kg m 3 respectively.
Gluten gels
Gluten gels were prepared similarly to SPI gels, with some alterations to the protocol.
The gel-like structures obtained after heating hydrated gluten were not uniform in
shape and thus not suitable for uniaxial compression testing or centrifugation (for
WHC). The use of ethanol can greatly improve the ease of handling of gluten [43, 44].
Gluten gels were, therefore, prepared in anhydrous ethanol (Sigma Aldrich, Steinheim,
Germany) to study their strength and WHC. By mixing gluten with ethanol a particle
dispersion is obtained. Gluten dispersions were transferred to the aforementioned
gelation vessels, omitting the evacuation and hydration steps. Gelation and the
subsequent washing and swelling was carried out as per the protocol for SPI gels.
Three water changes were assumed to be sufficient to wash out all ethanol and solutes
present. The range in which we could reproducibly prepare gluten gels was narrow
I
(yp,gluten
= 0.575 0.64) due to issues such as gluten sedimentation and drainage
within the gelation vessel.
Mixed gels
Mixed gels were prepared by dispersing SPI in water and vigorous mixing, followed
by gluten addition and further mixing. Mixed gels had an ionic strength between 0.09
and 0.04 molal. The mixtures were freed from air, hydrated, and gelled according to
the protocol for SPI gels. The overnight hydration at 4°C was assumed to be sufficient
to reach an equilibrium water distribution.
2.2.3

Water holding capacity by centrifugation

WHC was determined by centrifugation at di↵erent relative centrifugal forces to apply
a range of pressures to the equilibrated gels, similar to Kocher and Foegeding [41],
and Paudel et al. [21]. Samples were gently taken from pre-swollen gels using a biopsy
punch with a diameter of 4 mm. The samples were placed in centrifugal filters with
a pore size of 0.2 µm (Pall Centrifugal Devices). An Eppendorf centrifuge with a
swinging bucket rotor was used to ensure the pressure was applied perpendicularly to
the surface of the sample. A centrifugation time of 1 h was found to be sufficient to
reach a constant gel weight. During centrifugation, the expelled fluid was collected
in the bottom compartment of the tube without being in contact with the sample,
and the amount of water released was determined by weighing. Assuming a linear
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gradient in ' and ⇧ext , the relative centrifugal force can be converted to an average
pressure applied on the sample as:
⇧ext =

1
⇢gactual H
2

(2.12)

⇢ is the mean density of the sample, gactual is the relative centrifugal force at the
sample location, and H is the sample height. Since the amount of polymer is assumed
to remain constant during centrifugation, the change in sample height as a result of
the moisture loss can be calculated as:
'0 H0 = 'H

(2.13)

'0 is the polymer volume fraction at maximum swelling, H0 is the initial sample
height, and ' is the average polymer volume fraction.
2.2.4

Linear compression tests

Elastic Young’s moduli, E, were determined by uniaxial compression of the swollen
gels using an Instron texture analyser equipped with a 100 N load cell similar to
Renkema et al. [45]. In short, gels prepared and swollen according to the protocol in
Section 2.2.2 were trimmed to a radius of 12.5 mm using a cork borer and placed on
the plate of the texture analyser. Gels were compressed at a rate of 1 mm s 1 . True
Hencky strain was calculated as:
✏ = ln

H(t)
H0

(2.14)

in which ✏ is the Hencky strain and H0 and H(t) are the initial height and height
after deforming for a certain time t. The stress on the gel is calculated as:
=

F (t)
A(t)

(2.15)

in which F (t) is the force recorded by the texture analyser and A(t) the contact area
of the gel after deforming for a certain time t. We assume a constant sample volume
during deformation, which enables us to calculate the sample area during deformation
as:
H0
A(t) =
A0
(2.16)
H(t)
in which A0 is the initial cross-sectional area of the gel. E was determined as the
slope of versus ✏ in the linear regime.
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Dynamic vapour sorption

Water vapour sorption isotherms can be used to determine the interaction parameter
with FVFH theory.
Isotherms were determined at 25°C on a ProUmid
SPSX-S3-EU01508. Measurements started by drying for 24 h at 0 %RH, after which
the RH was increased with 10 % increments up to 90 % RH, and lowered again to 0
% RH in 10 % increments. Equilibrium was assumed when the weight change over a
window of 10 min was less than 0.0005 % min 1 for a period of 120 min. A maximum
step duration of 2000 min was used. Isotherms were determined in duplicate.
2.2.6

Determination of Tg

The glass transition temperature Tg is required to accurately fit sorption isotherms
with FVFH theory. Values of Tg were determined using a TA Instruments DSC
250 (modulated Di↵erential Scanning Calorimetry, mDSC). Samples with di↵erent
moisture contents were prepared by exposing them to water vapour for di↵erent
lengths of time after which the DSC sample pans were sealed hermetically. The
samples were allowed to equilibrate inside of the sample pan for at least 1 week before
being analysed. During thermal analysis, samples were equilibrated at 20°C after
which a temperature modulation with an amplitude of 1.27°C with a period of 60
s was switched on. The temperature was raised to 120°C at a rate of 2 °C min 1
after which the samples cooled back to 20°C again, followed by a second heating
cycle to 180°C. Glass transitions were identified from the shift in the baseline of the
reversing heat flow signal of the second scan. Dry matter content of the samples was
determined by puncturing the sample pan after measuring and drying at 105°C for
24 h.
2.2.7

Statistical analysis

Error bars indicate the 95 % confidence intervals of the mean value, as calculated
from the standard error of the mean. n indicates the number of measurements. In
the case of n = 2, error bars represent the absolute deviation from the mean. Fitted
values are the result of fitting individual datasets, with error bars indicating the 95 %
confidence interval of the mean of the fitted values. Where applicable, significant
di↵erences were tested with a one-way ANOVA and Tukey-test, with p indicating the
significance level.
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2.3

Results and discussion

2.3.1

Tg and water sorption isotherms

Glass transition temperatures of SPI and gluten were determined via mDSC for
di↵erent levels of hydration and fitted with Couchman-Karasz with respect to Tg
(Figure 2.1a). The fitted value for SPI (384 K) is in good agreement with the value
reported by Morales and Kokini [46] for 7S soy globulins (387 K; [46, 47], which is
remarkable as we used a crude commercial protein isolate. Values reported for the Tg
of soy proteins deviate widely between references [46–49], possibly due to variations
in experimental methodology, raw materials, and sample preparation. For the sake of
consistency we will use our own determined values. The fitted Tg of gluten (428 K)
is in good agreement with literature values [34, 50, 51], although higher values have
also been reported [52].
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Figure 2.1: Glass transition temperatures of SPI and gluten protein at di↵erent moisture
weight fractions, as determined via mDSC. Solid lines indicate best fits according to
Couchman-Karasz (2.1a). Water sorption isotherms of SPI and gluten, before and after
the gelation process. Error bars overlap with the markers (n=2). Solid lines indicate best
fits with FVFH theory. Fitted values of 1 are presented in the insert (2.1b).

Water sorption isotherms of SPI and gluten were collected before and after the gelation
process using dynamic vapour sorption (Figure 2.1b). Gels were lyophilized and
ground to a fine powder before sorption analysis. The gelation process increased
sorption by SPI at aw < 0.7. Additional cross-linking can result in a higher glass
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transition temperature [53] and, as follows from FVFH theory, increase sorption in
the glassy regime. At aw where T > Tg , the sorption of gelled and non-gelled SPI is
identical. DSC analysis of the lyophilized gels did not reveal a clear glass transition.
Therefore, a slightly higher Tg of 415 K was used, which coincides with the Tg of
11S soy glycinin as reported by Morales and Kokini [46]. Gluten sorption was not
a↵ected by the gelation process. Sorption isotherms were fitted using FVFH theory
with respect to 1 (Equation 2.2). Best fits and fitted values for 1 are presented
in Figure 2.1b. SPI has a lower 1 than gluten, indicating it has more attractive
interactions with water compared to gluten.
2.3.2

Gel swelling and mechanical characterization

Soy protein gels
i
We will use yp,j
as the polymer weight fraction at gelation of a single-phase (i = I) or
two-phase (i = II) gel, made of polymer j, or of the gel as a whole (j = gel). Recall
that '0 represents the polymer volume fraction at maximum swelling (when ⇧ext = 0).
I
Increasing yp,SP
I resulted in a linear increase of '0 (Figure 2.2a). This indicates that
I
varying yp,SP I is a controllable method to adjust maximum swelling. The elastic
Young’s moduli E of the swollen SPI gels were determined via uni-axial compression.
E increased proportionally as '0 increased (Figure 2.2b); E thus also relates directly
I
to yp,SP
I . The elastic modulus relates directly to the cross-link density of the gel [25].
An increased cross-link density results in a greater resistance to deformation (conform
I
Equation 2.9), and explains the reduced swelling as yp,SP
I is increased (Figure 2.2a).
The moduli of the swollen gels as a function of '0 can be described with a power law
with an exponent of 2.28 (Figure 2.2b). The apparent agreement with the theoretical
exponent reported by Horkay and Zrı́nyi [35] for networks of Gaussian chains is most
probably a deceptive coincidence as the majority of soy proteins are globular [54]. It
is unlikely that the heat applied during gelation resulted in a complete loss of protein
secondary structure [27].

Gluten gels
Wheat gluten proteins are more difficult to handle than soy proteins as they bind
little water [2] and form a network upon hydration [55, 56]. Our swelling experiments
revealed that non-heated gluten binds 2.1±0.1 g water g 1 protein, similar to
Grabowska et al. [2] (1.9 g g 1 ). Higher levels of swelling have also been reported
(3.3 g g 1 , [57]). It must be noted that the strength of gluten networks depends on
the temperature at hydration [58], which can a↵ect swelling. In addition, the kneading
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Figure 2.2: Maximum level of swelling, '0 , of SPI gels as function of yp,SP
I (solid line
2
0.224yp 0.0224, R = 0.99; Figure 2.2a), and elastic Young’s moduli of swollen SPI gels
as function of '0 (solid line a'0 with a = 7.59 ⇥ 107 and = 2.28, R2 = 0.98; Figure
I
2.2b). n=3 for yp,SP
I , n=2 for E, and n=3 for '0 .

process can a↵ect the gluten network structure in wheat flour doughs, by changing
from a lumped to a strand-like structure [56, 59]. During preparation of our gluten
doughs the gluten was only hydrated with water, and not kneaded as you would a
bread dough, which may explain the di↵erence in swelling.
Single-phase gluten gels were prepared in ethanol and swollen in water to study their
I
swelling as function of yp,gluten
(Figure 2.3 top). The gluten gels bind less water
than hydrated gluten (⇠1.5 g g 1 ). This could be due to additional cross-linking
upon heating. The exposure to ethanol may have allowed for additional cross-linking
as ethanol decreases the denaturation temperature of gluten [43] and may facilitate
further protein unfolding. '0 increased slightly but significantly with increasing
I
yp,gluten
. Elastic moduli of gluten gels swollen in water were not significantly di↵erent,
which suggests similar cross-link densities. This is in line with the similar values of
I
'0 . A similarly limited dependence of swelling on the yp,gluten
is expected for gels
obtained from hydrated gluten.
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Figure 2.3: '0 (top) and elastic Young’s moduli (bottom) of gluten gels prepared in
I
ethanol and washed and swollen in water as function of yp,gluten
. Di↵erent letters indicate
significant di↵erences (p < 0.01; n=3).

2.3.3

WHC of single-phase protein gels during centrifugation

Soy protein gels
Swollen SPI gels were subjected to an increasing external pressure by centrifugation
to determine their WHC as a function of applied pressure. The WHC data was fitted
with Flory–Rehner theory (Figure 2.4). The mixing contribution to the swelling
pressure was calculated using the interaction parameter, 1 , as obtained from fitting
the sorption isotherms with FVFH theory (Figure 2.1). This leaves only the shear
modulus in the reference state, Gref , and the polymer volume fraction in the reference
state, 'ref , as unknown parameters. Recall that the reference state refers to the
relaxed state of the polymer. Defining 'ref as ' at gelation did not match the
observed swelling and de-swelling. 'ref was therefore obtained through fitting. For
some gels, gel collapse was observed at higher ⇧ext , which a↵ected the WHC. Data
points where collapse occurred were therefore excluded from the fitting process (Figure
2.4, open symbols). Figure 2.4 shows a strong dependence of ' on the applied pressure
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Figure 2.4: WHC of swollen SPI and gluten gels expressed as polymer volume fraction
as a function of the applied pressure as determined via centrifugation. Open symbols
were excluded from the fitting procedure due to gel collapse. Solid lines are best fits with
Flory–Rehner (R2 0.97). (n=8)

that can be described qualitatively with Flory–Rehner theory.
We compare the fitted values with E and '0 from Figure 2.2. Fitted values of
'ref correlate linearly with the experimentally determined values of '0 (Figure 2.5a).
However, the results deviate from the expected result of 'ref = 1.5'0 , as was found
for various other bio-polymers [30]. The deviation could be the result of the globular
(non-Gaussian) nature of soy protein network. Alternatively, it could be due to
some inhomogeneity in the distribution of cross-links in the swollen gel. Hydrogel
swelling depends on the local cross-link density, as was also addressed in the review
by Ho↵man [60, 61]. Areas of low cross-link density will swell to a higher level than
high cross-link density areas, e↵ectively increasing '0 . Low cross-link density areas
will exude more water at low ⇧ext , after which a more homogeneous material is
obtained. We have accounted for these inhomogeneities by excluding the first data
point from the fits (Figure 2.4). A schematic representation of a possible gel structure
is presented in Figure 2.6. The fitted elastic shear modulus in the reference state,
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Figure 2.5: Fitted 'ref as function of experimentally determined '0 (Slope: 0.69, R2 =
0.94) (2.5a). Fitted elastic Shear moduli as function of experimentally determined elastic
I
2
Young’s moduli and yp,SP
I (Slope: 0.59, R = 0.86) (2.5b). Solid lines are the result of
linear regression. n=3 for '0 and n=2 for E.

Gref , is converted to the Shear modulus, G, using Equation 2.10. This enables direct
comparison with the experimentally determined Young’s modulus E. G correlates
linearly with E (Figure 2.5b). For incompressible materials, a slope of 1/3 would
be expected, while linear regression indicates a slope of 0.59. The deviation could
be due to the globular nature of soy. Alternatively, inhomogeneities in cross-link
density could account for this deviation. During relatively fast measurements (such
as uni-axial compression), moisture losses are negligible and we measure the gel’s
bulk properties. During sustained deformation (such as during centrifugation) areas
of lower cross-link density will exude more water until the higher cross-link density
patches overlap (Figure 2.6b). The volume fraction of high cross-link density material
increases, resulting in a higher modulus.
The physical meaning of the parameters obtained through fitting may be limited given
that not all assumptions for Flory–Rehner theory are met. Still, they are practically
usefulness when describing and predicting the WHC.
Gluten gels
Gluten gels prepared in ethanol were firm and showed no signs of collapse during
centrifugation, even at the highest pressures applied. WHC as a function of pressure
I
I
was similar for the di↵erent values of yp,gluten
; therefore, only yp,gluten
= 0.60 is shown
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the SPI gel network before (a) and after (b)
the expulsion of water under external load (⇧ext ). Sustained external pressure will induce
the initial expulsion of water from the lower cross-link density areas. This results in a
compaction of the network and allows for the higher cross-link density patches to overlap.
This induces an increase in the elastic modulus of the gel after the exudation of water and
a change in the e↵ective 'ref . Spirals represent patches with high cross-link density.

(Figure 2.4). Despite binding very little water, gluten gels (prepared in ethanol)
bind water very tightly with negligible water losses in the relevant range of ⇧ext .
Similarly low losses were reported for hydrated gluten doughs [18] and we expect
similar behaviour for gluten gels prepared in water. Gluten is an elastomer [56], and
thus characterized by a high stretchability and limited polymer-solvent interaction.
Although reasonable fits of Flory–Rehner theory could be made, the WHC of gluten
gels is characterized by gluten’s elastomeric behaviour as indicated by the limited
interaction with the solvent.
2.3.4

WHC of mixed protein gels

Water distribution before gelation
We have prepared mixed gels with di↵erent SPI : gluten ratios while keeping the total
II
dry matter content of the gel constant at yp,gel
= 0.3 to study the e↵ect of the SPI :
gluten ratio on the WHC. As was shown by Dekkers et al. [17], two separate phases
of soy and gluten can be observed in similar mixed gels using confocal scanning laser
microscopy. The two phases are thought to be relatively pure phases consisting of
SPI or gluten [2, 14, 17], While gluten swelling shows only a limited dependence on
I
I
yp,gluten
, the WHC of SPI depends strongly on yp,SP
I (Figure 2.4). Knowledge of the
water distribution between SPI and gluten before gelation is, therefore, required to
understand the WHC of mixed gels.
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Water distribution between polymers without cross-links, like our protein powders,
should adhere to Flory–Huggins theory (Equation 2.2).
However, gluten
spontaneously cross-links upon hydration, which will limit its hydration. Therefore,
the full Flory–Rehner theory is required to describe the water partitioning between
SPI and gluten before gelation. An experimental study using Time Domain-NMR on
II
the water distribution between SPI and gluten as a function of yp,gel
and SPI : gluten
ratio showed that SPI binds more water than gluten [14].
We define the partition coefficient P as the fraction of total water in the SPI phase;
(1 P ) is therefore the fraction in the gluten phase. Since SPI is not cross-linked, its
swelling depends only on ⇧mix,SP I . Gluten is cross-linked and its swelling depends on
⇧mix,gluten and ⇧elas,gluten . Equilibrium is assumed when ⇧mix,SP I = ⇧mix,gluten
⇧elas,gluten . ⇧mix,i depends on 1 from Figure 2.1b, and ⇧elas,gluten follows from
fitting Gref,gluten and 'ref,gluten to the data from Dekkers et al. [14]. Predictions
based on Flory–Rehner theory match the experimental data from Dekkers et al. [14]
reasonably well (Figure 2.7). We calculate the polymer weight fraction of the hydrated
II
SPI, yp,SP
I before gelation, using the partition coefficient P :
II
yp,SP
I =

wtp,2,SP I
(P · wtw,2,gel ) + wtp,2,SP I

(2.17)

wtp,2,SP I is the weight of SPI and wtw,2,gel is the total weight of water in the mixture.
II
We derive the expected level of swelling SPI in the mixed gel from yp,SP
I and the
I
relation between yp,SP I and '0 in Figure 2.2b.
WHC of mixed gels
Mixed gels with di↵erent SPI:gluten ratios were swollen until constant weight. We
assume gluten to swell to 2 g water g 1 protein and derive the amount of water in
the SPI phase of the mixed gel using a simple mass balance:

1
II
wtII
=
wt
( II
) 1 · wtII
(2.18)
w,SP I
w,gel
p,gluten
yp,gluten
II
where yp,gluten
is equal to 0.33. From the result of Equation 2.18 we can derive '
II
using yp,SP I and the densities of polymer and water. Now that we have separated
the contribution of gluten to the WHC from that of SPI we can study the WHC of
SPI separately from gluten.

The swelling of the SPI phase strongly depends on the SPI:gluten ratio (Figure 2.8).
Mixed gels containing primarily SPI (ratios 20:1, 10:1, 5:1) swell to a level similar
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Figure 2.7: Prediction plot of the water partition coefficient, P , using TD-NMR data
from Dekkers et al. [14], and as predicted with Flory–Rehner theory assuming Gref,gluten =
1.7e5 Pa and 'ref,gluten = 0.023. Average di↵erence between experimental and predictions
is ±7.9 %.

to single-phase SPI gels, as indicated by the red line for a single-phase SPI gel with
I
yp,SP
I = 0.3. The swelling of SPI decreased gradually as gluten content was increased.
Because of the limited water uptake by gluten in the dough before gelation, more water
II
will be available to hydrate SPI, causing yp,SP
I before gelation to decrease. As was
I
shown in Figure 2.2b, the maximum level of swelling increases with decreasing yp,SP
I
as a result of the decreased cross-link density. An increased level of swelling of SPI
with increasing gluten content was therefore expected, while the opposite is observed.
The swelling of mixed SPI-gluten gels is less than the weighted sum of the individual
phases, indicating an interaction between SPI and gluten.
Mixed gel mechanics
To investigate the interaction between SPI and gluten in mixed gels, we have
determined the elastic Young’s moduli of swollen mixed gels via uni-axial compression
(Figure 2.9). We express the modulus as a function of the volume fraction of the
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Figure 2.8: WHC of mixed SPI-gluten gels at ⇧ext = 0 expressed as gram water per
gram protein. Gluten is assumed to bind 2 grams of water per gram protein. Solid line
I
indicates swelling of an SPI gel with yp,SP
I = 0.3 (n=3).

gluten phase in the mixed gel, gluten . Both single-phase SPI and gluten gels have
a considerably higher modulus than mixed gels with low gluten fractions (SPI:gluten
ratios 20:1, 10:1, 5:1). Since the modulus increases upon increasing the gluten content,
it is unlikely that gluten acts as an inactive filler [62]. Gluten and soy proteins have
recently been shown not to co-aggregate [19]. We hypothesize that the inclusion
of gluten may have introduced defects in the SPI network, causing the observed
weakening. The modulus of the mixed gels increases with Gluten and exceeds the
modulus of neat gluten gels (ratios 1:1, 1:2). Gluten networks are known to be strain
hardening [63]. For gels with a continuous gluten network, gluten may already be
strained as a result of SPI swelling, and could consequently have a higher modulus.
We hypothesise that mixed gels with low gluten fractions are SPI continuous (ratios
20:1, 10:1, 5:1). As the gluten content increases (ratios 2:1, 1:1, 1:2), a continuous
gluten network forms that is either entrapping or co-continuous with the SPI network.
The mechanism explaining the observed swelling of mixed SPI-Gluten gels is presented
in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.9: Elastic Young’s moduli of swollen mixed gels with di↵erent SPI:gluten ratios
as determined with uni-axial compression (n=2). gluten represents the volume fraction
of the gluten phase in the swollen gel. Moduli of swollen single-phase SPI and gluten gels
were added for comparison. Note that the single-phase SPI gel contains no gluten and
thus gluten = 0.

Mechanical interaction between SPI and gluten
The mechanism proposed in Figure 2.10 explains the reduced swelling of SPI based
on confinement and compression by a continuous gluten network. To quantify this
mechanical interaction between SPI and gluten, we analyse the WHC of the SPI phase
in the mixed gel as a function of applied pressure. We derive the polymer volume
fraction in the SPI phase by subtracting the contribution of gluten using Equation
2.18. We hypothesize that at higher gluten contents the gluten forms a continuous
network and imposes a pressure on the SPI phase during swelling. This will limit SPI
swelling, as schematically depicted in Figure 2.10. We will call this pressure ⇧gluten ,
which is additive to the external pressure experienced by SPI as:
⇧ext + ⇧gluten = ⇧swell = ⇧mix,SP I

⇧elas,SP I

(2.19)

Since ⇧gluten is additive to ⇧ext , we can determine ⇧gluten as the di↵erence in pressure
between the freely swollen SPI gels and the SPI phase of the mixed gels at the same
value of ' (Figure 2.11). We obtain the pressure dependence of ' for a freely swollen
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Figure 2.10: Proposed mechanism explaining the swelling of mixed SPI-gluten gels.
SPI forms the continuous phase with gluten as a dispersed phase when ySP I >> ygluten
(2.10a). For intermediate ratios of SPI:Gluten (ySP I ⇡ ygluten ; ratio⇠ 2 1), gluten
forms a continuous network and hinders SPI swelling (2.10b). Upon further increasing the
amount of gluten the continuous gluten network becomes stronger, which further limits
SPI swelling (2.10c). Here, yi represents the fraction of polymer i of the total polymer
content. Note that the depicted structure merely describes the interaction between gel
phases and does not represent the proposed gel micro-structure.
II
I
SPI gel from yp,SP
I and the relations for single-phase SPI gels between yp,SP I and
Gref and 'ref (Figure 2.2b,2.5a), as indicated by the solid lines in Figure 2.11. The
di↵erence in ⇧ext between experimental data points and the corresponding solid line
indicates the value of ⇧gluten :

⇧gluten = ⇧Iext,SP I (')

⇧II
ext,SP I (')

(2.20)

with ⇧gluten as the pressure exerted by the gluten on the SPI phase in the mixed gel,
⇧Iext,SP I as the external pressure associated with a certain ' for a single-phase SPI
gel, and ⇧II
ext,SP I as the external pressure associated with that same ' for the SPI
phase of the mixed gel. Dekkers et al. [14] showed that one cannot easily di↵erentiate
between iso-strain, iso-stress, and inter-penetrating networks for SPI-gluten mixtures
as they provide similar outcomes over a wide range of sample compositions. The
iso-strain model (Equation 2.14) should therefore provide a good indication of the
strain on the network. By expressing ⇧gluten as function of strain (✏), we e↵ectively
obtain the stress-strain relation for the gluten network. Two distinct regimes can be
identified based on the SPI : Gluten ratios (Figure 2.12).
The first regime covers the gels low in gluten, which swell to a similar level as pure SPI
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Figure 2.11: Water holding capacity as measured via centrifugation for mixed SPI-gluten
gels, expressed for the SPI phase, assuming gluten binds 2 g water g 1 protein. Solid lines
indicate the expected ⇧ext dependence of ' based on the SPI phase composition according
to Equation 2.17 . Open symbols indicate gel collapse (n=8).

(Figure 2.8, ratios 20:1, 10:1, 5:1). These gels have near-zero values of ⇧gluten at low
strains, indicating similarity in WHC to pure SPI. In line with our earlier hypothesis,
SPI will be the continuous phase in gels as they swell and de-swell similarly to pure
SPI, with the gluten present as inclusions. The increasingly positive pressures at
high strain (✏ 1) are the result of additional water loss associated with gel collapse
(Figure 2.12, open symbols). The second regime covers the gels with higher gluten
content, which show a gradual decrease in swelling as gluten content is increased
(Figure 2.8, ratios 2:1, 1:1, 1:2). The markedly lower swelling of the SPI phase
compared to pure SPI suggests gluten is a continuous phase. The ratio at which
the second regime starts (⇠ 2:1) could be the ratio at which gluten starts forming a
space-filling network. ⇧gluten becomes higher as gluten content increases, indicating
that the pressure exerted onto the SPI phase becomes higher. At higher strains, we
observe an increase in ⇧gluten . Gluten networks are strain hardening [64] which might
explain the increasing slope of ⇧gluten versus ✏.
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Figure 2.12: The pressure exerted by the gluten phase on the SPI phase, ⇧gluten ,
as calculated with Equation 2.20, as function of the strain, ✏. Dashed lines indicate the
regime over which the elastic modulus was determined. Open symbols indicate gel collapse
occurred during centrifugation. Insert shows the data for ratios 5:1, 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2 on a
lin-log scale for clarity.

For the gluten-rich gels (ratios 2:1, 1:1, 1:2) we were able to calculate the elastic
modulus of the gluten network as the slope in the linear regime in Figure 2.12.
Naturally, a linear model cannot describe the observed strain hardening of gluten.
However, the more sophisticated affine network model (similar to Equation 2.9)
also failed to describe the observed non-linear behaviour, suggesting the observed
strain hardening is real (fits not shown). The elastic modulus of the gluten phase
increases with gluten volume fraction (Figure 2.13a), which is in line with the reduced
swelling of SPI as the amount of gluten in the mixed gels is increased. To test the
validity of the gluten moduli obtained from the WHC measurements, we use them
to calculate the expected moduli of the mixed gels and compare the result with
the experimentally determined moduli. An iso-strain or inter-penetrating network
structure is most probable based on the hypothesized structure. The modulus
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according to the iso-strain network model is given by Equation 2.21, [65]:
II,m
Egel
= (1

m
Gluten )ESP I

+

m
gluten Egluten

(2.21)

II
Egel
is the modulus of the mixed gel, and Gluten , (1
Gluten ), and Ei are the
volume fractions and moduli of the individual phases respectively. Exponent m taken
as 1 for iso-strain behaviour. The modulus of an iso-tropic inter-penetrating network
is given by [66]:

II
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= (1

a)2 ESP I + a2 EGluten + 2a(1
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✓

(1 a)
a
+
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where a is:
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1.5

(9

4

1

Gluten ) 2

2

! 12

◆

1

(2.22)

(2.23)

I
We take the moduli of the SPI phase from the relation between yp,SP
I and ESP I
from Figure 2.2b. We acknowledge that the modulus of SPI appears to be negatively
a↵ected by the addition of gluten. However, since the modulus of the composite is
dominated by the elasticity of gluten in the relevant range of gluten the influence of
the uncertainty in ESP I on the modulus of the composite will be limited. Comparison
of the moduli calculated for the mixed gels with our experimentally determined moduli
shows a reasonable agreement, for both iso-strain and inter-penetrating models.
Dekkers et al. [14] similarly reported that models describing the various network
structures result in a similar modulus. Even though we cannot confirm the exact
network structure, these findings support our hypothesis that at sufficiently high
gluten contents a continuous network forms which is capable of limiting the swelling
of SPI via a mechanical interaction.

The mechanical interaction between SPI and gluten in swollen mixed gels depends
on the ratio between the two bio-polymers. Therefore, varying the ratio between SPI
and gluten could be used to control the swelling and de-swelling of mixed gels, and
possibly meat analogues. How the high shear processes commonly used to produce
meat analogue products would a↵ect these findings remains unclear.
2.3.5

General discussion

We have used Flory–Rehner theory to better understand the behaviour of mixed
SPI-gluten gels. The parameters obtained through fitting of FR theory were not
entirely consistent with theory, possibly due to the globular nature of soy protein.

2.4 Conclusion

E IIGluten (from Figure 12)

Mixed SPI-gluten gels (from Figure 9)

10 6

E IISPI (from Figure 2B)

E IIgel conf. Iso-strain model (Eq. 20, m=1)
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Figure 2.13: Elastic Young’s moduli of the gluten and SPI phases in mixed gels (Figure
2.13a). Moduli of the mixed gels according to the iso-strain and inter-penetrating network
models, and the experimental Young’s moduli of mixed gels (Figure 2.13b).
gluten
represents the volume fraction of gluten in the swollen gel.

Nonetheless, using FR theory provided useful insights on the interaction between
SPI and gluten. The results indicate that at sufficiently high gluten contents, a
continuous gluten network forms. The gluten network both limits water uptake by
SPI, and increases the modulus of the mixed gel. While the limited WHC might be
detrimental to the juiciness of a meat analogue product, the improved texture could
be beneficial to the product’s ’bite’. Unfortunately, there is currently no experimental
method capable of predicting juiciness accurately. The exact e↵ect of SPI:gluten ratio
on juiciness thus remains unclear. Interestingly, the SPI:gluten ratio at which gluten
forms a continuous network coincides with the ratios at which fibrous materials can
be made [2, 67], and suggests gluten continuity might be a prerequisite for making
meat-like structures with shear-cell technology.

2.4

Conclusion

We have studied the WHC of single-phase and mixed SPI and gluten gels with
Flory–Rehner theory to ultimately enhance the juiciness of meat analogues. WHC
I
of single-phase SPI gels depends on the polymer weight fraction at gelation, yp,SP
I,
and can be described with Flory–Rehner theory. WHC of mixed SPI - gluten gels is
not a linear combination of the WHC of their constituents. Mixed gels low in gluten
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exhibit similar behaviour to neat SPI gels, although their elastic moduli were lowered
by gluten addition. This did not a↵ect the WHC as a function of external pressure, as
indicated by the near-zero values of ⇧gluten . Increasing the gluten content results in
the formation of a continuous gluten network, that limits SPI swelling via an apparent
mechanical interaction with SPI. The pressure exerted on the SPI phase by the gluten
network depends on the SPI:gluten ratio and the elastic modulus of the gluten network
was extracted. The elastic modulus of the mixed gels could be approximated with the
polymer blending law and the predicted moduli of soy and gluten. Understanding the
interaction between the di↵erent phases in bio-polymer blends can help in improving
their structuring potential, and aid the development of the next generation meat
analogues. This work shows that the gel network structure can be controlled with
the SPI-gluten ratio. Therefore, it can be an important tool to control both the
WHC/juiciness and the mechanical properties of meat analogues.
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Abstract
Fibrous meat analogues can be made through shear-induced structuring from gluten
in combination with a second protein. A combination of swelling experiments and
shear-cell structuring was used to investigate the relation between fibrousness and the
presence of a continuous gluten network for mixtures containing gluten and either pea
protein, fababean protein or soy protein. When the gluten content of the mixed gels
increased, swelling of the other protein decreased proportionately. This suggested the
presence of a continuous gluten network. Normalization of the swelling data resulted
in an apparent master curve. The strain on the non-gluten protein was derived
from the swelling data and increased with increasing gluten content. Structuring
the protein mixtures in a shear cell resulted in fibrous structures at gluten contents
0.5 wt/wt. The e↵ect of gluten on swelling and fibre formation is universal for
the tested proteins. We, therefore, propose that in gluten-containing mixtures, a
continuous gluten network is required for the formation of fibres, while the second
protein acts merely as a filler and is replaceable.

3.1 Introduction

3.1
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Introduction

A number of technologies exist to produce fibrous meat-like structures from food
proteins [1–5]. However, e↵ectively all industrial production relies on high-moisture
extrusion cooking techniques, which are a form of thermo-mechanical processing.
Despite the widespread use of extrusion in industry, the rationale required to control
the structure of the final product is limited [3, 6]. Knowledge generation is complicated
by, among others, the complex flow patterns that occur inside the extruder barrel.
Therefore, formulation and process development is still based mostly on empirical
knowledge.
In order to better understand the extrusion cooking process, so-called shear cells were
developed [7–9]. Shear cells o↵er a simpler form of thermo-mechanical processing
through the use of simple shear flow and heat, and can also be used to produce fibrous,
meat-like structures [1, 10–12]. During shear cell processing a bio-polymer mixture
is subjected to continuous shear-flow [2]. Recent investigations have yielded insights
into the key process and material properties for the production of fibrous structures
[13–15]. It is thought that two immiscible phases are required for fibre formation in
sheared bio-polymer mixtures [16]. Tolstoguzov [17] proposed that the deformation
and alignment of the dispersed phase would lead to an anisotropic structure, which
implies that the dispersed phase is of importance to structure formation. Fibrous
structures have been produced using various bio-polymer mixtures: soy protein and
gluten [1, 3, 16, 18], soy protein and pectin[11], and pea protein and gluten [12]. For
neat calcium caseinate, it was shown that air incorporation is vital to obtain a fibrous
structure [14]. Also in soy-pectin mixtures, an internal air phase was found that is
deformed in the shear-flow direction [11, 12]. Clearly, the knowledge base for process
and formulation development is expanding rapidly, but steps still have to be taken
towards the intelligent design of fibrous meat-like structures.
We have recently shown that gluten forms a continuous network when present at a
sufficiently high level in (non-sheared) mixed soy protein and gluten gels [19]. Gluten
protein swells to a lower level than soy protein during free swelling [1, 19, 20]. The
continuous gluten network can limit the swelling of the soy protein in a mixed gel
through a mechanical interaction [19]. The continuity of the gluten phase could,
therefore, be deduced from the regime in which the swelling of soy (or another
protein) is inhibited [19]. Grabowska et al. [1] showed that a fibrous structure can be
made from soy protein-gluten mixtures with a shear cell, and suggested that gluten
is the continuous phase [1]. We, therefore, hypothesise that in order to create fibrous
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structures from gluten-containing protein mixtures, gluten content needs to be high
enough to form a strong and continuous network.
We will test this hypothesis by studying the swelling and structure-formation of gluten
in combination with protein isolates from either fababean (FPI), pea (PPI) or soy
(SPI). First, the maximum swelling ratio of single-phase protein gels is studied. The
swelling ratio of mixed protein gels is calculated based on the swelling of single-phase
gels by assuming no mechanical interaction between the protein phases. Water
partitioning between the gluten and non-gluten proteins will be taken into account by
using Flory–Rehner theory. Subsequently, the actual swelling ratio of the mixed gels
is measured and compared to the calculated values. Furthermore, the deformation
of the non-gluten phase caused by the swelling is discussed using the neo-Hookean
framework. The outcome of the swelling experiments will be mirrored against
structure formation experiments with a shear cell using the same materials.

3.2

Material and methods

Vital wheat gluten (gluten; Roquette, Vitens, St. Louis, MO, USA), fababean
protein isolate (FPI; supplied by Ingredion, Hamburg, Germany), pea protein isolate
(PPI; NUTRALYS® F85G, Roquette, Vitens, St Louis MO, USA) and soy protein
isolate (SPI; Supro 500E IP, DuPont, St. Louis, MO, USA) had protein contents of
77.9 %, 84.0 %, 78.6 % and 81.7 % respectively (Nx5.7). Sodium chloride (N aCl;
Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) was of analytical grade. Mili-Q water was used
for all experiments. All components were at room temperature (22°C) unless stated
otherwise.
3.2.1

Preparation of single-phase gels

Single-phase gels were prepared from FPI and PPI using the protocol of Cornet et al.
[19]. In short, the protein powder was dispersed in water and mixed thoroughly. The
mixture was transferred to a plastic bag and freed from air by applying a vacuum of
50 mbar for 45 s. The mixtures were left overnight at 4°C to allow for hydration. The
hydrated mixtures were transferred to stainless steel gelation vessels with an internal
height of 5 mm and a radius of 12.5 mm. The vessels were hermetically sealed and
submerged in a Julabo shaking water bath heated to 95°C. After 30 min, the vessels
were cooled in water of 15°C for 15 min after which the gels were removed from the
vessels. Gel edges were trimmed with a sharp razor and visually inspected for defects
before use.

3.2 Material and methods
3.2.2
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Mixed gel preparation

Mixed gels were prepared from mixtures of gluten with either FPI, PPI or SPI by
using a protocol similar to that for the single-phase gels with some adaptations. After
mixing the non-gluten protein (FPI, PPI or SPI) with the water, gluten was added
and mixed thoroughly through the dough. Dough and gel preparation proceeded
from thereon without alterations to the protocol for single-phase gels as described in
Section 3.2.1.
3.2.3

Gel washing and swelling

Gels were washed and swollen to remove any ions present and to determine their
maximum level of swelling using the method of Cornet et al. [19]. In short, gels were
placed in excess water (1/100 wt/wt ratio) for a period of at least 48 h until a constant
gel weight was reached. The water was renewed three times during this period. After
swelling, the dry matter content (DMC) was determined by oven drying for 48 h at
105°C. We will express the maximum level of swelling as the ratio between the volume
of water and the volume of polymer as given by:
Qi =

wtw /⇢w
wtp,i /⇢p

(3.1)

wtw is the total weight of water, wtp,i is the weight of protein i. ⇢w and ⇢p are the
densities of water and protein and taken as 1000 kg m 3 and 1330 kg m 3 , respectively.
For mixed gels containing gluten, gluten was assumed to reach a constant level of
swelling, absorbing 1.5 g water g 1 protein [19]. Subtracting the contribution of
gluten to the swelling enabled us to calculate the swelling of the other protein in mixed
gels. Note that we have previously used 2 g g 1 , which is the value for non-heated
gluten [1, 19]. The value of 1.5 g g 1 corresponds to that of heated gluten [19], and
was considered to be a more accurate approximation. The volumetric swelling ratio
of non-gluten proteins was calculated as:
Qi =

(wtw 1.5wtp,glu )/⇢w
(wtp,i wtp,glu )/⇢p

(3.2)

with wtp,glu as the weight of gluten protein.
3.2.4

Dynamic vapour sorption

Water vapour sorption isotherms were determined at 25°C on an SPSX-S3-EU01508
(Project Messtechnik). Samples were dried for 24 h at a relative humidity (RH) of 0
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% before increasing the RH in 10 % increments to an RH of 90 %. Equilibrium was
assumed when the sample weight change was less than 0.005 % min 1 over a window
of 10 min for a period of 120 min. The maximum step duration was set to 2000 min.
Isotherms were recorded in duplicate on the protein powders.
3.2.5

High-temperature Shear Cell

Mixtures containing gluten and either FPI, PPI or SPI were prepared. Gluten protein
fractions of 0, 0.167, 0.333, 0.500, 0.667 and 1 wt/wt were used. The mixtures were
structured in a shear cell (Wageningen University, The Netherlands, [10]) following
the protocol reported by Grabowska et al. [1] with some modifications. Mixtures
containing FPI and PPI were prepared with a DMC of 0.375 wt/wt, while for the
mixtures containing SPI a DMC of 0.300 wt/wt was used to ensure comparability
with the results of Cornet et al. [19]. All samples contained 0.01 wt/wt N aCl. The
N aCl was dissolved in the water after which the non-gluten protein (FPI, PPI or
SPI) was mixed in using a spatula. Gluten was added to the mixture, followed by
further mixing. The doughs were placed in the HTSC, which was pre-heated to 140°C.
The protein blends were sheared for 15 min at a constant temperature of 140°C and
a rotational speed of 30 rpm, which corresponds to a shear rate of 39 s 1 . After
shearing, the HTSC was cooled down in 5 min to below 60°C before opening and
removing the samples. Sample structure was assessed immediately. All samples were
produced in duplicate. For the swelling experiments, samples were taken from the
outer edge of the sample.
3.2.6

Assessment of the fibrous structure

The samples were visually inspected for fibrous structure formation by bending them
parallel to the shear flow direction. A wedge was cut from the circular sample. The
wedge was bent by moving the sharp tip of the wedge towards the outer edge, resulting
in a tear parallel to the shear flow direction. The bent piece was placed on a metal
pin and the fracture surface was photographed. This technique reveals the potential
orientation of the structure in the outer 4 cm of the sample and is similar to the
techniques used to reveal fracture patterns in extrudates [6, 18].
3.2.7

Statistics

Values are presented as the mean± standard error of the mean. The number of
duplicates, n, is reported with the data. Where applicable, significant di↵erences
were tested for using a one-way ANOVA with a significance level of p<0.05.
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3.3

Theory

3.3.1

Flory–Rehner theory

Polymer content at cross-linking can a↵ect the cross-link density of a polymer network.
Hence, the water partitioning in a polymer mixture at gelation should be known
to be able to make predictions about the swelling ratio of a mixed gel. We use
the Flory–Rehner theory to describe the water partitioning in bio-polymer mixtures.
Flory–Rehner theory describes the swelling based on the swelling pressure, ⇧swell ,
which has two contributions. The first contribution accounts for the pressure due
to the mixing of polymer and solvent and is captured by the mixing pressure, ⇧mix .
The second contribution describes the pressure generated due to the deformation upon
swelling and is described with the elastic pressure, ⇧elas . At equilibrium, ⇧swell is
balanced by the externally applied pressure, ⇧ext :
⇧ext = ⇧swell = ⇧mix

⇧elas

(3.3)

Mixing pressure
We have used free volume Flory–Huggins theory to describe ⇧mix :
"
#
RT
1
2
⇧mix =
ln(1 ') + '(1
) + ' + F (')
⌫w
N

(3.4)

Here, R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, vw is the molar
volume of water, ' is the polymer volume fraction, F (') accounts for the additional
sorption by glassy polymeric materials [21, 22] and N is the ratio of the molar volumes
of water and polymer. Since the molar volume of protein is very large compared to
that of water, the term N1 is e↵ectively zero, simplifying the equation. is the e↵ective
Flory–Huggins interaction parameter and captures the polymer-water affinity.
is
composition dependent and, therefore, depends on ' [23]:
=

0

+(

1

0 )'

2

(3.5)

0 and 1 are the interaction parameters under dilute and concentrated conditions
respectively. Since water is a theta solvent for proteins in the limit of low protein
concentrations, 0 is 0.5 [24]. F (') was calculated based on van der Sman and
Meinders [23]:
(
0
if T Tg
F (') =
(3.6)
2 Cp,w dTg T Tg
Mw ys RT dys Tg
if T  Tg
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with

dTg
=
dys

Cp,s Cp,w (Tg,w Tg,s )
(yw Cp,w + ys Cp,s )2

(3.7)

Tg was calculated according to Couchman-Karasz [25]:
Tg =

yw Cp,w Tg,w + ys Cp,s Tg,s
yw Cp,w + ys Cp,s

(3.8)

Mw represents the molar weight of water, Cp,i is the change in heat capacity over
the glass transition, Tg,i is the glass transition temperature of the pure material, and
yi represent the weight fractions of polymer and water as denoted with subscripts s
and w, respectively. Cp,s was taken as 0.425 kJ K 1 , which appears to be universal
for bio-polymers [23, 26, 27]. The additional term introduced by the free volume
extension, F ('), is equal to zero in the rubbery regime (T > Tg ). Hence, F (') was
equal to zero when determining the water partitioning. The water activity aw , relates
to ⇧mix via:
vw ⇧mix
ln(aw ) =
(3.9)
RT
Elastic pressure
We describe ⇧elas using the phantom network model:
⇧elas = Gref ['˜1/3

'˜
]
2

(3.10)

Gref is the elastic shear modulus in the reference state. The reference state refers to
the composition at which the polymers in the network are relaxed, and thus experience
neither compressive nor extensional stress [28]. '˜ is a measure for network deformation
relative to the reference state 'ref :
'˜ =

'
'ref

(3.11)

Water partitioning in a bio-polymer mixture
The elastic properties of the non-gluten protein phases depends on the moisture
content at gelation. Therefore, the hydration properties of the gel also depend
on the moisture content at gelation. At the moment of gelation, the water is
assumed to have partitioned between the gluten and non-gluten protein according
to thermodynamic equilibrium. To calculate the water partitioning, the gluten was
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considered a cross-linked network [29, 30], while this was not the case for the other
proteins (soy, pea, and fababean). Hence, Flory–Rehner theory was used to describe
the hydration of gluten (Equation 3.10 and 3.4 [19]), while regular FH theory was
used for the hydration of the other protein phase (Equation 3.4). We have recently
used this approach to describe water partitioning between soy protein and gluten [19]
and will use the same approach here. Thus, the water partitioning in the hydrated
protein mixture before gelation can be found by solving:
⇧mix,i ('i ) = ⇧mix,gluten ('gluten )

⇧elas,gluten ('gluten )

(3.12)

with i as either SPI, FPI, or PPI. The elastic properties of gluten are taken to be
Gref = 0.17 MPa and 'ref = 0.023 [19]. The composition of the gluten phase and
phase i will depend on the amount of water added to the proteins at the moment of
hydration. Denoting the weight fraction of water in the hydrated mix as wtw , the
protein weight fractions as wtp,i and the water partition coefficient as P , the polymer
volume fractions of the two phases read:
'i

=

'gluten

=

wtp,i /⇢p
wtp,i /⇢p + (P · wtw )/⇢w
wtp,gluten /⇢p
wtp,gluten /⇢p + ((1 P ) · wtw )/⇢w

(3.13)
(3.14)

⇢p and ⇢w are the densities of polymer and water, and taken as 1330 kg m 3 and 1000
kg m 3 . The water partitioning coefficient P is obtained by simultaneously solving
Equation 3.12 and 3.13. Equation 3.12 was solved using the bisection method and
varying the partition coefficient P .
3.3.2

Neo-hookean framework

In the neo-Hookean framework, deformation is relative to a reference state. This
reference state can be defined as the swelling ratio at which the polymer chains are
relaxed, Qref . We point out that Q is inversely proportional to the commonly used
polymer volume fraction '; the relations are, therefore, inverse compared to when
using '. van der Sman [24] showed that for several bio-polymers, 'ref is proportional
to the polymer volume fraction at maximum swelling, '0 :
'0 = 2/3'ref

(3.15)

Hence, the swelling ratio at maximum swelling, Q0 , relates to Qref via:
Q0 = 1.5Qref

(3.16)
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The deformation of the polymer network, ✏, for a given swelling ratio, Q, is
proportional to the ratio between Qref and Q:
✏/



Qref
Q

1/3

(3.17)

The polymer network is stretched when Q is greater than Qref , or compressed when
Q is smaller than Qref . The polymers are non-deformed or relaxed when Q equals
Qref ; hence the term reference state.

3.4

Results and discussion

3.4.1

Water sorption isotherms

Water sorption isotherms were determined for fababean protein isolate (FPI) and
pea protein isolate (PPI) (Figure 3.1). The isotherm for soy protein isolate (SPI) was
added for the sake of comparison. SPI has slightly higher water sorption than PPI and
FPI when the water activity exceeds 0.7. Isotherms were fitted with Flory–Huggins
free volume theory to determine the interaction parameter (Equation 3.9). Values
for the glass transition temperature in the dry state, Tg , were taken from [31] and
were 436 K for FPI and 438 K for PPI. The fitted values for were 0.96±0.03 and
0.90±0.02 for FPI and PPI respectively. The values are comparable to what we found
previously for soy protein isolate (SPI; 0.91±0.02 [19]). The interaction parameter of
gluten was determined previously as 1.16±0.04 [19]. The interaction parameters were
used in Section 3.4.3 to determine the water partitioning in protein mixtures.
3.4.2

Swelling of single-phase gels

Gels were prepared from SPI, FPI, and PPI with di↵erent DMC at gelation. The gels
were swollen in water until maximum swelling was achieved (Figure 3.2). Swelling
decreased with increasing DMC at gelation for all tested proteins, following a power
law. For SPI gels, this reduction was shown to be due to an increase in cross-link
density [19]; we expect this explanation also to hold for FPI and PPI. The swelling
ratios of SPI and PPI are comparable, while FPI gels swell much less. Given the
similar affinity for water of the di↵erent proteins (Figure 3.1), di↵erences in cross-link
density are most likely responsible for the observed di↵erences in swelling as follows
from Flory–Rehner theory (Equation 3.3).
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Figure 3.1: Sorption isotherms for powders of soy protein isolate (SPI), pea protein
isolate (PPI) and faba bean protein isolate (FPI) as determined at 25 °C. Fitted
Flory–Huggins interaction parameters for SPI, PPI and FPI were 0.91±0.02, 0.90±0.2,
and 0.96±0.03 respectively. SPI data was reproduced from [19].

3.4.3

Swelling of mixed gels

Mixed gel swelling when assuming no mechanical interaction
When assuming no mechanical interaction, the expected level of swelling for the
non-gluten protein follows from the relation established for the single-phase gels, as
shown in Figure 3.2. Since the swelling of single-phase gels depends on the DMC
at gelation (Figure 3.2), the water partitioning in the mixed gel prior to gelation
must be known to determine the level of swelling of the gel. The water partitioning
was calculated using Flory–Rehner theory. Equation 3.12 was solved to determine
the DMC in the non-gluten protein before gelation. The expected level of swelling
of the non-gluten protein is presented as the open symbols in Figure 3.3. When no
mechanical interaction is assumed, all three proteins show an increase in the expected
level of swelling with increasing gluten content (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.2: The swelling ratio of single-phase FPI, PPI, and SPI gels at maximum
swelling presented as function of the dry matter content at gelation. Solid lines represent
fits for y = a(xb ) with a = 1.80, b = 1.40 for FPI, a = 1.01, b = 2.30 for PPI and
a = 2.35, b = 1.76 for SPI. Error bars represent standard error from the mean with
n = 3. SPI data was reproduced from [19].

Mixed gel swelling with mechanical interaction
The actual experimental swelling ratios of the non-gluten phase when mechanical
interactions are taken into account are presented in Figure 3.3 (closed symbols).
The actual values show an opposite trend compared to when mechanical interactions
are ignored, with the swelling ratio going down instead of up. This di↵erence is
due to the mechanical interaction between the gluten and non-gluten phases, as
we have previously shown for SPI-gluten mixtures [19]. The reduction in swelling
was the result of the continuous gluten network present. The similar qualitative
behaviour shown here for SPI, PPI and FPI suggests that there is a similar mechanical
interaction between gluten and the other proteins used.
To identify any universality in the e↵ect of gluten on mixed gel swelling, the relative
swelling ratio of the non-gluten proteins was determined. The relative swelling ratio
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Figure 3.3: The swelling ratio of fully swollen mixed gels prepared from gluten with either
FPI, PPI, or SPI as a function of the gluten concentration at gelation. Gluten swelling
was subtracted used Equation 3.2 to determine the swelling ratio of the non-gluten protein
phase. Open symbols represent expected swelling ratios when no mechanical interaction
between phases is assumed and is based on the single-phase gels taking into account water
partitioning (Figure 3.2). Closed symbols are measured values. For PPI and FPI a total
initial DMC of 0.375 wt/wt was used; for SPI, 0.3 wt/wt was used. Error bars are standard
errors from the mean with n = 3.

was calculated by dividing the swelling ratios with the swelling ratio of single-phase
gels with the same initial total DMC (Figure 3.4). All three proteins show a similar
relative reduction in swelling (Figure 3.4), despite the di↵erences in absolute swelling
(Figure 3.3). A linear regression led to a fit with y = 2.436x + 0.955 (R2 = 0.90).
Adding the type of non-gluten protein as an independent fit parameter did not
significantly improve the fit. This suggests that gluten has a similar interaction with
the three di↵erent proteins used.
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Figure 3.4: Measured levels of non-gluten swelling (FPI, PPI, and SPI; Figure 3.3)
were divided by the swelling of their respective single-phase gel with the same DMC. The
obtained relative swelling is expressed as function of the gluten fraction of total protein
(n = 3). Dashed line is a linear fit (y = 2.436x + 0.955), with R2 = 0.90.

Deformation of the non-gluten phase
The similar relative reduction in swelling ratio and clear dependence on gluten
concentration suggest a universal underlying mechanism. To better understand the
apparent universality of the e↵ect of gluten content on mixed gel swelling we will
discuss the deformation of the non-gluten phase. As explained in Section 3.3.2,
deformation is relative to a reference state, Qref , which is related to maximum
swelling ratio, Q0 [24]. Due to the mechanical interaction with gluten, this maximum
swelling ratio cannot be reached. However, since the water partitioning between the
gluten and non-gluten phases before gelation was determined (Equation 3.12), the
expected swelling ratio when no mechanical interactions are assumed is known (open
symbols; Figure 3.3). Using Equation 3.16 we obtain the values for Qref for the
di↵erent proteins and gluten concentrations. The strain on the non-gluten phase is
then obtained by entering Qref and the experimental values for Q (closed symbols;
Figure 3.3) into Equation 3.17.
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van der Sman [24] constructed a master curve of network deformation ('/'ref or
equivalently Qref /Q) versus ⇧ext normalized with the cross-link density of the gel and
identified two distinct regimes. Furthermore, it was concluded that when Q > Qref
the elastic pressure dominates the swelling behaviour, and when Q < Qref the mixing
pressure dominates. The pressure applied by gluten, ⇧gluten , is known to increase with
increasing gluten content of the gel [19]. Gluten content can therefore be considered as
proportional to the externally applied pressure, ⇧ext . By plotting the gluten content
as a function of Q/Qref we obtain an approximation of the master curve as presented
by van der Sman [24] (Figure 3.5). Two di↵erent slopes can be observed, with a
transition around Q = Qref , in line with the master curve shown by van der Sman
[24]. This suggests that the same transition from elastic to mixing pressure dominated
behaviour might also occur in these gels.
The pressure exerted by gluten on the non-gluten phase depends on the deformation
of gluten. Since gluten forms a continuous network in the mixed gels, its deformation
must be proportional to the swelling of the non-gluten phase. The apparent master
curve in Figure 3.5 suggests this e↵ect might already be captured, which can be
qualitatively explained based on the e↵ect of the elastic modulus on the swelling and
deformability of polymer networks. A polymer network with a low elastic modulus
will swell more but is also more easily deformed than a network with a higher elastic
modulus. The greater deformability results in a larger absolute reduction in swelling
compared to a network with a higher modulus, and vice versa (Figure 3.3). Due to the
balance between the swelling pressure and the external pressure (or gluten pressure),
these di↵erences are limited on a relative scale (Figure 3.4). This balance may only
be there for materials with a similar Flory–Huggins interaction parameter, as is the
case here. Figure 3.5 also shows that gluten interacts in a similar way with the three
di↵erent proteins used. This suggests that the di↵erent protein phases in the mixed
gels are arranged in the same way.
Swelling of sheared samples
The gluten-containing mixtures were also swollen after processing in a shear cell.
This will relate the shear structuring experiments to the swelling experiments and
reveal any e↵ect of thermo-mechanical treatment on swelling. Absolute swelling ratios
of the sheared single-phase SPI and PPI gels were significantly higher than of the
non-sheared gels; FPI was significantly lower (see caption to Figure 3.6). We note that
the di↵erences in swelling between the sheared and non-sheared samples are limited
in absolute terms. For sheared SPI and PPI gels, the relative swelling as a function of
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Figure 3.5: Approximation of the master curve as shown by van der Sman [24], with
Qref /Q as a measure for deformation and gluten concentration as a measure for ⇧ext .
Qref follows from Equation 3.16 and Figure 3.3.

gluten content shows a negative trend, as was also found for the non-sheared samples
(Figure 3.6). The gradual reduction in swelling was less extensive but suggests a
similar e↵ect of gluten for SPI and PPI. The smaller e↵ect of gluten on swelling may
be due to anisotropy in the cross-link density along the shear flow direction. However,
anisotropy in swelling was not observed. The e↵ect of gluten content on the swelling
of the sheared FPI gels is di↵erent from SPI and PPI, with an increase in swelling
ratio with gluten content. The sheared FPI samples su↵ered from skin formation
while the SPI and PPI samples did (Supplementary Figure 3.8). The skin appeared
to be harder than the bulk of the material. This a↵ected the swelling ratio of the
FPI sample. The values of FPI can, therefore, not be compared directly with those of
the other proteins. The similar e↵ect of gluten on the swelling of SPI and PPI is an
indication that gluten also has a mechanical interaction with the non-gluten proteins
after processing in a shear cell.
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Figure 3.6: The swelling ratio of fully swollen, sheared mixed gels prepared from gluten
with either FPI, PPI, or SPI as a function of the gluten concentration at gelation (main
figure). Gluten swelling was subtracted used Equation 3.2 to determine the swelling ratio
of the non-gluten protein phase. For PPI and FPI a total initial DMC of 0.375 wt/wt was
used; for SPI, 0.3 wt/wt was used. The measured levels of non-gluten swelling of sheared
samples (FPI, PPI, and SPI) were divided by the swelling of their respective single-phase
sheared gel with the same DMC. The obtained relative swelling is expressed as a function
of the gluten fraction of total protein (insert). Error bars are standard errors from the
mean with n = 3.

3.4.4

Structure formation under shear

To study the relation between the presence of a continuous gluten network and the
formation of fibrous structures, sheared gels were produced from FPI, PPI and SPI
in combination with gluten using a shear cell. The same compositions were used as
for the mixed gels (Section 3.4.3). Gluten content is indicated as the weight fraction
of the total protein content. The sheared gels were bent in the parallel direction to
the shear flow direction to visualize any fibre formation (Figure 3.7).
Shearing of pure FPI, PPI and SPI doughs without gluten resulted in visually
homogeneous gels with no orientation in the shear flow direction. Addition of 0.167
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Figure 3.7: Photographs of the macro-structures obtained after structuring FPI-gluten,
PPI-gluten and SPI-gluten mixtures in a shear cell. The left column indicates the gluten
fraction of total protein (wt/wt), while the numbers presented with the images indicate
actual the actual gluten concentration (wt/wt). The shear cell was operated at 140°C for
15 min at a shear rate of 30 rpm (39 s 1 ). Structures were prepared in duplicate; these
are representative images of the structure found in the outer 4 cm of the sample. Each
sample has a width of approximately 5 cm (n = 2).
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wt/wt gluten had no e↵ect on the structure of either the FPI or SPI sample. The
PPI sample showed a rough surface after bending without visible orientation or fibres.
At 0.33 wt/wt gluten both FPI and PPI mixtures showed structures orientated in
the shear flow direction, but no fibres were observed. The SPI mixture showed no
orientation at all. For all ingredients fibres appeared only when at least 0.5 wt/wt
gluten was added. The individual fibres in the FPI samples seem to be thicker than
in the PPI and SPI samples, although the fibres did become thinner as the gluten
content approached 1 wt/wt.
3.4.5

General discussion

We investigated the swelling and shear cell structuring of gluten mixed with soy,
pea, or fababean protein isolate (SPI, PPI, FPI). Single-phase SPI, PPI, and
FPI gels were swollen until equilibrium and used to predict the swelling of the
gluten-containing mixed gels. These predictions assumed no interaction between the
gluten and non-gluten phases and suggested an increase in non-gluten swelling ratio
with increasing gluten content (Figure 3.3). Experimental measurements of mixed
gel swelling showed, however, that there was an interaction between the gluten and
non-gluten phases, which resulted in a decreased swelling ratio. The absolute levels
of swelling di↵ered between protein sources. After normalization with gels of the pure
secondary protein phase, seemingly universal behaviour was seen regardless of protein
source and absolute swelling ratio (Figure 3.4). Based on our previous study on
SPI–gluten mixtures, the interaction can be attributed to the presence of a continuous
gluten network [19]. This seemingly universal behaviour indicates that gluten might
interact in a similar manner with other proteins as well. Further analysis of the
deformation of the polymer network suggested behaviour similar to that reported
by van der Sman [24] and underlined the similarity of the interaction with gluten
between the di↵erent proteins (Figure 3.5). Furthermore, the two apparent master
curves obtained suggest that the gluten–non-gluten composites have similar structures
for the di↵erent proteins. However, additional experiments are necessary to confirm
the origin of the universality.
We initially hypothesised there to be a percolation threshold above which a continuous
network would be present. This would have been indicated by a sudden reduction in
swelling ratio when the gluten content surpassed this threshold. The approximately
linear reduction in swelling ratio starting from low gluten contents onward does
not support this hypothesis and implies that there is an interaction already at low
gluten contents. Our shear cell experiments showed that when gluten is the main
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proteinaceous component ( 0.5 wt/wt), fibrous structures can be made with all of
the proteins used (Figure 3.7). This level of similarity and interchangeability between
protein sources has not been seen before in shear cell processing. Previous studies
using SPI or PPI in combination with gluten also found fibres at gluten fractions
of 0.5 wt/wt [12, 16]. In contrast, earlier studies reported the presence of fibres in
sheared SPI–gluten gels at lower gluten fractions (>0.2 wt/wt [1, 2]). However, direct
comparison with the present study is impeded by the lower DMC and processing
temperatures used in the mentioned studies (0.3 wt/wt and 95°C), along with the
lack of visual representations of the formed structures. Grabowska et al. [1] also
reported the formation of fibres using only hydrated gluten (0.3 wt/wt). However,
since this was accompanied by hysteresis, the moisture content cannot be compared
directly with the current study. We note that recent studies also show an apparent
shift towards higher gluten content formulations to produce fibrous structures.
A recent rheological study by Schreuders et al. [12] showed that gluten is a continuous
or bi-continuous phase during shear treatment at high temperature (120-140°C) when
combined with PPI or SPI. The exact structure of the composite was found to depend
on the processing conditions and raw material used. Micro-graphs of mixed SPI-gluten
gels taken by Dekkers et al. [16] using confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM)
show that gluten can be present in elongated domains at relatively low concentrations
(gluten fraction = 0.06 wt/wt; total DMC 0.30 wt/wt). Lucas et al. [32] studied the
micro-structure of gluten networks in wheat flour doughs in more detail and developed
a system to classify the di↵erent micro-structures. Some of the observed structures
had very thin gluten strands. These thin gluten strands were associated with a more
inter-connected and branched network. Possibly, such a continuous gluten network
forms at low gluten fractions (0.50 wt/wt) when gluten is combined with another
protein. Such a low volume but interconnected gluten phase could still limit the
swelling of the non-gluten phase, but might not be visible upon inspection of the
macro-structure of the sheared material due to its limited volume fraction.
A dominant hypothesis on how protein systems form fibrous structures under shear
flow is based on the deformation and solidification of a two-phase system [17, 33,
34]. The dispersed phase is thought to deform and align, resulting in mechanical
anisotropy. Grabowska et al. [1] suggested that gluten forms the continuous phase
in SPI-gluten based fibrous structures. SPI was, therefore, considered the dispersed
phase, contributing to the fibre formation. In mixed (non-sheared) SPI-gluten gels,
gluten is thought to form a continuous network that entraps SPI [19]. However,
Schreuders et al. [15] showed that under shear flow a structure with gluten being
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co-continuous with the second protein can occur, which was concluded based on their
rheological behaviour. The presence of a bi-continuous network structure is not in
line with the hypothesis of a dispersed and deformed phase.
Our results suggest that the non-gluten phase is not essential to fibre formation as
fibres were also obtained in the absence of a second protein, as shown in Figure 3.7.
Hydrated gluten could be considered a two-phase system with glutenin and gliadin
making up the two respective phases [35]. Hence, hydrated gluten alone could already
fulfil the requirement of a dispersed and continuous phase. This could explain why
fibres can be produced from hydrated gluten alone. Furthermore, commercial gluten
ingredients also contain starch residues, which could act as a second (or third) phase.
Addition of limited amounts of a second protein ( 0.5 wt/wt) still resulted in the
formation of fibres. When gluten was no longer the main component, no fibres were
formed. We, therefore, propose that in gluten-containing mixtures, gluten is primarily
responsible for the formation of fibres, while the second protein acts merely as a filler.
Addition of a second protein can still be useful though, as our results showed that
by varying the amount of second protein one can modulate the thickness of the fibres
and extent of fibrillation.
We note that the formation of a fibrous structure does not only depend on formulation;
process parameters such as temperature and shearing time are key and will need to
be adjusted [1, 11, 12]. Nevertheless, a continuous gluten network seems essential to
achieve a fibrous structure when using formulations containing gluten.

3.5

Conclusion

We have studied the swelling of single-phase gels from fababean protein, pea protein,
and soy protein, as well as mixed gels in combination with gluten. Analysis of the
swelling of gluten-containing mixed gels suggested that gluten applies an external
pressure that limits non-gluten swelling. This was attributed to the formation
of a continuous gluten network. Normalizing the level of swelling with that of a
single-phase gel resulted in seemingly universal behaviour between the three studied
proteins, regardless of DMC and absolute level of swelling. Shear structuring with a
shear cell resulted in the formation of fibre structures when gluten was the main
protein component. Hydrated gluten also forms fibres without a second protein
present. This suggests that the choice of the non-gluten protein could extend beyond
the used in this study. These insights could benefit future investigations into the use
of novel ingredients for use in meat analogue products.
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Supplementary information

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: Representative image of a fababean protein isolate – gluten sample after
shear structuring. The darker areas had a skin (Figure 3.8a). Representative image of a
sample after shear structuring, without a skin (Figure 3.8b).
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Chapter 4

Enhancing the water holding
capacity of model meat
analogues through marinade
composition

This chapter is based on:
S.H.V. Cornet, S.J.E. Snel, J. Lesschen, A.J. van der Goot, R.G.M. van der
Sman, 2021. Enhancing the water holding capacity of model meat analogues through
marinade composition. Journal of Food Engineering, 290, 110283.
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Abstract
Meat analogues can o↵er consumers a more sustainable alternative to meat. A
successful meat analogue is characterized by a meat-like texture and high juiciness.
Juiciness is related to the water holding capacity (WHC). To gain an understanding
of how to control the WHC via external conditions, we investigate the e↵ect of ionic
strength and pH on water uptake. Model meat analogues were prepared in a shear cell
and swollen in baths of known pH and ionic strength. The e↵ect of bath composition
on water uptake was determined experimentally and simulated using on Flory–Rehner
theory. Experiments and simulations were in qualitative agreement. The results show
that water uptake increases with an increasing di↵erence between bath pH and the
protein’s iso-electric point (pI). At low ionic strengths, the internal pH is near the pI,
resulting in reduced swelling. At high ionic strengths, the charge imbalance between
gel and bath is limited, also resulting in reduced swelling. At intermediate ionic
strengths, swelling increases with decreasing bath ionic strength. Cross-link density
negatively relates to WHC and can be controlled via the addition of cross-linking and
reducing agents. This work shows that by carefully choosing marinade pH and ionic
strength, the WHC of meat analogues can be controlled. These advancements can
help improve the sensory characteristics and yield of meat analogues and could enable
the production of reduced-salt products.

4.1 Introduction
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Introduction

Meat products can o↵er consumers an excellent sensory experience. However, their
production puts excessive strain on our food production system and the environment
[1, 2]. Since consumers are not expected to simply stop eating meat [3, 4], an
alternative is needed. Plant-based meat alternatives may o↵er a more sustainable
alternative to meat [5]. This need has intensified the research focused on developing
meat-like products from plant-based ingredients. Consumer studies indicate that
consumers are most attracted to meat alternatives that accurately mimic the beloved
sensory attributes of meat [6]. Several attributes of meat, including fibrousness,
can already be found in structures produced with the novel shear cell technology.
The shear cell can structure di↵erent combinations of bio-polymers into fibrous gels
that visually and structurally resemble meat [7–10]. Together with fibrousness,
juiciness is one of meat’s most desirable attributes [6, 11, 12]. Taste and textural
properties of meat and meat analogue products can be enhanced by marination and
impregnation [13–16]. A marinade can be a carrier of salt, as well as water-soluble
flavours, or fat-soluble flavours when using an emulsion. In addition to flavour,
marinade composition could a↵ect the water holding capacity (WHC) of meat and
meat analogue products [17, 18].
The WHC and moisture content of meat and meat products are related to their
juiciness [11, 19–21]. The WHC of meat can be described with the Flory–Rehner
theory of cross-linked polymer networks [22, 23]. Flory–Rehner theory relates the
WHC of the polymer network to material properties such as polymer-water affinity
and cross-link density [24, 25]. We have recently shown that the Flory–Rehner theory
for neutral gels can also adequately describe the WHC of simplified meat analogues
made from soy protein and gluten [26]. Since proteins are polyampholytes they can
carry both positive and negative charges depending on the pH. English [18] provided
an extension for the Flory–Rehner theory that takes the additional swelling due to
the local charge density into account [18, 27]. Variations in pH and ionic strength can,
therefore, a↵ect the WHC. It was shown that sensory juiciness is strongly a↵ected
by marinade pH, although no relationship with WHC was found for short marination
times [28]. How the WHC of meat analogues is a↵ected by marinade properties such
as ionic strength and pH is currently not well understood.
We use a combination of experiments and simulations to improve our understanding
of the e↵ect of pH and ionic strength on the WHC of meat analogues. Model meat
analogues prepared with a conical shear cell were swollen in marinades with di↵erent
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pH and ionic strength. Ionic strength was controlled using either N aCl or KCl. KCl
was selected alongside N aCl as it is a commonly used sodium-free alternative for
N aCl [29]. The e↵ect of pH and ionic strength on swelling was also simulated using
a model based on the extended Flory–Rehner theory. The simulations were aimed
at qualitatively explaining the outcomes of the swelling experiments. They should
provide insight into how WHC and juiciness can be controlled with pH and ionic
strength, alongside cross-link density and structure.

4.2

Theory

4.2.1

Flory–Rehner theory

The water holding capacity of polymer networks can be described with Flory–Rehner
theory by relating it to the swelling pressure, ⇧swell . In the original theory for neutral
gels, ⇧swell has two contributions. The first contribution, ⇧mix , accounts for the
interaction between polymer and solvent. The second contribution, ⇧elas , accounts
for the elastic pressure generated as a result of network deformation upon swelling
or de-swelling. ⇧elas counteracts the moisture sorption due to ⇧mix at sufficiently
high moisture contents. At equilibrium, ⇧swell is equal to the pressure applied to the
gel:
⇧ext = ⇧swell = ⇧mix ⇧elas
(4.1)
⇧ext is thus the pressure externally applied on the gel (e.g. via centrifugation). Under
free swelling conditions, such as when submerged in a bath, ⇧ext can also be zero. In
that case, ⇧swell is also zero and thus ⇧mix equals ⇧elas . Flory–Rehner theory has
been extended to describe the swelling as a result of di↵erent ion concentrations inside
and outside the gel, as captured by the ionic pressure ⇧ion [30]. ⇧ion contributes to
⇧swell as:
⇧ext = ⇧swell = ⇧mix + ⇧ion ⇧elas
(4.2)
According to the Rehner hypothesis all three contributions are independent. The
three contributions to the swelling pressure are described below.
4.2.2

Mixing pressure

We describe ⇧mix with Flory–Huggins theory, which depends on the Flory–Huggins
interaction parameter . The mixing pressure is taken as:

RT
1
⇧mix =
ln (1 ') + '(1
) + '2
(4.3)
vw
N
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vw is the molar volume of water, R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, and ' is the volume fraction of polymer. N is the ratio between molar
volumes of polymer and water [31]. Because of the relatively large volume of proteins,
the term N1 is e↵ectively zero. We have previously determined the values of for soy
protein isolate and gluten by fitting the sorption data with the extended Free Volume
Flory–Huggins (FVFH) theory [32].
is 0.91±0.02 for soy protein; for gluten is
1.16±0.04 [26]. The applicability of FVFH theory has already been demonstrated
for numerous foods [23, 26, 31, 33, 34] and bio-polymer gels [35]. Note that FVFH
theory includes an additional term to account for the increased sorption in the glassy
regime. Since food polymers present in wet materials, such as meat analogues, are in
the rubbery regime, we have omitted the free volume term our expression for ⇧mix
(Equation 4.3). The interaction parameter, , is composition dependent [36]:
=

0

+(

0) '

1

2

(4.4)

with as the e↵ective Flory–Huggins interaction parameter and 0 and 1 as the
interaction parameters under dilute and concentrated conditions respectively. Water
is a theta solvent for proteins at very low polymer concentrations; 0 is therefore
0.5.
4.2.3

Elastic pressure

We describe the network deformation and resulting elastic pressure, ⇧elas , with the
affine network model:
'˜
⇧elas = Gref ['˜1/3
]
(4.5)
2
'˜ is defined as:
'
'˜ =
(4.6)
'ref
Gref and 'ref are the shear modulus and polymer volume fraction in the reference
state. The reference state refers to the value of ' at which the polymer chains are
neither extended nor compressed [37]. It must be mentioned that the physical meaning
of 'ref and the conditions at which 'ref should be determined are still under debate
[25, 38]. '0 is related to Gref via [39, 40]:
9/4

Gref / '0

(4.7)

'0 and 'ref are related via '0 = 2/3'ref [35]. We use the relation between Gref and
'ref to select reasonable values for 'ref and Gref in our simulations [26].
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4.2.4

Ionic pressure

The approach developed by English [18] was used to describe the swelling as a result
of an unequal distribution of charges between bath and gel. The bath is assumed to
be in excess and is not a↵ected by the gel. The bath is a N aCl solution of known
ionic strength and pH, comparable to the experimental set-up. The ionic strength is
regulated by varying the salt concentration cN aCl . The counter ions for the protein
side-groups in the gel phase are assumed to be N a+ and Cl .
When ion concentrations become sufficiently high, their activity can deviate from
1. The conditions used in our model simulations are in the regime where
6= 1
and activity coefficients should be taken into account. We initially accounted for the
non-ideal behaviour using the Pitzer equations for the bath, and Debye-Hueckel for
the gel phase [41]. However, accounting for the non-ideal behaviour had only a minor
e↵ect on the absolute outcome of the simulations and did not change the qualitative
conclusions that could be drawn. van der Sman et al. [41] similarly showed that the
qualitative outcomes of simulated swelling experiments are similar when non-ideal
e↵ects are ignored. The lengthy equations were, therefore, omitted and ideality was
assumed throughout.
We first describe the equilibria in the bath, followed by the equilibria in the
gel. The subscripts ↵ and
were used to di↵erentiate between the gel and bath
respectively.
Equilibria in the bath
The bath is a N aCl solution of known concentration, cN aCl , and pH. N aCl is assumed
to be fully dissociated. The pH of the bath is regulated by the addition of HCl or
N aOH. The bath pH depends on the concentration of protons in the bath cH, . The
dissociation of water is governed by its dissociation constant Kw and the bath water
activity aw :
cH, cOH,
Kw =
(4.8)
aw
Kw is taken to be a constant with value 10

14

. aw follows from Raoult’s law.

Equilibria in the gel
We consider a soy protein network with both acidic and basic side-groups, capable of
carrying either negative or positive charges respectively. The concentrations and pKa
values of the ionizable side groups on soy protein were determined by van der Sman
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Table 4.1: Concentrations and pKa values of the di↵erent ionizable protein side-groups
on soy protein as determined by van der Sman et al. [41] via acid titration.

AA (three letter code)
Glutamic acid (Glu)
Aspartic acid (Asp)
Histidine (His)
Lysine (Lys)

Concentration (mol kg
0.10
0.66
0.43
0.306

1

)

pKa
4.25
3.67
6.54
10.67

et al. [41] via acid titration on the premise that the e↵ective charge of the protein is
zero at the iso-electric point (pI; Table 4.1). We use the subscripted three letter codes
to refer to the di↵erent amino acids (Table 4.1). These are Glu, Asp, His and Lys for
Glutamic acid, Aspartic acid, Histidine and Lysine respectively. The ionizable groups
were reported as the number of residues per gram protein ni . By multiplying ni with
the density of protein, ⇢p , and the polymer volume fraction, ', the concentration of
ionizable groups, CA,i , is obtained:
CA,i = ni ⇢p '

(4.9)

(De-)protonation of the acidic (Glu, Asp) and basic side-groups (His, Lys) is
indicated with the subscripts AH !A and A !AH + respectively. The dissociation
reactions of the acidic side-groups depend on KA,i via:
KA,i =

cH,↵ cA
cAH,i

,i

i = Glu, Asp

(4.10)

The dissociation of basic side groups His and Lys depends on KA,i via:
KA,i =

cH,↵ cA,i
cAH + ,

i = His, Lys

(4.11)

The degree of side-group dissociation ✓i depends on the ratio of dissociated side-groups
over all side-groups of species i. For Glu and Asp, ✓i is given by:
✓i =

cA ,i
KA,i
=
cA,i
KA,i + cH,↵

i = Glu, Asp

(4.12)

Since His and Lys are charged at low pH, ✓His and ✓Lys are given by:
✓i =

cAH + ,i
=1
cA,i

KA,i
KA,i + cH,↵

i = His, Lys

(4.13)
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The conservation of ionizable side-groups is ensured by:
cA,i = cAH,i + cA

,i

i = Glu, Asp

(4.14)

cA,i = cAH + ,i + cA,i

i = His, Lys

(4.15)

The concentration of positive and negative counter ions are c+ and c . cH,i and cOH,i
are assumed to be negligible compared to cN aCl . Therefore, c+ and c are taken as
c+ ⇡ cN a+ and c ⇡ cCl . The ionic strength is thus related to c+ and c via:
c+ c = I 2

(4.16)

The Donnan equilibria are:
cN a,↵
cOH,
=
cN a,
cOH,↵
cCl,↵
cH,
=
cCl,
cH,↵
Since
cH, :

cH,↵
cH,

=

cOH,
cOH,↵ ,

we can express c

(4.17)
(4.18)

and c+ as the ratio between cH,↵ and

IcH,↵
cH,
IcH,
c =
cH,↵
c+ =

The electro-neutrality condition of the gel is therefore given by:
✓
◆
✓
◆
KHis
KLys
IcH,↵
cA,His 1
+ cA,Lys 1
+
+ cH,↵
KHis + cH,↵
KLys + cH,↵
cH,
cA,Glu KGlu
cA,Asp KAsp
Kw
IcH,
=
+
+
+
KGlu + cH,↵
KAsp + cH,↵
cH,↵
cH,↵

(4.19)
(4.20)

(4.21)

By filling out the above equations into the electro-neutrality condition and simplifying,
we arrive at a lengthy sixth-order polynomial similar to English [18]. The polynomial
was omitted because of its size and poor readability.
The proton concentration inside the gel was obtained by solving the electro-neutrality
condition with respect to cH,↵ , using a numerical solver in Python. The degrees of
dissociation for the di↵erent side-groups, ✓i , are then obtained from their dissociation
constants. The molar concentration of ionized groups on the protein follows
from:
X
np =
zi ✓i cA,i
(4.22)
i
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With np as the molar concentration of ionized side-groups and z as side-group valency.
We use the expression by Horkay et al. [42] for the ionic pressure:
"r
#
1
2
2
⇧ion = 2RT
I + ( np )
I
(4.23)
2
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Materials and methods

4.3.1

Materials

Soy protein isolate (SPI, Supro 500E, Solae, St Louis MO, USA; 81.7±1.1 % protein
Nx5.7; 95.2±0.4wt % DMC) and vital wheat gluten (Roquette, Lestrem, France;
protein 77.9±0.1 % Nx5.7; 92.5±0.7 wt% DMC) were obtained from commercial
sources. The protein isolates contained 1.33±0.01 and 0.39±0.01 wt% N aCl
equivalents respectively [26]; this was accounted for when setting the ionic strength
of the solutions. Glutaraldehyde (25 % aqueous solution), dithiothreitol (DTT;
99 %), sodium chloride (N aCl), potassium chloride (KCl), disodium phosphate
(N a2 HP O4 ), monosodium phosphate (N aH2 P O4 ), and all other reagents used were
of analytical grade and were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany).
Mili-Q water was used for all experiments (IQ7000, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany).
4.3.2

Sample preparation

Fibrous model meat analogue samples were prepared from soy protein isolate (SPI),
gluten, N aCl, and water in the weight ratio of 23 : 7 : 1 : 69 using an in-house
built high-temperature shear cell (HTSC; Wageningen University and Research; [8]),
resulting in a DMC of 29.4 wt%. The sample preparation procedure and the used
formulation have previously been described in detail by Grabowska et al. [7]. Samples
were prepared as follows. N aCl was dissolved in water and the SPI added, followed by
vigorous mixing with a spatula until a homogeneous paste was obtained. The paste
was covered with Parafilm (Pechiney Plastic Packaging, Inc., IL, USA) to prevent
water evaporation and left to hydrate for 30 min. After hydration, gluten was added,
followed by further mixing. The obtained homogeneous mixture was transferred to
the shear cell, pre-heated at 95°C. The shear cell was sealed hermetically by lowering
the top cone and applying a sealing pressure of 2 bar. The shearing process was
started immediately thereafter by applying a shear rate of 39 s 1 at the edge sample’s
edge (30 rpm) for 15 min. After shearing, the system was cooled down in 5 min
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to a temperature of 50°C by connecting it to a cooling oil bath (Julabo PrestoPlus
LH85, Seelbach, Germany). After opening the shear cell, the sample was immediately
transferred to a hermetically sealed bag to prevent evaporative moisture loss. After
the bagged samples reached room temperature (22°C) they were horizontally placed
in a freezer and frozen at -18°C until use to prevent sample spoilage.
4.3.3

Vacuum impregnation and swelling

Samples were thawed at room temperature before use. Samples with a diameter
of 7 mm and a height of 5 mm were taken with a sharp biopsy punch. Vacuum
impregnation was carried out by placing samples in the bath solution and exposing
them to a vacuum of 30 mbar for 60 min using a vacuum pump (SC 950, KNF
Neuberger GmbH, Freiburg, Germany). After the vacuum was released sample
containers were sealed and left to equilibrate overnight at 4 °C. Various bath
compositions were used as described in the next paragraph. Some samples underwent
a washing treatment by replacing the water frequently until the washing water reached
a constant conductivity.
Bath composition
Bath composition was varied with respect to pH and ionic strength. The pH was
varied between pH 6 and pH 8 with a step size of 0.5, and stabilized using phosphate
bu↵ers. The bu↵er solutions were prepared by mixing stock solutions of N a2 HP O4
and N aH2 P O4 in appropriate ratios. The ionic strength was adjusted to 0.002, 0.01,
0.05, 0.09, 0.15, 0.25, 0.43, or 0.8 m by adding either water or a N aCl solution.
Actual ionic strength were calculated afterwards for each sample separately. In some
experiments, N aCl was replaced with KCl. Where applicable, glutaraldehyde or
DTT were diluted with bu↵er to achieve the desired concentrations. The bu↵er’s
ability to stabilize the pH was confirmed in preliminary tests.
4.3.4

Determination of the water holding capacity

The water holding capacity (WHC) is expressed as the swelling ratio Q and was
determined using a similar method as Paudel et al. [31]. Q was determined based
on the polymer volume fraction at maximum swelling, '0 . '0 is based on the dry
weight fraction of polymer, yp , and the assumption that no polymer is lost during
swelling. Dry weight was determined after drying at 105°C for 24 h. '0 was calculated
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as:
'0 =

yp /⇢p
(yp /⇢p ) + (1 yp )/⇢w )

(4.24)

Swelling ratio Q relates to '0 via:
Q = '0 1

(4.25)

⇢p and ⇢w are the polymer and water densities with values 1330 kg m 3 and 1000
kg m 3 respectively. yp was determined gravimetrically after drying at 105°C for 24h.
Simulation results were normalized to the level of swelling at the pI (pH 5) to obtain
a measure for Q.
4.3.5

Statistics

The number of repetitions di↵ered between experiments and is indicated with n.
Error bars indicate the 95 % confidence interval of the observation. Where applicable,
significant di↵erences were tested using a one-way ANOVA and Tukey test.

4.4

Results and discussion

We have studied the swelling of a soy protein and wheat gluten-based model meat
analogue prepared. The pH and ionic strength of the bath were varied to investigate
their e↵ect on swelling. Cross-link density was varied by adding cross-linking
or reducing agents to the marinades. Model simulations based on the extended
Flory–Rehner theory were run alongside the experimental work and are part of the
discussion.
4.4.1

Experimental results

E↵ect of pH and I on maximum swelling
Model meat analogues were swollen in bath solutions with di↵erent pH and ionic
strength. The level of swelling was determined and is expressed as the swelling ratio
Q (Figure 4.1). Bath ionic strength, I, a↵ects Q, with low I resulting in more swelling
than high I. Washing samples with water until constant conductivity, and low I,
resulted in the highest level of swelling. There is an apparent plateau at Q⇡ 4.75
when I > 0.5. At moderate I (I ⇡ 0.01 0.2), pH has a pronounced e↵ect on Q, with
an increase in pH resulting in more swelling. The e↵ect of pH on swelling is weakened
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Figure 4.1: Maximum level of swelling expressed as a function of bath ionic strength
and pH. The bath was a phosphate bu↵ered saline solution, or water in the case of the
lowest ionic strength. Error bars are the 95% confidence intervals with n=3.

as I increases, as indicated by the similarity in Q between samples around I ⇡ 0.8.
The e↵ect of potassium chloride (KCl) on the WHC was also determined as KCl
is a commonly used alternative to N aCl (Figure 4.2). To exclude any e↵ect of
the phosphate bu↵er, bath solutions were prepared without a bu↵er. The solutions
thus had a pH equal to the initial sample pH of 7. Both N aCl and KCl showed a
decrease in WHC as the ionic strength increased, and an apparent plateau at high ionic
strength. Samples swollen in KCl solutions show similar levels of swelling compared
to those swollen in N aCl solutions at high ionic strengths (I > 0.1). A minor but
significant increase in swelling is noticeable at low ionic strength when using KCl
instead of N aCl, as indicated by the lack of overlap between confidence intervals. No
significant e↵ect was observed at higher ionic strengths (as confirmed with ANOVA;
not shown). The origin of the minor increase at low ionic strength cannot be identified
based on our results. We do note that commercially available meat analogue products
tend to have ionic strengths over 0.1 m [43]. At such ionic strengths the e↵ect of using
KCl on WHC does not di↵er from that of N aCl.
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Figure 4.2: Maximum level of swelling as a function of bath ionic strength. The ionic
strength was adjusted with either N aCl or KCl. The pH was 7 and was not adjusted.
Error bars are the 95% confidence intervals with n=3.

Salt addition before shear-induced structuring
N aCl is commonly added to the hydrated soy-gluten mixture prior to shear-induced
structuring [7, 9]. We have omitted the addition of N aCl before shear-induced
structuring and tested its e↵ect on WHC. The samples with and without added N aCl
had a visually similar structure. Swelling in bath solutions of high ionic strength
revealed no significant e↵ect on the WHC (Table 4.2). Also when both samples were
washed, no significant e↵ect on the WHC was found. This suggests salt addition
before structuring has no irreversible e↵ects on WHC.
E↵ect of cross-link density on swelling
The cross-link density was altered through the addition of cross-linking agent
glutaraldehyde and reducing agent DTT. Glutaraldehyde can form cross-links between
various functional groups of proteins [44], while DTT disrupts disulfide bonds [45].
Cross-linking with glutaraldehyde had a negative e↵ect on WHC, as indicated by
the decrease in swelling ratio Q (Figure 4.3a). WHC reduced proportionally upon
increasing the glutaraldehyde concentration. DTT had the opposite e↵ect and
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Table 4.2: E↵ect of salt addition to the soy protein - gluten mixture prior to
shear-induced structuring on WHC. Standard formulation contained 1 wt% N aCl. All
baths had pH 7. Values are presented as swelling ratio Q ± confidence interval. Letters
indicate di↵erent significant groups (p = 0.05).

Formulation
Standard
No N aCl added
Standard
No N aCl added

Bath ionic strength (m)
0.25
0.25
0.002
0.002

Swelling ratio Q
4.9±0.2 a
5.1±0.1a
7.6±0.1b
7.6±0.1b

increased the WHC (Figure 4.3b). For DTT, no concentration dependence was
observed. Conductivity measurements revealed no e↵ect of glutaraldehyde or DTT
addition on ionic strength (data not shown).
4.4.2

Model simulations and discussion

Model considerations
The e↵ects of pH and I on the swelling of a simplified meat analogue were simulated
using the extended Flory–Rehner theory. The bath is a N aCl containing solution
with a pH between 2 to 12. The cross-link density was varied by adjusting Gref .
The experimental results were explained based on the model simulations and their
implications discussed. Gluten swelling accounts for only a minor part of mixed
soy protein - gluten gel swelling [26]. However, gluten can exert an additional
(mechanical) pressure on soy in mixed soy-gluten gels when present at sufficiently
high concentrations [26]. Since the magnitude of this e↵ect can not be predicted
accurately at this time, a more simplified meat analogue containing solely soy protein
was assumed for the simulations. Given the minor contribution of gluten to the overall
swelling, our simulations can still provide meaningful qualitative information. The
degree of swelling was determined by solving ⇧ext = ⇧swell (') = 0. The degree
of swelling is expressed with the normalized swelling ratio Q. Q is obtained by
normalizing with the degree of swelling at the pI (Q = / pI ).
The e↵ect of ionic strength and pH on Q near the pI
The simulated swelling data is presented as a function of pH instead of ionic strength
(like in Figure 4.1) to improve visibility of the observable e↵ects (Figure 4.4). The
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Figure 4.3: Swelling as a↵ected by the addition of glutaraldehyde and DTT. The ionic
strength was 0.03 m for all samples. The pH was 7 and was not adjusted. Error bars are
the 95% confidence intervals with n=3.

insert in Figure 4.4 serves to ease comparison with Figure 4.1. The simulation results
show a minimum in swelling ratio Q around the pI of soy protein (Figure 4.4; pH
5). The swelling minimum is in good agreement with the reported pI of soy protein
(pI ⇡ 4.5 5; e.g. [46]), as van der Sman et al. [41] determined the number of lysine
residues based on the pI. Swelling increases on either side of the swelling minimum
as the bath pH moves away from the pI. This is a result of increased protein net
charge due to additional side-group dissociation. Lowering the ionic strength results
in a progressive widening of the swelling minimum (Figure 4.4 left). When the ionic
strength becomes sufficiently high (0.01 > I > 1), ionic strength no longer a↵ects
swelling around the pI (Figure 4.4 right). As the ionic strength takes extreme values
(I > 1), the swelling minimum widens once more. At high I, non-ideal ion behaviour
could be of importance.
pH bu↵ering by proteins near the pI
The observed widening and narrowing of the swelling minimum around the pI
upon changing the ionic strength in the range I < 1 is a result of the ability of
proteins to act as pH bu↵ers. At the pI, net protein charge is zero. As the pH
changes, side-groups dissociate while satisfying the electro-neutrality condition. When
sufficient ions are present in the bath solution (moderate to high ionic strength), the
electro-neutrality condition can be satisfied by taking up counter-ions from the bath.
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Figure 4.4: Model simulations of the level of maximum swelling, based on the extended
Flory–Rehner theory with ⇧ext = 0 for di↵erent ionic strength and pH. Low (left) and
high (right) ionic strengths are presented separately for clarity. The insert serves to
ease qualitative comparison with Figure 4.1. The gel’s elastic properties were taken as
Gref = 50kPa and 'ref = 0.091. The used colour map should scale well with (printed)
greyscale.

However, at low bath ionic strengths, counter-ion availability is limited. To achieve
gel electro-neutrality, side-group dissociation must be limited to reduce the number
of counter-ions required. Since this occurs near the pI, the gel’s internal pH will have
deviated from the bath pH and be close to the pI (Figure 4.5). The internal gel pH
close to the pI thus explains the widened swelling minimum near the pI at low ionic
strength.
The reduced swelling at low ionic strengths was not observed experimentally, even
after simulating an infinitely large bath of low I through repeated washing with
de-ionized water (Figure 4.1). A possible explanation lies in the composition of the
(commercial) protein isolates used in this study. Commercial isolates can contain
a considerable amount of ions. Possibly, these ions were only partially washed out
during the swelling experiments, either due to slow di↵usion or protein-ion binding.
As shown by Borukhov et al. [47], polymer charge might also contribute to the ionic
strength, and elevate the ionic strength. Both situations could result in an elevation
of the gel’s internal ionic strength.
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Figure 4.5: Internal gel pH as a function of the bath pH and bu↵er concentration, as
determined by solving the electro-neutrality condition (Equation 4.21). The gel’s elastic
properties were taken as Gref = 50kPa and 'ref = 0.091. The used colourmap should
scale well with (printed) greyscale.

The e↵ect of pH on Q
When the pH moves from the pI, swelling ratio Q increases as a result of increased
protein charge. Changes in Q occur near the pKa of the di↵erent amino acid residues.
In the pH range, 7.5 - 9, an apparent plateau forms, indicating swelling is not a↵ected
by pH. At these pH values, the two acidic side-groups are deprotonated and charged,
while histidine is neutral and lysine is protonated. As the pH approaches the pKa of
Lysine (pH 10.7), Lysine is deprotonated. The protein net charge will have increased,
which explains the additional swelling. At the limit of high and low pH, all available
groups will have dissociated. Further increasing or decreasing the pH does not result
in increased polymer charge and, therefore, does not a↵ect swelling.
In reality, the pKa of an individual amino acid residue is a↵ected by its local
environment [48]. The e↵ect of pH on swelling is, therefore, more gradual as the
pH passes through the range of pKa values of a given amino acid. This explains why
there was still a pronounced e↵ect of pH on swelling in the pH range 7.5 - 9 (Figure
4.1). Increasing the ionic strength results in reduced swelling for all pH values except
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Figure 4.6: Normalized swelling ratio Q as function of the internal gel pH and bath ionic
strength. The gel’s elastic properties were taken as Gref = 50kPa and 'ref = 0.091. The
used colourmap should scale well with (printed) greyscale.

the pI. The greater ionic strength results in a lower ionic pressure and therefore
reduced swelling. This also explains the widening of the swelling minimum around
the pI at high ionic strength. Since the proteins have no net charge, swelling at the
pI is not a↵ected by ionic strength. Although the experimental pH range is narrower,
the same trend is observed; moving the bath pH from the pI results in additional
swelling (Figure 4.1). The detrimental e↵ect of high ionic strength on swelling as
shown by the simulations is in line with our experimental observations. Plotting Q
as a function of the internal gel pH, all but the highest ionic strength data points
collapse onto a single curve (Figure 4.6). This shows that the main function of ionic
strength is to modulate the e↵ect of pH. Thus, the ionic strength indirectly controls
swelling by a↵ecting the internal gel pH.
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The e↵ect of cross-link density on swelling
The shear modulus, Gref , is proportional to the cross-link density [49]. By varying
Gref we can further study the e↵ect of the cross-link density on WHC (Figure 4.7).
In our simulations, increasing the modulus resulted in reduced swelling. Similarly,
reducing the modulus increased WHC. This is what would be expected based on
Equation 4.1 and 4.5, which show that a greater modulus results in a greater resistance
to swelling. Reducing Gref thus results in a larger relative contribution of the mixing
and ionic pressure to the swelling pressure, and results in more swelling.
The experimental results show a similar relation between WHC and cross-link density.
Upon increasing the cross-link density with glutaraldehyde, the WHC progressively
declined. Reducing the disulfide bonds with DTT did have a positive e↵ect on WHC,
but no e↵ect of concentration was visible. Glycinin, the main protein in soy, has
2 mole disulfide bonds per mole protein (approximately 6.7µmol g 1 ) [50], which is
lower than the concentrations of DTT used in the experiments. Glycinin also contains
free sulfhydryl groups, which decrease upon heating [51]. This suggests additional
disulfide bonds may have been present. Furthermore, gluten also contains disulfide
bonds [52]. However, the lack of a concentration-dependence in the WHC suggests all
disulfide bonds were already reduced at the used lowest concentration of DTT, and
that the actual number of disulfide bonds is below the lowest concentration of DTT
used. Peters et al. [45] also reported a positive e↵ect of DTT on the WHC of whey
protein particles and did find a concentration dependent response. This suggests that
such an e↵ect could have been visible at lower DTT concentrations. Glutaraldehyde
acts on several functional groups on proteins [44], which could explain why it did
show a concentration e↵ect. Soy protein gels and extrudates are stabilized not only by
disulfide bonds but also by physical interactions such as hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic
interactions and ionic interactions [53, 54]. The physical bonds remaining after DTT
treatment formed a sufficiently strong network to prevent further swelling. Lowering
salt content prior to shear-induced structuring showed that the addition of N aCl has
no irreversible e↵ects on WHC (Table 4.2). Furthermore, the fibrous structure was
not a↵ected. This suggests the importance of ionic cross-links is limited.
4.4.3

General discussion

We have shown that simulations based on Flory–Rehner theory are in good qualitative
agreement with experimental observations of the swelling of model meat analogues at
a range of pH values and ionic strengths. Our simulations show that low ionic strength
results in reduced swelling over a wide range of pH values due to an internal gel pH
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Figure 4.7: Simulations of the e↵ect of cross-link density on swelling ratio Q. Cross-link
density was altered by varying Gref . The corresponding values of ref range from 0.048
to 0.30. The ionic strength was 0.03 m and the pH was 7.

close to the pI. The gel minimizes side-group dissociation to achieve electro-neutrality
when counter ions are limited. The presence of more ions can, therefore, be beneficial
to the water uptake by meat analogues. Ions present in soybean and its derived
ingredients, or added during processing, increase the gel’s internal ionic strength
and thereby limit the gel’s bu↵ering capacity. This could explain the experimentally
observed swelling maximum at low bath (/marinade) ionic strengths. While some
ions should be present to act as counter-ions, the addition of copious amounts of salt
is detrimental to the WHC. The development of salt-reduced meat analogue products
with improved juiciness might, therefore, be possible.
Small pH alterations can greatly improve water uptake by model meat analogues
and improve product yield. Increased moisture content might be beneficial for
the product’s sensory properties by enhancing the juiciness. Tailoring product
formulation and post-structuring process conditions can, therefore, have a substantial
e↵ect on the final product properties. We do note that pH adjustment of concentrated
protein products is challenging due to the high bu↵ering capacity of proteins. The
use of concentrated acid or base might, therefore, be unavoidable.
Cross-link density can be used to modify the WHC. Increasing the cross-link
density reduces WHC while reducing cross-link density results in improved WHC.
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Since glutaraldehyde and DTT are by no means fit for human consumption,
cross-linking and proteolytic enzymes such as trans-glutaminase [45] and papain could
be considered to achieve the desired level of WHC.
Product reformulation could be an alternative path toward salt reduction. Omitting
the addition of N aCl to the pre-mix prior to structuring could be beneficial as it
resulted in improved WHC while maintaining a fibrous appearance. Replacing N aCl
by another salt such as KCl also has potential for sodium reduction. KCl addition
had a similar negative e↵ect on WHC as N aCl in the regime most relevant for meat
analogue products. Given its similar e↵ect on WHC, the use of KCl could help reduce
the sodium content of meat analogue products [29].

4.5

Conclusions

The e↵ect of pH and ionic strength on the WHC of soy protein - gluten-based model
meat analogues were studied using both experimental data and model simulations.
The experimental results and simulations are in qualitative agreement on the e↵ect of
pH. They show that a marinade pH far from the iso-electric point of the protein results
in additional swelling. Minimizing the ionic strength experimentally resulted in the
highest level of swelling, while our simulations showed limited swelling at low ionic
strength. The simulations showed that the bu↵ering capacity of the protein limits
protein side-group dissociation at low ionic strengths. This e↵ectively widens the
iso-electric point of the protein, which in turn reduces swelling. However, the internal
gel pH is decisive in setting the degree of swelling. We have shown that marinade
pH and ionic strength are tools to control water uptake by simplified meat analogues.
Furthermore, altering the cross-link density could be a route to alter WHC without
the addition of ions. With these tools, food manufacturers can develop meat analogue
products that more closely resemble real meat, and improve product yields. Low-salt
marinades showed the highest water uptake, which might enable the development of
salt-reduced meat analogues.
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Abstract
In this paper, we report on the use of confined compression to study the water release
properties from food gels and model meat analogues. Confined compression is a
novel method in food science that provides information on the dynamics of water
release under mechanical load. Confined compression measurements are compared
with numerical simulations based on Flory–Rehner theory. Simulation results for soy
protein gels are in reasonable agreement with experiments, while they underestimate
the water release from model meat analogues. Time-domain nuclear magnetic
resonance (TD-NMR) revealed the presence of internal water-filled cavities in the
meat analogues. These cavities could provide a path of low resistance for the water to
travel through. However, they are not captured by our current model, which explains
the higher fluxes observed experimentally. Our results indicate a relation between
the water release properties of meat analogues and pore structure. Control of the
pore structure might, therefore, provide new opportunities to improve meat analogue
juiciness.

5.1 Introduction

5.1
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Introduction

Reducing the consumption of meat products and transitioning towards a more
plant-based diet could be beneficial to the environment [1, 2]. To ease this transition,
meat analogue products that accurately mimic the sensory characteristics of real
meat should be developed [3]. Some of the most important characteristics of meat
are its flavour, fibrous texture, and juicy mouthfeel. The fibrous texture can already
be mimicked with reasonable accuracy by processing mixtures of plant proteins in
a Shear Cell [4–7]. However, the number of studies dedicated to understanding and
improving the juiciness of meat analogue products is limited [8, 9].
The juiciness of real meat is related to the water holding capacity and the juice released
during mastication [10, 11]. In meat, juiciness can be considered as a multistage
or time-dependent sensation and can be divided into initial and sustained juiciness
[10, 12, 13]. Bertram et al. [13] showed that the spatial distribution and relative
mobility of water in pork correlate with the perceived juiciness. During (over-) cooking
of meat, the water distribution changes due to denaturation of muscle proteins and
contraction of the muscle fibre [14]. Water is expelled from the myofibrils into the
extracellular space before moving out of the meat entirely [13, 15]. The extracellular
water has higher mobility and might, therefore, be more easily expelled than the
water still bound to the myofibrillar proteins. The initial juiciness could, therefore, be
related to water loosely held inside internal cavities, which is easily expelled during
the first bite. The sustained juiciness could relate to the release of more tightly
held water, which is expelled during continued mastication. The sustained juiciness
is thought to be associated with the water holding capacity (WHC) and moisture
content [10, 11, 16–18]. Additional factors such as fat content, flavour compounds,
the presence of salts, and salivation by the consumer will probably also play a role in
the sensory perception of juiciness [10].
An accurate meat analogue should also encompass the two stages of juiciness. Meat
analogues can contain considerable volumes of air [19–21]. These cavities could
be filled with fluid through impregnation. Water-filled cavities can a↵ect the local
resistance to flow [22], and will alter the rate of water release from meat analogues.
Cavities might also collapse, leading to further expulsion of water. Hence, the cavities
could contribute to the initial juiciness. This study focuses on understanding the water
release properties of porous model meat analogues and non-porous soy protein gels
by studying the water release rate as a function of applied pressure over time.
We have designed a confined compression cell to measure the rate of water release from
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(food) hydrogels (Figure 5.1). During confined compression, a sample is deformed
inside a water-permeable confined space using a texture analyser. The change in
sample height is recorded and provides a direct measure for the sample volume.
When it is assumed that only water is expelled, the composition and water release
rate can be determined in time. The ability to accurately track the sample volume
during an experiment is the main advantage of confined compression over conventional
unconfined compression. Confined compression is used in other fields to study the
mechanical and hydration properties of soft materials such as collagen gels [23],
cartilage [24, 25], and agarose gels [26]. To our knowledge, we are the first to report
on the use of confined compression to study the hydration properties of food gels.
Hence, an additional purpose of this paper is to showcase the capabilities of confined
compression. Furthermore, alongside the experimental work, we have developed a
model to simulate the water release from a cross-linked polymer gel. The model
is based on the Flory–Rehner theory of polymer gel swelling [27] and Darcy flow.
The gel’s local permeability is calculated based on the work by Tokita and Tanaka
[22]. Using this combination of experiments and simulations we aim to improve our
physical understanding of the relation between meat analogue structure and water
release kinetics.

5.2

Materials and methods

Before taking samples for the confined compression tests, the gels and model meat
analogues were equilibrated with pure water. This puts them in a well-defined
thermodynamic state. From the swollen materials, cylindrical samples were taken
and transferred to the compression cell. The sample was compressed by a piston
according to the load profile in Figure 5.5 and the water release rates were determined.
The evolution of the pore structure of the model meat analogues after compression
was studied using time-domain nuclear magnetic resonance (TD-NMR). The water
mobility distribution from TD-NMR provides insight into the mobility and the relative
size of the di↵erent water populations, such as water present in the gel matrix or
cavities. Model simulations of confined compression were run to better understand
the water release from gels without pores.
5.2.1

Materials

Soy protein isolate (SPI; Supro 500E, Solae, St Louis MO, USA) and vital wheat
gluten (gluten; Roquette, Lestrem, France) were obtained from commercial sources
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and were used as received. SPI and gluten had a protein content of 81.7±1.1 % and
77.9±0.1 % (Nx5.7) on a dry matter basis respectively. Sodium chloride (N aCl) and
all other reagents used were of analytical grade and were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
(Steinheim, Germany). Milli-Q water was used for all experiments.
5.2.2

Methods

Production of soy protein gels
Soy protein isolate (SPI) gels were prepared according to Cornet et al. [8]. SPI
powder was weighed and added to water to achieve the desired final dry matter
content (DMC; 25, 30, 35 wt%). The protein dispersion was vigorously mixed by
hand until a dough was obtained. The doughs were placed in vacuum bags and air
was removed by applying a vacuum of 50 mbar for 45 s. The vacuumed doughs
were stored overnight at 4°C to allow for full hydration. The moisture content of all
hydrated doughs was measured after preparation (Section 5.2.2). Hydrated doughs
were transferred to stainless steel gelation vessels (12.5 mm inner diameter; 5 mm
inner height) and sealed hermetically. The sealed vessels were submerged in a Julabo
water bath, pre-heated at 95 °C and shaken at a frequency of 100 rpm. After 30
min, the vessels were transferred to a water bath of approximately 15°C for 15 min
to cool. Vessels were then opened and the gels were gently removed. After trimming
the edges the final gel was obtained. The gels were allowed to swell as explained in
Section 5.2.2.
Production of model meat analogues
Fibrous model meat analogues were prepared from SPI, gluten, N aCl, and water
using a Couette-type shearing device similar to the one described by Krintiras et al.
[28]. An SPI:gluten:N aCl:water ratio of 15:15:1:69 was used, resulting in a DMC
of 31 wt%. Samples had a height of 25 mm and were prepared as follows. N aCl
was dissolved in water and the SPI powder was added and mixed using a Z-blade
mixer (Winkworth Machinery Ltd., Basingstoke, UK). After a hydration period of
30 min gluten was added, followed by further mixing. The obtained mixture was
transferred to the Couette shearing device. The Couette device was heated, and
an average shear rate of 14.1 s 1 was applied for 35 min, during which the sample
reached a temperature of 135°C. After shearing, the system was cooled down to 50°C
after which the device was opened. The sample removed immediately and stored in
a hermetically sealed bag to prevent moisture loss. After the model meat analogues
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reached room temperature (22 °C) they were stored at -18 °C until use to prevent
spoilage.
Swelling pre-treatment
Gels and model meat analogues were swollen to equilibrium in an excess of Milli-Q
water at 4°C before all confined compression experiments. A sample : water ratio of
1 : 100 (wt : wt) was used for the SPI gels. Gels were swollen for at least 24 h during
which the water was exchanged three times to wash away most ions present. Due to
the larger size of the model meat analogues a sample : water ratio of 1 : 20 was used,
and the swelling time was extended to at least 72 h. The composition after swelling
was determined by measuring the dry matter content (Section 5.2.2).
Dry matter content and maximum level of swelling determination
Dry matter content (DMC) was determined by drying at 105 °C for at least 24 h. The
maximum level of swelling was determined based on the DMC in the swollen state.
In our model we will use the polymer volume fraction in the fully swollen state '0 as
a measure for swelling:
yp /⇢p
'0 =
(5.1)
(yp /⇢p ) + (1 yp )/⇢w )
yp and (1 yp ) are the dry and wet weight fractions as determined during oven drying.
⇢p and ⇢w are the density of polymer and water, respectively.
Confined compression
Description of the setup Water release kinetics were measured using an in-house
built confined compression cell (Figure 5.1; Wageningen Technical Development
Studio). The setup consists of an acrylic cylinder with an inner diameter of 40 mm
that screws onto an acrylic bottom compartment. The bottom compartment has a
vent hole to prevent pressure build-up. A stainless steel perforated plate rests in
between the bottom compartment and the cylinder. The plate is covered with a fine
steel mesh to provide both mechanical support and minimal flow resistance. The
piston is made of poly-ether ether ketone (PEEK) and attached to a stainless steel
shaft. The piston has an outer diameter approximately 20 µm smaller than the inner
diameter of the cylinder to ensure a good fit. The piston shaft was attached to an
Instron 5564 system outfitted with a 2 kN load cell, which was used to apply a range
of loads. The confined compression cell was submerged in water during experiments
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to prevent evaporative moisture loss. A thin layer of water between the piston and
cylinder walls was assumed to provide frictionless motion. Submersion in water gives
a unique definition of the boundary condition, where the chemical potential of water
µw equals zero.
The design of the confined compression setup bears a resemblance to earlier designs
reported in literature [23–26]. Liu et al. [26] used a porous confinement cell and
piston and thus allowed for water to leave the sample from all sides, while in the
present design water could only leave the sample from the bottom of the sample.
Knapp et al. [23], Roos et al. [24], and Soltz and Ateshian [25] instead used a
porous piston combined with impermeable sides and base. Roos et al. [24] used both
torsional and axial actuators to apply both compressive and rotational strains. All
mentioned studies submerged the compression cell in water during the measurements.
Furthermore, Roos et al. [24] varied the ionic strength of the bath to study its e↵ect
on the shear modulus, which led to corrosion of their setup. All mentioned studies
either did not discuss friction between the piston or sample and the confinement cell
[23, 25, 26] or, like the present study, assumed frictionless motion due to a lubricating
film of water [24].
Experimental procedure Swollen samples were trimmed to a diameter of 40
mm using a cylindrical knife. Samples were submerged in water for at least 1
h after trimming to minimize its e↵ect on sample water retention. The confined
compression cell was submerged in water while making sure no air bubbles were
entrapped inside the cell. The sample was then placed on the stainless steel plate
inside the cylinder. The piston was lowered without touching the sample as observed
through the transparent cylinder. The piston was attached to the load cell before
starting the experiment.
To ensure the sample was properly seated, the piston was first lowered at a rate of 5
mm min 1 until the force exceeded 2 N. Then, a sequence of loads was applied with
a deformation rate of 5 N s 1 . A lower rate of 2.5 N s 1 was used for the model meat
analogues to reduce excessive crosshead movement. The duration of each load step
was 300 s (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 50 N; Figure 5.5, right axis). The height at 3 N
was taken as the initial height of the sample. Recorded parameters were time, force,
and height.
Load-controlled experiments require a balance between the gain and rate of load
application to prevent oscillations and (large) overshoots in the applied load. After
preliminary experiments on swollen SPI gels, a gain of 0.02 mm N 1 was selected. This
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Figure 5.1: Cross-sectional representation of the confined compression cell. Materials
used are indicated in the figure. The steel shaft connects to an Instron texture analyser.
The setup was submerged in water during experiments. Image is not to scale; relevant
dimensions are described in the text.

resulted in a limited overshoot with a duration of up to 1 s and a near-instantaneous
load application (Figure 5.2). The e↵ect of the load overshoot on the measurements
will be discussed with the results. Preliminary experiments with an empty cell
confirmed that the confined compression cell does not significantly deform during
the experiment.
Data analysis The volumetric flux of water release, j, was deduced from the
incremental volume change over time step dt:
j(t) =

dH
dt

(5.2)

The polymer volume fraction at time t '(t) was deduced from the initial
polymer volume fraction '0 , initial height, H0 , and actual height, H(t), assuming
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Figure 5.2: Raw force data as function time for a swollen 25 wt% SPI gel showing the
increase in measured force. The 10 N and 15 N lines are o↵set by 300 s.

incompressibility and the absence of air:
'(t) =

H0
'0
H(t)

(5.3)

The swollen soy protein gels were analysed in triplicate, which were averaged and used
to calculate standard errors. For the swollen model meat analogue, two duplicates
with three replicates each were recorded. Since there was some variation in the initial
and final DMC of the model meat analogues, individual data sets were analysed by
calculating the flux over periods of 5 s.
Time-domain nuclear magnetic resonance (TD-NMR)
Time-domain NMR (TD-NMR) experiments were performed on a Maran Ultra NMR
spectrometer with a field strength of 0.72 T (30.7 MHz 1 H resonance frequency) and
controlled with the RINMR software package (Resonance Instruments Ltd., Witney,
UK). A protocol similar to Schreuders et al. [29] was used, which consisted of a
Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) echo train with 5 data points per echo and a total
of 12288 echos. A sampling time of 10 µs resulted in a spectral width of 100 kHz. The
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time between echos was 500 µs. 16 transients were recorded with phase cycling and
a relaxation delay of 10 s, which were averaged to a single data point. All TD-NMR
experiments were performed in triplicate and analysed using the IDL software package
(ITT Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, CO, USA). The CONTIN fit routine was
used to determine the water mobility distributions [30]. Intensities were normalized
to the highest intensity within a single data set. Peak areas were determined using
the trapezoidal method in Matlab.
Compression by centrifugation
Studying the e↵ect of compression on the internal pore structure required an
alternative method of compression as sampling during a confined compression
experiment is not possible. Therefore, a centrifuge was used as an alternate means of
applying an external pressure, ⇧ext . The combination of centrifugation and TD-NMR
has been used previously by [31]. Samples were trimmed to a diameter of 5 mm using
a biopsy punch and placed inside the upper compartment of centrifugal filtration
tubes. The tubes have two compartments separated by a filter (pore size 0.2 µm;
Pall Centrifugal Devices, Medemblik, The Netherlands). During centrifugation in
an Eppendorf bench-top centrifuge, the expelled fluid was collected in the bottom
compartment. A swinging bucket rotor was used to ensure that the axis of deformation
was parallel to the axis of load application. Samples were centrifuged for 1 h at
di↵erent centrifuge speeds, which was long enough to reach equilibrium. Samples
were transferred to NMR tubes immediately after a centrifugation step was completed
and their water mobility distribution was recorded (Section 5.2.2). Furthermore, the
amount of expelled water was determined by weighing. A range of external pressures
was applied by returning the samples to their centrifuge tubes and increasing the
centrifuge speed (50, 100, 200, 400, 800 ⇥g). Sample composition was calculated
based on the moisture loss and the initial composition. By assuming a linear gradient
in both ' and ⇧ext , ⇧ext was calculated as:
⇧ext =

1
⇢gactual H
2

(5.4)

⇢ is the mean density of the sample, gactual is the actual relative centrifugal force
at the sample location, and H is the height of the sample. The amount of polymer
in the sample is assumed to remain constant during centrifugation. The height of
the sample is thus a direct consequence of the moisture loss and can be calculated
as:
'init Hinit = 'H
(5.5)
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'init is the initial polymer volume fraction, Hinit is the initial sample height, and '
is the mean polymer volume fraction after centrifugation.
Statistics
Error bars indicate the 95% standard error of the observation, with n indicating the
number of observations.

5.3

Model description

5.3.1

Flory–Rehner theory

Swelling of cross-linked polymer gels can be described with Flory–Rehner theory. Gel
swelling is characterized by the swelling pressure, ⇧swell . At swelling equilibrium,
⇧swell is equal to the externally applied pressure, ⇧ext . In the case of free
swelling in pure water, we define ⇧ext = ⇧swell as equal to zero. There are two
independent contributions to ⇧swell : the mixing pressure, ⇧mix , and the elastic
pressure, ⇧elas :
⇧ext = ⇧swell = ⇧mix ⇧elas
(5.6)
As has been shown for several types of food gels including soy protein gels, ⇧mix
can be described with Flory–Huggins theory [8, 32–34]. The Cloizeaux scaling law
describes a more compact way of determining ⇧mix in the semi-dilute regime [35], and
has been shown successful at describing ⇧mix for several bio-polymers [33, 36]. The
external pressures applied in our confined compression experiments are lower than
those commonly used in centrifugation experiments [8, 32, 37]. Sample compositions
were therefore expected to remain in the semi-dilute regime. Hence it is deemed more
appropriate to use the Cloizeaux scaling law to describe ⇧mix :
⇧mix ⌫w
/'
RT

(5.7)

⌫w is the molar volume of water, R is the universal gas constant, and T the absolute
temperature. The exponent
has a value of 9/4 for dilute polymer solutions
[35].
The elastic pressure, ⇧elas , is the pressure generated upon deforming the network.
We define the network deformation using the stretch parameter, i , where i represents
the principal directions. In the freely swollen state it holds that:
x

=

y

=

z

=

0

(5.8)
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with 0 as i in the freely swollen sate. In uni-axial compression with lateral
confinement, x and y are constant and remain equal to 0 . z does vary and
can be expressed in terms of 0 , the sample height H, and the height in the freely
swollen state H0 :
z

=

0

H
H0

(5.9)

Network deformation is directly related to the polymer volume fraction, ', and the
polymer volume fraction in the reference state, 'ref :
0 0 z

=

'ref
'

(5.10)

relates directly to the composition of the fully swollen network as follows from the
incompressibility condition:
'ref 1/3
(5.11)
0 =
'0
0

with '0 as the polymer content in the freely swollen state, and 'ref as the polymer
content in the reference state. The reference state refers to the composition at which
the polymer chains are in the relaxed state [38, 39]. There is no generally accepted
method to define or determine 'ref [38]. van der Sman [33] showed that for may
bio-polymers '0 and 'ref are related via:
'0 = 2/3'ref

(5.12)

with '0 as the polymer volume fraction at maximum swelling. We have recently
found an alternative relation between '0 and 'ref for soy protein gels [8]. However,
when fitting 'ref to ' as function of ⇧ext , the value ' = '0 (⇧ext ⇡ 0) was excluded.
Since in the confined compression experiments, ' remains relatively close to '0 , it was
deemed more appropriate to use Equation 5.12 to determine 'ref . Swelling relative
to the reference state can be expressed as ':
˜
'˜ =

'
'ref

(5.13)

A schematic representation of the stretches and their relation to '˜ is presented in
Figure 5.3. The mechanical stress resulting from network deformation is determined
using the Neo-Hookean model for the strain energy function:

1
W = Gref 2x + 2y + 2z 3
(5.14)
2
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Figure 5.3: After free swelling, all three stretch parameters are equal to
uni-axial confined compression, x and y remain equal to 0 , while
proportionally with '
˜ (Equation 5.9).
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with W as the internal mechanical energy and Gref as the shear modulus in the
reference state. Gref is related to 'ref via [40]:
Gref /

(5.15)

ref

The stress along the axial direction is given by [39]:
zz

= '˜

W
z

= Gref '˜

z
2
z

(5.16)

= ⇧elas
5.3.2

Determination of fluxes

Local mechanical equilibrium is assumed, meaning the gradient in pressures within a
volume element is zero:
r⇧ = 0
(5.17)
with ⇧ as the sum of all pressures. The application of an external pressure ⇧ext greater
than the swelling pressure ⇧swell will result in a pressure gradient r⇧ between the
swollen gel and the exterior. The flux is then given by Darcy’s law:
j = Ds

r⇧
⌫w RT

(5.18)
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where j is the flux and Ds is the self-di↵usion coefficient of water. The di↵usion
coefficient in Equation 5.18 is proportional to the ratio between the permeability and
viscosity [41]. Ds is a function of ' [22]:
Ds = Ds,0 ↵'

p

(5.19)

with Ds,0 as the self-di↵usion coefficient of pure water ↵ is a constant with value
0.013 and was estimated based on Drozdov and deClaville Christiansen [42].
is a
constant with value 9/4. Note that this will diverge when ' approaches zero. It is
inserted into the continuity equation:
@t =

@z j

(5.20)

The following assumptions and boundary conditions complete the model:
• No friction occurs between the piston, cylinder, and gel
• The piston and all side walls are impermeable
• The plate upon which the gel rests is perfectly permeable (zero resistance)
• The chemical potential of water in the bath, µbath , equals 0
The model was solved in the Lagrangian framework, moving with the polymer
network. A rectangular geometry was used with the same dimensions and initial
composition as used experimentally, and consisted of 10 volume elements. Spatial
derivatives were computed using Finite Di↵erences. Time integration was done using
the Euler forward method.
Simulation approaches
Two main simulation approaches were used. The first simulation approach used
the experimentally measured external pressure as a model input in which case the
simulation was run continuously (from t = 0 until t = tend ). As described in
Section 5.2.2, an overshoot in the applied load occurred during the step-change in
the experiments. This led to the use of a second simulation approach in which
the step-change was not simulated. Instead, the average composition determined
experimentally from the piston height directly after the step change was introduced
to the model after each step-change. As will be discussed in Section 5.4.1, there were
di↵erences in composition between volume elements. To ensure these di↵erences were
maintained after the experimental composition was introduced, we assumed the same
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gradient in ' as before the step change, but with the new averaged value of ' as
determined from the new experimental piston height. The gradient in ' after the
step-change was calculated for each volume element, i, as:
'i =

Vp,i
Vp,i + fw,i · ((Vp /')

Vp )

(5.21)

with fw,i as the fraction of total volume water in the gel before the step change, Vp
as the total volume of protein in the gel, and Vp,i as the volume of protein in volume
element i. ' is the experimental polymer volume fraction after the step-change.

5.4

Results and discussion

A confined compression cell was used to apply a sequence of increasing external
pressures to swollen soy protein isolate (SPI) gels and model meat analogues.
The external pressures applied are shown on the right axis of Figure 5.10. The
fluxes determined for the SPI gels will be discussed first, followed by the change
in composition during compression. The flux and composition of the model meat
analogues come next. Water mobility distributions were determined before and after
swelling, and after applying an external pressure through centrifugation and will be
discussed. The results are followed by a general discussion.
5.4.1

Confined compression of soy protein gels

The step-wise increase in external pressure during the confined compression of swollen
SPI gels resulted in a repeating flux profile, as calculated using Equation 5.2 (Figure
5.4). The e↵ect of dry matter content (DMC) before gelation on the flux was limited
as indicated by the similarity in fluxes for gels with di↵erent DMCs. The di↵erent gels
also showed qualitatively similar behaviour and will, therefore, be discussed together
(Figure 5.4). The flux was high shortly after an increase in external pressure and
quickly decayed. The high initial flux is partly due to the overshoot in applied
pressure, as discussed in Section 5.2.2. The non-zero fluxes at the end of each step
in external pressure indicate that the 5 min periods of constant external pressure
were too short to achieve swelling equilibrium. Direct comparison with earlier
studies on the equilibrium WHC would thus not provide meaningful insight. The
expulsion of water led to an increase in polymer volume fraction, ' (Figure 5.5). The
experimental composition increased in a manner that could be expected based on
the determined fluxes. The change in composition was fast shortly after the applied
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pressure increased, and slowed down afterwards. This fast and slow compositional
change was seen for each consecutive step in external pressure for all three tested
protein concentrations.
The flux was simulated using a model based on Flory–Rehner theory and the work by
Tokita and Tanaka [22] (Section 5.3). The experimentally measured external pressures
were used as an input for the simulation, which enables direct comparison of the
simulated and experimental results (Figure 5.4; black circles). The simulated fluxes
are in good agreement with the experimentally measured fluxes when the external
pressure is constant. However, the model did underestimate the flux directly after
an increase in external pressure despite using the experimentally measured external
pressures as a model input. Due to the consecutive step-changes, the underestimations
accumulated. This led to an increasing underestimation of the polymer volume
fraction, as shown in Supplementary Figure 5.10. By omitting the step change,
as explained in Section 5.3.2, reasonable agreement between the experimental and
simulated composition was achieved (Figure 5.5). This confirms that the discrepancy
between simulated and experimental fluxes during the short period after a change
in load is the origin of the di↵erence in the composition in Supplementary Figure
5.10.
There is generally good agreement between the experimental and simulated results
when the external pressure is constant. This suggests that the model can provide
a reasonable estimate of the flux for systems like soy protein gels. Furthermore, it
indicates that the permeability based on the work by Tokita and Tanaka [22] provides
a reasonable estimate of the permeability. We do note that there was only a limited
e↵ect of DMC on the flux as seen both experimentally and in the simulations. This
suggests that the relative importance of the change in permeability due to the change
in polymer content is limited in this regime (Equation 5.19).
The compositional change in the individual volume elements during simulated
confined compression can be insightful (Figure 5.6). During the 5 min periods of
constant external pressure, the moisture was primarily expelled from the area near
the surface, as indicated by the relatively large changes in ' near the surface (high
z) compared to the elements further from the surface (low z). As time progressed,
moisture from areas further from the surface of the gel had travelled through and
out of the gel, and led to more widespread compositional changes. Omitting the
step-change in the simulations (as explained in Section 5.3.2) had only a minor e↵ect
on the local composition (Figure 5.6b) compared to when the simulations were run
continuously (Figure 5.6a). As the local di↵erences in ' were limited, the e↵ect on
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Figure 5.4: Water release rates as determined with confined compression of swollen soy
protein isolate gels. Compositions are presented with Figure 5.5. Black circles are model
simulations assuming identical geometry and initial composition, and the experimentally
measured external pressure as model input. n=3 for the experimental fluxes.
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Figure 5.5: Polymer volume fractions (') of swollen soy protein gels during confined
compression experiments (n=3). Initial levels of swelling ('0 ) were 0.042±0, 0.052±0 and
0.072±0 with initial DMCs of 25.1±0.0 wt%, 30.3±0.0 wt% 35.4±0.1 wt% (n=3). Solid
black lines are model simulations. The experimental ' shortly after a load increase was
used as a model input to bypass the period of high flux (Section 5.3.2). Simulated fluxes
are presented in Supplementary Figure 5.12. The dash-dotted line is the applied load.

the local pressure gradients and permeability is considered to be minor. This is in
line with the reasonable agreement found for both flux (Supplementary Figure 5.12)
and composition (Figure 5.5).
5.4.2

Confined compression of a model meat analogue

A swollen model meat analogue was compressed using the confined compression cell.
The model meat analogue swelled less than a neat soy protein gel with a comparable
initial DMC. This can be explained by the lower swelling capacity of gluten and
mechanical interaction between soy and gluten through which gluten limits soy’s
ability to swell [8]. We present a single representative data set for improved clarity;
duplicates can be found in Supplementary Figures 5.11 and 5.13.
The experimentally measured flux for a model meat analogue follows a similar profile
as the soy protein gels with fast and slow regimes (Figure 5.7). However, the initial
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Figure 5.6: Composition during simulated confined compression from the continuous
approach including the step-changes (5.6a), and the discontinuous approach omitting the
step-change in external pressure (5.6b). Composition is presented at the center of each
volume element relative to the top of the sample (Z(top) = 0) for a 30 wt% SPI gel. Data
is presented at 30 s intervals.

fast regime appears to be longer compared to the soy protein gels. Furthermore, the
flux is more irregular during the first three compression steps (⇧ext ⇡ 4, 8 and 12
kPa). Inspection of the raw force and deformation data suggests that the irregular
flux is due to the fast release of water from the samples (Supplementary Figure 5.14).
The fast water release resulted in fast dissipation of the external pressure, making it
difficult for the texture analyser to maintain a constant external pressure. Stick-slip
is an unlikely cause for the noise as the sample was never stationary and responded
as soon as the load increased (Supplementary Figure 5.14).
The measured fluxes were generally higher than those found for the swollen SPI
gels (Figure 5.4). This is interesting given the much higher polymer content of
the swollen model meat analogues compared to the swollen gels ('0 = 0.17 versus
0.04–0.08) (Figure 5.5). The higher polymer content of the swollen meat analogue
would have led to a decreased permeability based on Equation 5.19. A lower flux
compared to the gels was, therefore, expected. Moreover, the flux decreased as
the external pressure increased, while the opposite would be expected based on
Equation 5.18 due to the greater pressure gradient. Polymer content did increase
during compression (Supplementary Figure 5.11), which would have decreased the
permeability by up to approximately 40 % (Equation 5.19). However, this limited
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Figure 5.7: Experimental flux from a swollen model meat analogue with an initial DMC
of 31 wt% (blue circles). Black circles are the simulated flux of a homogeneous gels with
identical dimensions using the experimental force as a model input.

reduction in permeability cannot fully explain the reduction in flux when the applied
pressure was increased.
Since the change in composition is e↵ectively an integral of the fluxes, the qualitative
change of the model meat analogue resembles that of the soy protein gels, with periods
of fast change followed by a longer period of slower change (Supplementary Figure
5.11). The first three steps in external pressure have longer periods of fast change
compared to the subsequent steps and the soy protein gels.
The simulations underestimated the experimentally determined fluxes by up to two
orders of magnitude (Figure 5.7). As a result of the low simulated fluxes, also the
compositional change was gravely underestimated (Supplementary Figure 5.11). The
simulated fluxes increased as the applied load was increased, while the experimental
results show an opposite trend. The discrepancy between the experimental and
simulated fluxes thus decreases as the experiment progresses. For the simulations,
an isotropic material was assumed, while meat analogues are anisotropic materials.
Although they could be considered isotropic along a single axis, the anisotropy
could have a↵ected the permeability. Furthermore, the material was assumed to
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be homogeneous and composed of soy protein alone, while the model meat analogues
used in the experiments also contained gluten. The presence of gluten was expected to
lead to a lower flux due to its lower swelling capacity [4, 8]. Given the higher polymer
content and thus lower permeability of the model meat analogues compared to the
SPI gels, a lower flux was expected. Since a higher flux was measured experimentally,
the model meat analogue might have features that allow for water to be released
faster by providing it with a path of low resistance. Structural features capable
of channelling water are internal cavities, which are known to be present in meat
analogues [7, 19, 21].
5.4.3

Time Domain Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (TD-NMR)

Time-domain NMR (TD-NMR) was used to study the di↵erent water populations
present in the soy protein gels and model meat analogues. The relaxation time and
relative size of the di↵erent water populations can provide information on a material’s
internal structure [43]. Di↵erent water populations can be identified based on their
relaxation time, T2,i , which is a measure for water mobility. A short T2 corresponds to
immobile water closely associated with proteins while a longer T2 can correspond to
water in the protein matrix, inside internal cavities, or free water outside the sample.
Here, i is used to distinguish between water populations in a sample, starting with
i = 1 for the shortest relaxation time until i = n for the longest.
The non-swollen SPI gels have two main relaxation times, which can be attributed to
two di↵erent water populations (Figure 5.8a). Population T2,1 has a relaxation time
of 4-6 ms and probably corresponds to protons closely associated with the protein.
T2,2 has a longer relaxation time of 20-35 ms and accounts for the rest of the signal.
T2,2 shifts to shorter relaxation times with increasing polymer concentration, which
suggests this population corresponds to the water inside the polymer matrix.
After gel swelling, the relative intensity of T2,1 (approx. 6 ms) has reduced. Since
the amount of protein is taken to be constant, the reduction in relative intensity
can be attributed to the increased water content. The relaxation time of T2,2 has
increased to 100-200 ms due to the increased water content of the samples. A third
minor population T2,3 was observed for the swollen SPI gels with a relaxation time
of 600-1000 ms. Additional experiments indicated that population T2,3 originated
from water on the surface of the glass tube as the signal persisted after removing the
sample from the tube (data not shown). T2,3 is, therefore, considered an artefact.
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Figure 5.8: CONTIN fits of the T2 relaxation of SPI gels (5.8a) and model meat analogues
before and after swelling (5.8b). The arrows indicate the shift upon swelling. Individual
representative data sets were plotted data (n=3).

The non-swollen model meat analogue has two main water populations with similar
relaxation times as the non-swollen SPI gel with a similar DMC (30 wt%; Figure
5.8b). This could be expected based on their similar composition and comparable
DMC. Upon swelling the water mobility distribution of the model meat analogue
shows similar qualitative changes as the SPI gels. The shift towards longer relaxation
times is, however, less extensive (T2,1 ⇡ 4 ms; T2,2 ⇡50 ms), which can be explained
by the lower water uptake during swelling. In addition to the shift, also an additional
population appeared in the model meat analogues. This population, T2,3 , has a
markedly longer relaxation time of approximately 570 ms and is relatively intense
compared to T2,3 seen in the swollen SPI gels.
Meat analogues can contain (air-filled) cavities after production [7, 19, 21]. These
cavities can be filled with water during swelling, as was found using X-Ray
Tomography (voxel size 7 µm; data not shown). Given its high mobility and moderate
intensity, population T2,3 is thought to correspond to the water present inside internal
cavities. Fibrous SPI-gluten based model meat analogues contain approximately 6-7
vol% of air [7], which is comparable to the intensity of the signal (Figure 5.9). There
is an additional minor population T2,4 visible. Whether this population corresponds
to water in larger cavities or water on the surface of the sample or NMR tube was
not confirmed experimentally.

Fraction of water in T2,3 (-)
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Figure 5.9: Relative contribution of water population T2,3 to the total signal as a function
of applied centrifugal load for swollen model meat analogues (n=4).

The e↵ect of external pressure on water population T2,3 in the swollen model meat
analogues was assessed by applying a centrifugal load. Any change in the fraction
of total water in population T2,3 will provide information on whether the water from
population T2,3 is expelled at a similar pressure as population T2,2 . A range of loads
was applied by increasing the centrifugal speed. Figure 5.9 shows that populations
T2,2 and T2,3 are released at di↵erent pressures. Population T2,3 first makes up
approximately 5 % of total water, while after applying 10 kPa, this is reduced to
approximately 2 %. This shows that population T2,3 , which is associated with the
water in internal cavities, is released at a lower pressure than the population T2,2 .
This is in agreement with Figure 5.7, where the flux reduces at pressure above 10
kPa. The remaining 2 % of water present in population T2,3 suggests that some of
the cavities did not fully collapse. The fraction appears to be constant at 2 % of
total water. This suggests that the pore space is initially more easily deformed. After
reaching 2 %, the pore space deforms at the same rate as the rest of the matrix.
5.4.4

General discussion

Confined compression was used to study the water release from swollen soy protein
gels and model meat analogues. A range of external pressures was applied with
step-change transitions between the di↵erent pressures. The confined compression
cell gave reproducible results that, for homogeneous SPI gels, were in reasonable to
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good agreement with the simulated fluxes when the external pressure was constant
(Figure 5.4). However, slight overshoots in external pressure did lead to a discrepancy
between the experimental and simulated composition results (Supplementary Figure
5.10). By omitting the step-change in the simulations, however, good agreement was
achieved (Figure 5.5). The origin of the discrepancy was not identified. A reviewer
suggested we compare the pressures applied during our confined compression with
the pressures exerted by the molars during mastication. To our knowledge there are
at present no studies where the mastication of meat analogues was reported. During
the mastication of other foods of varying hardness, De Boever et al. [44] recorded an
average load of approximately 13 N. When assuming a contact area of 3 cm2 , the
average pressure was approximately 43 kPa, which is comparable to the maximum
pressure applied during our experiments (up to 40 kPa).
Model meat analogues with a more complex structure and composition were also
analysed with the confined compression cell. Although the interpretation of the results
did require input from other methods such as TD-NMR, the confined compression
cell did provide new insights into the water release from meat analogues. The
measured fluxes were much higher than could be expected for a material with such
a polymer content (Figure 5.7). This suggested that the model meat analogue has
features capable of channelling the water. These features were identified as internal
water-filled cavities using TD-NMR (Figure 5.8b), as indicated by the presence of
a water population with a long relaxation time (T2,3 ). The cavities could provide
a low-resistance path for water and thus explain the high measured fluxes. Upon
compression, the volume fraction of cavities reduced (Figure 5.9), rendering a more
homogeneous gel as in the case of SPI. This could explain why for higher external
pressures the flux reduced to a level closer to simulated result. Some cavities may
persist at higher loads, which can explain why the flux remains at a higher level than
the simulations. The numerical simulations of the model meat analogue showed that
they do not behave as homogeneous gels, which is expected to be due to the internal
cavities. A sensory study by Aaslyng et al. [12] on the juiciness of pork showed
that the factors responsible for the perceived juiciness change during mastication.
They concluded that meat juices are most important during the first few chews,
while salivation by the consumer is also of importance during prolonged mastication.
Confined compression of model meat analogues showed that the initial juice release is
fast, but that it rapidly reduces. The simulated compositional gradients for the SPI
gels showed that moisture is mainly released from the areas near the surface. This
e↵ect will be less pronounced in meat analogues due to the greater connectivity o↵ered
by the internal cavities. Furthermore, during mastication structural breakdown
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occurs. This will reduce the distance the juice will have travel to be released, and
could further increase the juice release rate. As the food breaks down, the timescale at
which water release occurs therefore also becomes smaller. This suggests that di↵erent
parts of the release rate curves may be relevant as mastication progresses.
Internal cavities can provide a way for water, and meat analogue juices, to be released
at a higher rate. They could, therefore, be desired in a meat analogue products as they
may enhance the initial juiciness. Incorporating greater quantities of air could increase
this e↵ect. Furthermore, the shape and orientation of the cavities could influence the
magnitude and persistence of the e↵ect. Elongated and highly connected channels
parallel to the axis of compression may not collapse during compression and could
enhance the release rate over longer periods and at higher loads. Several recent studies
showed that elongated channels are present in meat analogues and that the level of
elongation depends on the shear rate and temperature during processing in a shear
cell [7, 19, 21]. An alternative approach to create such elongated channels is through
directional freezing during post-processing [45]. Juiciness could be enhanced through
the intelligent design of the meat analogue structure, although the correlation with
sensory perceived juiciness is to be confirmed. The use of confined compression as an
analytical tool could help in this process.

5.5

Conclusions

We have investigated the use of confined compression in food science by studying
the water release from soy protein gels and meat analogues. The water release
kinetics from swollen soy protein gels can be measured with confined compression
and simulated with good accuracy using models based on Flory–Rehner theory and
the framework proposed by Tokita when the external pressure is constant. Confined
compression of model meat analogues showed much higher fluxes due to the presence
of internal water-filled cavities. TD-NMR results showed that these cavities largely
disappear as loads increase. Some cavities, however, persist and could explain why the
experimental flux remains greater than the simulations. This study has shown that
the water release from meat analogue products depends on their internal structure.
By controlling the internal structure, the perception of juiciness could be enhanced.
Confined compression has proven to be a promising tool to study food gels.
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Abstract
Consumption of plant-based meat analogues o↵ers a way to reduce the environmental
footprint of the human diet. High-moisture extrusion cooking (HMEC) and shear cell
processing both rely on thermo-mechanical treatment of proteins to product fibrous
meat-like products. However, the mechanisms underlying these processes are not well
understood. In this review we discuss the e↵ect of thermo-mechanical processing on
the physicochemical properties and phase behaviour of proteins and protein mixtures.
The HMEC and shear cell processes are comparable in their basic unit operations,
which are 1) Mixing and hydration, 2) Thermo-mechanical treatment, and 3) Cooling.
An often overlooked part of the extruder that could be crucial to fibrillation is the
so-called breaker plate, which is situated between the barrel and die sections. We
found a lack of consensus on the e↵ect of heat on protein-protein interactions, and
that the experimental tools to study protein-protein interactions are limited. The
di↵erent mechanisms for structure formation proposed in literature all consider the
deformation and alignment of the melt. However, the mechanisms di↵er in their
underlying assumptions. Further investigation using novel and dedicated tools is
required to fully understand these thermo-mechanical processes.

6.1 Introduction

6.1
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Introduction

Reducing the amount of animal protein in our diet is considered essential to improving
the sustainability of our diet [1–3]. One strategy towards achieving this protein
transition is to o↵er consumers a plant-based alternative to meat. Meat-eating
consumers would prefer products that strongly resemble real meat [4]. This is
stimulating the development of plant-based meat analogues and the technologies used
to produce them. Technologies capable of producing a fibrous, meat-like structure
from plant-based ingredients are electro-spinning [5], high-moisture extrusion cooking
(HMEC) [6], and shear cell technology [7, 8]. Of these three technologies, only
extrusion cooking is currently used industrially for the production of meat analogues.
Electro-spinning of food-grade protein fibres has recently seen several developments
[5, 9–11]. However, the electro-spinning of proteins is considered notoriously difficult,
uses large amounts of water or organic solvents, and upscaling poses a challenge [5, 12].
Shear cell devices were initially developed to study the extrusion process [13, 14], and
were later identified as a novel structuring technique [7, 15]. The shear cell and HMEC
processes both rely on thermo-mechanical stresses to create fibrous structures and are
the focus of this review.
The thermo-mechanical processing of proteins is often studied for non-food products
such as bio-plastics [16, 17], and food products such as meat analogues [18].
Several recent studies have explored the e↵ect of process parameters such as specific
mechanical energy (SME) [19, 20], shear rate [21], and temperature [20, 22, 23] on
food product properties. Still, formulation development and ingredient screening
lean heavily on empirical knowledge and trial-and-error based experimentation.
Greater insight into the e↵ect of the di↵erent processing steps would streamline
product development and could lead to improved ingredient flexibility and process
stability.
Although extrusion processes have been studied for several decades, the field is still
at an exploratory stage. This paper provides a review of the thermo-mechanical
structuring of plant-based proteins. Both the shear cell and HMEC processes will
be considered. The paper is organized as follows. First the unit operations of the
shear cell and HMEC processes are described. Then we go through the di↵erent
unit operations step-by-step and discuss the physicochemical and phase changes that
are induced by the process. The di↵erent mechanisms for structure formation posed
in the literature will be discussed, and we will reflect on some of the predominant
experimental approaches described in the literature. We will conclude with a general
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discussion in which we identify the current knowledge gaps and provide an outlook
for future research.

6.2

Process description

The high-moisture extrusion cooking (HMEC) and shear cell processes both make
use of thermo-mechanical treatment to create fibrous structures. The processes are
comparable in their basic unit operations and comprise of a mixing and hydration
step, thermo-mechanical treatment, and a cooling step (Figure 6.1). Furthermore,
the formulations that have led to a fibrous structure are similar between the two
technologies (Table 6.1). Both use leguminous protein isolates or concentrates from
e.g. soy, fababean or pea, often in combination with gluten or a polysaccharide (Table
6.1). Other less conventional protein sources have also led to favourable outcomes,
such as peanut protein, microalgae, or non-refined soy flour (Table 6.1). Water
contents used in HMEC and shear cell processing are comparable and range from
approximately 50 to 70%.
6.2.1

High-moisture extrusion cooking

The application of extrusion cooking for the production of meat-like products started
in the 1970s using primarily soy [24]. These meat-like products were expanded and
had to be hydrated before use [25]. Expansion of the extrudate can occur due to the
pressure drop upon exiting the die. This can lead to boiling and the rapid evaporation
of water and results in a spongy texture [18]. The use of a long cooling die can be used
to prevent the product from expanding and has enabled the extrusion of materials
with a high moisture content [26]. High moisture extrusion cooking (HMEC) can be
defined as extrusion with a water content exceeding 50% [27], which is also reflected
by the compositions listed in Table 6.1.

Material

TSE
SC
TSE
SC
TSE
TSE
TSE
TSE
SC
SC
SC
TSE
TSE
TSE
SC
TSE
SSE
TSE

SPC+MA
PPI+WG
PP
FPI+WG
SPC+WG
LPI+MA
SPC
SPI+WG+CS
SPF+SF
SPI+pectin
SPC
PPI
SPI+WG
SPI
SPI+WG
PPI
PPC+DPF
SPI+WG+WS

Moisture
content (%)
60
60
55
61.5
60
50
60
70
56
55
50-65
60
50
50
70
55
50-55
60-72

Maximum
temperature (°C)
140
95-140
155
140
170
140-175
100, 140, 160
160
140
120-140
120-140
140
148
150
95
100-160
165
170

References
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[6]
[31]
[32]
[18]
[33]
[23]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[19]
[7]
[37]
[38]
[39]
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Table 6.1: An overview of plant-based ingredients and combinations thereof, and process conditions used to produce
fibrous structures through thermo-mechanical processing. Abbreviations: TSE, twin-screw extrusion; SC, shear cell;
SSE, single screw extrusion; SPC, soy protein concentrate; MA, microalgae; PPI, pea protein isolate; WG, wheat gluten;
PP, peanut protein; FPI, fababean protein isolate.; LPI, lupin protein isolate; SPI, soy protein isolate; CS, corn starch;
SPF, soy protein fraction; SF, soy flour; WS, wheat starch; PPC, peanut protein concentrate; DPF, defatted peanut
flour
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of an extruder and a conical shear cell. The di↵erent sections of the extruder
are indicated with letters: a, motor; b, (dry) feeder; c, water pump; d, extruder barrel with screws; e, kneading blocks;
f, transition zone; g, breaker plate; h, cooling die; i, die outlet. The di↵erent sections of the shear cell are indicated
with roman numbers: I, external mixer for dry and wet ingredients; II, stationary top cone; III, rotating bottom cone.
Extrudate picture was reproduced from [18] with permission.
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An extruder consists of a heated barrel (Figure 6.1d ) equipped with one or two screws
driven by a motor (Figure 6.1a), a transition zone (Figure 6.1f ), and a cooling die
(Figure 6.1h). Twin-screw extruders with co-rotating screws are mostly used for the
production of meat analogues, although some have also used single screw extruders
(Table 6.1). Dry and wet ingredients are fed separately into the extruder barrel at the
desired feed rates (Figure 6.1b, c). The extruder barrel consists of di↵erent sections
that can be heated individually. The co-rotating motion of the screws provides mixing
and hydration of the ingredients and conveys them towards the end of the barrel.
The screws can be equipped with di↵erent screw elements that induce more thorough
mixing, such as kneading blocks (Figure 6.1e). The continuous mixing facilitates
heat transfer, while the motion along the barrel results in a pressure build-up. The
approximate pressure along the extruder barrel is presented in Figure 6.2. The high
pressure prevents boiling of the material and allows for high processing temperatures.
The combination of high shear and high temperature makes this a thermo-mechanical
process. At the end of the barrel, pressure builds to a maximum as the material
is pushed out of the barrel through the cone-shaped transition zone (Figure 6.1f ).
So-called breaker plates or di↵users (Figure 6.1g) can be placed after the transition
zone, and are an often overlooked part of the extruder. Breaker plates are perforated
steel disks that ensure a homogeneous pressure distribution and are thought to align
the flow before it enters the cooling die [26, 40]. The cooling die (Figure 6.1h) is
a long rectangular channel and is cooled to a temperature of approximately 50°C to
ensure cooling and to prevent expansion of the extrudate when it exits the die (Figure
6.1i ).
6.2.2

Shear cell

Shear cells were originally used as an o↵-line method to study the e↵ect of
extrusion-like conditions on biopolymers such as starch or proteins [13, 14]. When
the processing of calcium caseinate led to the formation of fibrils [15], the shear cell
was identified as a novel structuring technology. The shear cell was later used as a
new way of thermo-mechanical treatment [7]. Contrary to HMEC, the process utilizes
well-defined shear flow during heating. There are two types of shearing devices with
either a cone-in-cone or a Couette design. The conical device is also known as the
shear cell and consists of a stationary top cone (Figure 6.1II ) and a rotating bottom
cone (Figure 6.1III ). The Couette device is a scale-up concept of the conical device and
consists of a stationary outer cylinder and a rotating inner cylinder. These cylinders
will induce Couette flow over the gap, similar to the shear flow inside the conical
device.
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The shear cell process has the same three basic unit operations as HMEC, being
mixing and hydration, thermo-mechanical treatment, and cooling (Figure 6.1). A
general procedure for dough preparation was identified. Most formulations use N aCl,
which is first dissolved in water. A protein isolate or concentrate is mixed with the
water (6.1I ), either by hand with a spatula or using a Z-blade mixer, depending on
the scale of operation (lab or pilot scale respectively). The water-protein mixture is
left to hydrate for 30 min at room temperature. After hydration, another protein
or polysaccharide is added followed by further mixing to obtain a dough. The
dough is transferred to the pre-heated shearing device and the shearing process is
started.
Current versions of the conical shearing device rely on external heating by circulating
heated water [41] or oil through the top and bottom cones [34]. The use of oil
enables high-temperature processing. The Couette device is heated by a steam
jacket around the concentric cylinders [8]. The shearing devices have seals and a
pressurized cavity to prevent boiling and minimize moisture losses. This has enabled
processing at conditions similar to extrusion cooking (Table 6.1; Figure 6.2; [23, 34]).
A constant shear rate is applied to the material for 15 min while heating (conical
device), resulting in thermo-mechanical treatment. The material is then cooled down
by circulating cooled oil through the top and bottom cones of the shear cell. The
shear cell is opened after the temperature reads 50°C, which is low enough to solidify
the material and avoid expansion due to the evaporation of water when opening the
device. The bottom cone of the shear cell is stationary during cooling and, therefore,
no shear rate is applied during cooling. Similarly, the Couette device is stationary
while cooling.
6.2.3

Comparison of process conditions

Although the HMEC and shear cell processes are comparable in their basic unit
operations, some di↵erences can be noted. The main di↵erence between HMEC and
shear cell processing is that HMEC is a continuous process, while the shear cell process
is batch-operated. Furthermore, the current shearing devices rely on external mixing
(Figure 6.1I ) and preparation of a dough, which is transferred to the pre-heated device
[7, 8, 42]. In HMEC the di↵erent ingredients are often fed to the extruder separately
and mixed inside the barrel. Note that pre-mixing and hydration of ingredients can
also be used in HMEC [43]. The current window of operation for HMEC appears to
be wider (100-175°C) than for the shear cell (95-140°C; Table 6.1). Moreover, the
residence time of the HMEC process is much shorter at 2-5 min compared to at least
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the temperature and pressure profile during high-moisture
extrusion cooking (HMEC) and shear cell processing. Values represent conventional
process conditions as described by Cheftel et al. [26] for HMEC and Schreuders et al.
[22] for the shear cell.

20 min for the conical shear cell (Figure 6.2).
Both during HMEC and shear cell processing a mechanical deformation is applied.
Comparing the shear rates applied in both processes can be informative. The apparent
shear in the shear cell is proportional to the rotation speed and is thus well defined.
Although shear is applied in both the extruder barrel and the cooling die, not all shear
is considered important for structure formation. The cooling die is often considered as
the ’structuring zone’ (Figure 6.1h). Therefore, it is deemed more informative to only
consider the shear rate in the cooling die here. The shear rate inside the cooling die is
proportional to the die’s dimensions and the throughput, and can thus be calculated.
Wall slip can occur in polymer melts when the wall shear exceeds a certain critical
value [44]. The slip velocity is thought to depend on factors such as wall shear and
normal stresses, temperature, and polymer properties such as the molecular weight
distribution [44]. For simplicity, we have assumed a no-slip boundary in the die in our
calculation of the apparent shear rate. The shear rate inside the die was calculated
assuming no wall slip, after Son [45]:
˙ apparent = 6 · Qnet /(w · h2 )

(6.1)
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With ˙ apparent as the apparent shear rate in the die, w the width and h the height of
the die. The volumetric flow rate, Qnet , was calculated as:
Qnet = M/⇢melt

(6.2)

With M as the mass feed rate. ⇢melt is the density of the melt and was approximated
as 1087.2 kg m 3 by assuming a protein content of 40wt%. The residence time in the
die was calculated as:
t = Vdie /Qnet
(6.3)
With Vdie as the volume of the die calculated with w · h · l, in which l is the length of
the die. The calculated shear rate in the cooling die ranges from 1 to 45 s 1 (Figure
6.3). There seems to be an exponential relation between residence time and shear
rate, with processing at a low residence time resulting in higher apparent shear rates.
This seems intuitive as a lower apparent shear rate would require a longer residence
time to achieve a similar level of structure formation. Although most extrusion trials
are based on empirical knowledge, there is probably a relation between the total
shear applied and structure formation which is currently not well understood. During
shear cell processing, a constant shear rate of 39 s 1 is most often applied, which is
comparable to those used in low-throughput extrusion cooking (Figure 6.3). Other
shear rates have also been used, namely 7-130 s 1 [21]. The total shear applied
( total = ˙ apparent · t) in a shear cell is 3.5 ⇥ 104 when assuming a shear rate of 39 s 1
and a shearing time of 15 min. This is much higher than the total shear applied in
the cooling die, which ranges from 1.8 ⇥ 102 to 7.7 ⇥ 102 (Table 6.2). We note that in
a shear cell device the shear rate and pressure are independent from the throughput
of the process, while these parameters are related for extrusion. The shear cell might,
therefore, o↵er more flexibility in processing conditions.

6.3

Mixing and hydration

The first step in protein structuring is the mixing of the wet and dry ingredients
to obtain a dough. In HMEC the raw materials are fed into the barrel and mixed
through the continuous rotating motion of the screws (Figure 6.1 b,c). The screws
can exert high shear to the dough, especially at the screw tips where shear rates
over 2430 s 1 were found according to the outcomes of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations of starch matrices [46]. The latter study also reported that the
mixing index was highest when the shear rate was below 574 s 1 . This suggests
that mixing is not proportional to the shear rate. The mixing processes used on lab
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Figure 6.3: Apparent shear rate in the cooling die as calculated from the values from
Table 6.2 (Equation 6.1 and 6.2) as a function of the residence time (Equations 6.2
and 6.3). The dotted line represents an exponential fit and serves to guide the eye
( ˙ apparent = 185 · t 0.75 ; R2 = 0.92).

and pilot scale versions of the shear cell may be more susceptible to lump formation
due to the lower mixing intensity. Future industrial processing might cope with this
by using twin-screw pre-mixers. Mixtures of di↵erent proteins, and proteins mixed
with polysaccharides, do not tend to mix due to thermodynamic incompatibility
[47–49]. Most HMEC and shear cell studies use moisture contents over 50% (Table
6.1). Upon hydration of a protein blend, the water will partition between the
two phases. Clark et al. [50] proposed the use of Time-Domain Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (TD-NMR) to study the water partitioning between proteins. TD-NMR
was used to study the water partitioning in hydrated mixtures of soy protein and
gluten [51], and pea protein and gluten [28]. Both studies found that gluten binds
less water than soy or pea protein. The water distribution was hardly a↵ected after
a thermo-mechanical treatment (95-140°C and sheared at 39 s 1 for 15 min), as
measured at room temperature [28, 51]. An alternative approach to determine the
water partitioning is based on Flory–Huggins theory. Flory–Huggins theory describes
the free energy of mixing polymers with a solvent, in this case, water. The free
energy of mixing directly relates to the water activity. When the di↵erent polymer
phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium, their water activities must be equal. Hence
the equilibrium water distribution is found where the free energy is equal in both
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Table 6.2: Overview of cooling die dimensions, process parameters, and apparent shear
rates in the cooling die as calculated with Equations 6.1 and 6.2 during high-moisture
extrusion cooking.

Mass feed
rate [kg s 1 ]
1.7 ⇥ 10 3
2.2 ⇥ 10 3
4.2 ⇥ 10 3
7.2 ⇥ 10 3
6.7 ⇥ 10 4
5.0 ⇥ 10 4
2.8 ⇥ 10 4
3.3 ⇥ 10 3

w
[m]
7.0 ⇥ 10
5.0 ⇥ 10
3.0 ⇥ 10
6.0 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
1.9 ⇥ 10
6.0 ⇥ 10

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

h
[m]
1.0 ⇥ 10
1.5 ⇥ 10
9.0 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10

2
2
3
2
3
3
3
2

l
[m]
5.0 ⇥ 10
8.0 ⇥ 10
3.8 ⇥ 10
1.3
1.0 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
2.1 ⇥ 10
3.0 ⇥ 10

2
1
1

1
1
1
1

Apparent
shear rate [s
1.3
1.1
9.5
6.6
4.6 ⇥ 101
4.5 ⇥ 101
2.0 ⇥ 101
3.1

Ref.
1

]
[18]
[31]
[32]
[27]
[36]
[19]
[37]
[39]

phases. Some proteins, such as gluten, form a cross-linked network. Stretching of
the network during hydration will result in an additional elastic contribution to the
free energy and must be taken into account by using Flory–Rehner theory instead.
This approach was used to describe the water partitioning in mixtures of gluten
with a protein isolate from either soy [52], pea, or fababean [30]. Although the
water distribution in polymer mixtures can be measured and predicted, the water
distribution during thermo-mechanical treatment is currently unknown. This could
be relevant for understanding structuring processes, as the rheological properties will
be a↵ected by the water distribution. It is still unclear whether the rheological
properties of the dough are relevant for shear-induced structuring and the formation
of anisotropic structures.

6.4

Thermo-mechanical treatment

The mixing and hydration step is followed by a thermo-mechanical treatment through
the simultaneous application of heat and shear at elevated pressure (Figure 6.1).
This combination of heat and shear is deemed essential as applying heat or shear
alone does not result in a fibrous structure. The increase in temperature a↵ects the
intra- and intermolecular bonds that stabilize the protein structure. Hydrogen bonds
are weakened as the temperature increases [53], while hydrophobic interactions can
increase with temperature [54]. Free thiol groups will become increasingly reactive
as the temperature rises [55], while pre-existing intra- and intermolecular disulfide
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bonds become increasingly labile [56]. Disulfide bonds can undergo alkali-catalyzed
-elimination to form free thiol groups; this reaction also occurs at neutral pH and
high temperature (100°C; [56]). Furthermore, free thiol groups and labile disulfide
bonds can participate in thiol-disulfide interchange reactions to create a so-called
transient or reversible network [57–59]. These thiol-disulfide interchange reactions
may be promoted by shear stress [55, 60, 61]. The change in the protein’s stabilizing
interactions will result in a change or loss of the native protein structure, which is
commonly referred to as denaturation. Most authors assume dense protein dispersions
to reach a so-called molten state during thermo-mechanical treatment [16, 20, 37, 62–
64] due to the weakening of intra- and intermolecular interactions at high temperature.
But while the formation of a melt is widely recognized, the properties of the protein
melt and the e↵ect of thermo-mechanical treatment on protein-protein interactions
are subjects of debate. The di↵erent views will be discussed.
6.4.1

Wheat gluten and the fate of the disulfide bond

The interactions between proteins will greatly a↵ect melt properties. Especially the
disulfide bond is considered to play a pivotal role in melt properties and has been
extensively studied for wheat gluten proteins [39, 65–67]. Wheat gluten is a commonly
used ingredient in both extruded and shear cell formulations (Table 6.1). The gluten
proteins form a cross-linked network upon hydration [68, 69]. The gluten network has
the remarkable ability to be reversibly deformed beyond its breaking point. Bloksma
[58] proposed a mechanism to explain this behaviour by assuming disulfide bonds
to act as reversible cross-links at room temperature. Disulfide bonds can undergo
what are known as thiol-disulfide interchanges, suggesting they could contribute to a
reversible or transient network [14, 70–72]. Emin et al. [73] showed that the complex
modulus of gluten increases as the temperature exceeds 90°C. This was attributed
to the formation of glutenin polymers via disulfide bonding. Domenek et al. [74]
modelled the heat-induced aggregation of gluten proteins as a two-stage process (T <
95°C), and concluded that the protein must first unfold before aggregating. Gluten
aggregation is generally attributed to the formation of disulfide bonds [66, 67, 74, 75].
Schreuders et al. [28] and Pietsch et al. [66] measured the evolution of the viscoelastic
properties of gluten in time at process-like conditions (100-160°C). During iso-thermal
experiments at a constant shear rate, both reported a maximum in the complex
modulus and complex viscosity followed by a decrease. The maximum could hint
towards cross-linking and aggregation, while the subsequent reduction could be due
to a structural break-down. The magnitude of, and time until the maximum was
reached decreased with increasing temperature [66], which we suggest could be due
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to the weakening of the interactions with increasing temperature. This could be
considered an indication of the presence of a transient network at higher temperatures.
However, given the temporal evolution of the visco-elastic properties, it remains
challenging to conclude what happens during thermo-mechanical processing of gluten
inside the extruder barrel or shear cell. Emin et al. [73] reported the evolution of
the complex modulus as function of temperature (20-170°C) for gluten hydrated to
di↵erent levels (20, 30, 40%). The complex modulus decreased to a local minimum
at ⇠80-90°C before reaching a maximum at 130-140°C, and subsequently decreasing
again. The increase was attributed to aggregation, while the decrease was attributed
to structural break-down due to so-called degradation reactions. Whether reducing
the temperature after heating over 130-140°C restored the modulus was not reported,
although it could have provided insight into the possibility of a transient network.
A transient network would become permanent as the interactions become stronger
at lower temperatures, leading to an increase in modulus. Interestingly, Emin et al.
[73] did refer to hydrated bio-polymers at high temperatures as melts but did not
consider melting as a result of weakened intermolecular interactions when interpreting
the observed reduction in viscosity.
6.4.2

Disulfide bonding by non-gluten proteins

Understanding the fate of disulfide bonds in the melt is also important for other
proteins. For soy protein it was shown that increasing the processing temperature
over 130°C leads to softening of the material, which was attributed to the partial
breakdown of disulfide bonds [76]. Dekkers et al. [77] studied the e↵ect of temperature
on soy protein isolate and showed a reduction in viscosity as the temperature exceeded
120-130°C. Interrupting a time-sweep at high temperatures (120-140°C) for 8 s
resulted in a temporary increase in complex modulus, after which it returned to a
similar magnitude as before the interruption. The increase in the complex modulus,
G⇤ , was lowest at 140°C and was not a↵ected by the time before interrupting
the deformation. The protein network formed during the interruption was probably
broken down again as soon as the deformation resumed, suggesting the presence of
a transient network. At lower temperatures, G⇤ was higher and increased with
the time before interrupting. This could indicate that the material was not fully
molten below 140°C. Ralston and Osswald [17] used a capillary rheometer to study
the viscosity of bio-plastics based on soy protein and corn starch at 200°C. They
reported only a minor decrease in viscosity after repeatedly extruding the same
sample at 200°C. Similarly, Noguchi [78] described how a fibrous soy extrudate
could be cut up and extruded for a second and third time, while still resulting in a
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similar microstructure and fibrous texture. Dead-stop operation during re-extrusion
indicated that the material had melted and fused together in the heated section of
the barrel (Figure 6.1d ; [78]). O’Kane et al. [79] showed that the elastic modulus
of soy protein gels followed the same trajectory during reheating and subsequent
cooling between 85°C and 25°C. For pea protein, they found that this could also
be achieved when using a low initial cooling rate of 0.2°C min 1 . This suggests
that the changes made to the gel network upon cooling are thermally reversible
at these relatively low temperatures. Interestingly, Pietsch et al. [66] reported no
change in protein-protein interactions for soy protein isolate after processing at high
temperature when compared to the raw material. Ingredient specific properties might,
therefore, also be of importance. For example, the total number of cysteine residues
di↵ers between proteins and, therewith, also the number of potential disulfide bonds
that can form. Gluten contains relatively large amounts of cysteine [80], while pea
protein contains relatively low amounts. Berghout et al. [81] studied the role of
disulfide bonds in the gelation of protein isolates from lupin and soy. Lupin protein
was found to contain more disulfide bonds and free thiol groups than soy protein.
However, despite the higher number of potential disulfide bonds, lupin displayed
poor gelling properties compared to soy. This was attributed to the large number of
disulfide bonds on a single protein, which hindered protein unfolding and prevented
gel formation. The accessibility of disulfide and free thiol groups is thus also of
importance to network formation. Non-covalent physical interactions will also a↵ect
melt properties, especially for materials low in thiol groups and disulfide bonds.
6.4.3

Analysis of protein-protein interactions

Numerous studies have reported on the e↵ect of thermal or thermo-mechanical
treatment on the physical and covalent interactions between proteins. However, since
most protein analyses can only be performed under ambient conditions, information
on proteins during thermo-mechanical processing is limited. Many authors have,
therefore, studied the material obtained after processing at elevated temperatures.
A commonly used method to study the change in protein-protein interactions is by
measuring protein solubility in di↵erent bu↵er systems [6, 18, 19, 29, 32, 35, 82]. The
di↵erent bu↵ers selectively disrupt the di↵erent types of protein-protein interactions,
which is assumed to solubilize them. Phosphate bu↵ers are often used to extract
soluble proteins without disrupting any specific interactions. Urea is added to disrupt
physical interactions such as hydrophobic-, ionic-, and hydrogen bonds. The addition
of dithiothreitol (DTT) reduces the covalent disulfide bonds to free thiol groups
[82]. Several authors have agreed that the extrusion of soy and pea protein at high
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temperatures leads to protein aggregation [39, 66, 83, 84]. The aggregates are thought
to be due to a combination of covalent disulfide bonds and non-covalent physical
bonds, although their relative importance is debated and will di↵er between protein
sources. Interestingly, Pietsch et al. [32] found that protein solubility in di↵erent
bu↵er systems was not a↵ected by thermo-mechanical treatment when compared
to non-treated soy protein concentrate (SPC). From this, they concluded that the
polysaccharide fraction of SPC must be responsible for the observed rheological
changes. An alternative interpretation could be that the number of intermolecular
interactions increased at a loss of intramolecular interactions. The use of bu↵er
systems to determine protein–protein interactions is not without controversy. Liu and
Hsieh [39] showed that the bu↵er selection process is vital and that more conclusive
results can be obtained by reversing the commonly used order of bu↵er addition.
Instead of adding di↵erent reducing agents to the baseline bu↵er, they show that it
could be better to remove reducing agents from a bu↵er system. This would allow for
clearer di↵erentiation between the relative importance of covalent and non-covalent
bonds.
Another method to indirectly measure protein-protein interactions is based on the
analysis of molecular weights before and after thermo-mechanical processing using
sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) [19, 29, 35,
83] or size exclusion chromatography (SEC) [65, 66, 74, 85]. Some authors observed
a decrease in intensity of specific bands on the gel after extrusion of soy [19, 83,
86] and pea protein isolates [35]. They attributed this to the formation of large
aggregates that were unable to enter the gel’s pores. Chen et al. [86] also observed
increased aggregation after raising the maximum temperature from 140 to 160°C
and after lowering the water content from 60 to 28% during the extrusion of soy
protein. Fang et al. [19] reported an increase in low molecular weight fractions after
the extrusion of soy protein. This further increased after raising the SME. In another
study by the same author, extruded soy protein was again found to have higher
fractions of low molecular weight components after extrusion, as determined using
SEC and multi-angle laser light scattering [85].
So-called dead-stop experiments are often used to collect material from the di↵erent
parts of an extruder [39, 83, 87]. The extruder is simply shut-down when steady state
is reached and left to cool before samples are taken. Liu and Hsieh [39] performed
dead-stop experiments and concluded that disulfide bonds are formed in the barrel
as a result of high temperature and high moisture and that they do not change
in the cooling die. However, in a dead-stop experiment samples are taken after
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cooling down the extruder and its contents. Similarly, the aforementioned studies
on protein-protein interactions using bu↵er systems and size analysis methods have
examined the material after cooling down. The findings from such studies may
provide some insight into the material- and product properties, but cannot be used
to elucidate the changes that occur during processing as the material changes upon
cooling. Any changes invoked by the process can, therefore, not be attributed to a
specific step in the process, be it heating, shearing, cooling, or a combination of those.
Attributing specific functionality to a process step would facilitate the transition
from empirical knowledge to a full understanding of thermo-mechanical structuring
processes. Measurements at processing conditions are thus important and can be
done either by measuring inline inside the extruder or shear cell, or by measuring
o↵-line using dedicated analytical tools that mimic process conditions.
Barnes et al. [88] reported on the use of several spectroscopic tools to study various
melt properties during the processing of non-food polymers. They used Raman and
Fourier Transform Near-Infrared spectroscopy (FT-NIR) to track melt compositions
during the extrusion of ethylene-vinyl acetate. Huang et al. [89] also used Raman
spectroscopy to determine the ratio between polystyrene and polypropylene in the
melt. Fluorescence spectroscopy was found to o↵er a real-time measure for the
residence time during extrusion [88]. Hörmann et al. [90] reported on the use of
NIR spectroscopy during the extrusion of a pharmaceutical product. A fibre-optic
probe located after the die section was used to monitor the concentration of the
active pharmaceutical compound in the hot melt and to determine residence times.
Hansen and Vedula [91] reported on the use of NIR spectroscopy as an inline
method to monitor the so-called melt index (MI) of polyethylene vinyl acetates.
The MI is inversely proportional to the molecular weight and, at low stresses,
also inversely proportional to the viscosity for synthetic polymers [91]. For some
materials, spectroscopic tools could provide insight into both aggregation and
viscosity. Although these tools have mostly been developed and used for non-food
extrudates, they might also be used in food extrusion. In particular, Raman
spectroscopy could prove insightful when studying protein melts. For example,
disulfide bonds can be measured directly with Raman spectroscopy [92]. Furthermore,
the wavenumber is thought to vary between exposed and buried thiol groups [93].
Raman spectroscopy during thermo-mechanical treatment could, therefore, provide
further insight into the fate of the disulfide bond. While spectroscopic tools can
provide insight at the molecular level, other tools are needed to examine the
rheological properties of the melt. The use of inline and o↵-line methodologies to
study the rheological properties of the melt will be discussed in the next section.
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Rheological characterization of the melt

Understanding how the viscous melt transforms into a fibrous product requires
in-depth knowledge of the melt’s rheological properties.
However, obtaining
meaningful rheological information is challenging as experimentally replicating the
conditions found inside an extruder or shear cell is difficult [73, 94]. Identifying the
role of individual ingredients is complicated by factors such as water partitioning and
changes in phase behaviour. For example, Zhang et al. [29] performed a rheological
characterization of material collected from the di↵erent zones of an extruder by
sampling after a dead-stop and re-dispersing the material in water at 20% (w/w).
A molecular mechanism was postulated based on the viscosity curves determined at
25°C to explain the extrudate properties. Such experiments may o↵er insight into
the behaviour of materials after processing. However, they do not necessarily relate
to melt properties as they would occur during thermo-mechanical processing due to
the change in temperature and moisture content. To achieve a better understanding
of the phenomena during processing, well-designed experiments in which process-like
conditions are used are essential. Two approaches were identified that are capable of
measuring at relevant conditions. These analytical tools can either be incorporated
into an extruder or shear cell to measure material properties inline, or they are
external analytical tools that can mimic the process conditions to measure material
properties o↵-line.
Inline rheological characterization
The use of inline rheometers, such as capillary or slit die rheometers, is considered the
most accurate way to measure the viscosity of the melt [95]. Instead of an extrusion
die, the slit die rheometer or capillary rheometer is attached to the end of the extruder.
The pressure drop is measured over a section of known diameter and used to calculate
the wall shear stress. The melt velocity is used to calculate the wall shear rate.
By using several sections with a range of diameters in series an entire flow curve
can be determined in a single run. A drawback of inline rheometers is that the
change in diameter can modify back-pressure, which a↵ects the degree of filling in
the barrel. This could alter the thermo-mechanical stresses applied in the barrel [73].
Therefore, it is crucial to keep the back-pressure constant. To achieve this, Horvat
et al. [96] designed an inline slit die rheometer with an adjustable geometry capable
of maintaining a constant back-pressure, which ensures a constant processing history
of the melt. Some studies successfully applied capillary rheometry to food materials
and polymer melts [17, 97–100].
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O↵-line rheological characterization
While inline methods o↵er direct measurements of material properties during
processing, they are limited in their flexibility. Furthermore, inline methods also
require operating an extruder at steady-state conditions. They are, therefore,
unsuitable for ingredient screening and testing large numbers of samples. O↵-line
methods generally o↵er greater experimental flexibility and require smaller sample
sizes. They are, therefore, better suited for small-scale testing and generating large
data-sets. There are many di↵erent rheological tools available such as oscillatory
shear rheometry, capillary rheometry and viscometry. These tools can be used
to characterize ingredients and obtain information on material properties such as
viscosity, elastic and viscous moduli, and elongational viscosity. However, most
conventional bench-top rheometers are not capable of mimicking the high pressures,
high temperatures, and high shear rates found during thermo-mechanical processing.
Furthermore, preventing moisture losses is challenging when temperatures exceed
100°C. Several manufacturers of bench-top rheometers do o↵er pressure cells for use
with existing bench-top rheometers. The ability to perform rotational experiments
and the greater torque sensitivity could prove advantageous as the viscosity of the
protein melt is rather low [101].
O↵-line capillary rheometers can also measure at high temperatures and pressure, and
have been applied to study melt properties. Capillary rheometry is frequently applied
in the field of plastic and bio-plastic extrusion. Klüver and Meyer [16] reported on the
shear and elongational viscosities of gluten, soy protein and pea protein, plasticized
with glycerol at elevated temperatures (T = 140 160°C). The di↵erent protein
melts were described as thermoplastic with shear-thinning behaviour that could be
approximated with power-laws with exponents of 0.31-0.40. Ralston and Osswald [17]
studied the shear viscosity of mixtures of soy protein and corn starch plasticized with
glycerol and water. They also found shear-thinning and power-law behaviour with
comparable exponents. Extruding the material a second time resulted in a limited
reduction in viscosity but did not a↵ect the power-law exponent [17]. The limited
e↵ect of repeated thermo-mechanical treatment on the viscosity may explain why
Noguchi [78] was able to make fibres after repeated extrusion of defatted soy flour
[78]. Food ingredients have also been studied using capillary rheometers. Beck et al.
[100] reported on the shear viscosity of hydrated pea protein isolate. They found that
a longer holding time at 130°C reduced the viscosity of pea protein isolate, although
this e↵ect was not significant. They suggested that the break-down of aggregates over
time could explain the observed trend. This appears to conflict with the notion that
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aggregation occurs at high temperature.
Closed cavity rheometry
A recent development is the use of rheometers that were originally designed for
analysing the vulcanization process of rubber compounds [102–104] for the rheological
characterization of food polymers [28, 32, 33, 73, 94, 105]. This class of rheometers
has a closed cavity that can withstand high pressures and temperatures without the
risk of evaporative moisture losses. In the field of food science these rheometers
are, therefore, often referred to as ’closed-cavity rheometers’ or CCRs, as opposed to
’rubber process analysers’. CCRs can, to some degree, mimic the conditions inside
a shear cell or extruder, although the accessible range of pressures and shear rates
is limited. Furthermore, CCRs are not capable of rotation and can only impose an
oscillatory deformation, which might limit the resemblance with the flow patterns
that occur inside an extruder barrel or shear cell. By applying the Cox-Merz rule,
the dynamic viscosities determined with a CCR could be used to determine the
steady-state viscosities [106]. The principle of time-temperature superposition could
also be used to create rheological master curves, as was demonstrated for cheese and
whey proteins [107, 108]. Rheological properties measured at higher temperatures
may be described using for example the Carreau model [109]. Several pioneering
studies have already employed CCRs to investigate the rheological properties of
food polymers during thermo-mechanical treatment [28, 32, 33, 66, 77, 105]. Some
related this rheological fingerprint to the formation of a fibrous structure, as will be
discussed in Section 6.6. In addition to the CCR’s intended purpose as a rheometric
instrument, CCRs can be used as a method to produce samples for further analysis
with other analytical methods. This could be particularly helpful when trying to
separate the thermal and mechanical stresses during thermo-mechanical processing.
In an extruder, the residence time is a↵ected by the rotation speed of the screw inside
the barrel. This limits and complicates the control over the duration and intensity of
the thermal and mechanical stresses applied to the material. This issue is not there
in shear cell processing, nor in the CCR. CCR rheometers can thus be used as a way
to provide thermo-mechanical treatment to samples in a controllable way, as has been
done by Pietsch et al. [66]. The application of CCRs for the analysis of food polymers
and food polymer melts is still in its infancy and dedicated CCRs capable of more
accurately mimicking extrusion-like conditions may yet be developed.
In the context of food, some consider the extruder barrel as a chemical reactor in which
thermo-mechanical stresses induce changes in the material [66, 73]. In particular,
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the cross-linking of gluten has been studied extensively in this regard. Morel et al.
[70] showed that shear can reduce the activation energy required to induce gluten
cross-linking below 80°C. Similarly, Strecker et al. [65] used an extrusion rheometer
to show that gluten polymerization speeds up with the shear rate (40-170°C). We
must note that the activation energy for cross-linking reported by Strecker et al. [65]
is approximately 5-10 times lower than the value found in a more recent study by
Domenek et al. [74]. The lowering e↵ect of shear on the activation energy suggests
that shear can facilitate the interaction between proteins. The reduced activation
energy could relate to the concept of e↵ective temperature. This concept suggests that
the viscous forces can increase the e↵ective temperature of the system and thereby
lower the energy barrier of a reaction. This might explain the importance of shear
during thermo-mechanical treatment. Emin and Schuchmann [84] showed that an
increase in shear rate during iso-thermal processing of gluten in a CCR reduced the
complex viscosity (T = 120°C; ˙ = 0.1 50s 1 ). Interestingly, in a similar experiment
Pietsch et al. [66] did not find an e↵ect of increasing the shear rate from 0.1 s 1 to
50 s 1 on the amount of SDS-soluble gluten proteins for a range of temperatures.
Similarly, the processing of soy protein concentrate (SPC) in a CCR at di↵erent
shear rates did not result in significant changes in protein solubility across a range
of extraction bu↵ers [32]. This suggests that food protein cross-linking may not
be a thermo-mechanical but merely a thermal process at lower shear rates. At the
higher shear rates cross-linking could still be a↵ected. Noguchi [78] showed that the
repeated extrusion of defatted soy progressively reduced the soluble protein fractions
while getting a fibrous structure after all three passes through the extruder. They,
therefore, argued that ”texturization” and ”reactions” such as cross-linking should be
considered as separate [78].
The use of large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) rheology as well as the
energy dissipation ratio, which shows a simplified perspective to reveal the complex
information in the Lissajous curve, have also been picked up as tools to study melt
properties [101]. LAOS provides information on the rheological properties beyond
the linear viscoelastic regime but is more difficult to interpret than conventional small
amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) measurements [104]. Using LAOS methods it was
found that a thermal treatment can increase the elasticity of protein networks [101].
The thermal treatment caused pea protein isolate to lose its elastic properties more
quickly than soy protein isolate and gluten.
The identification of new rheological tools has enabled the determination of rheological
properties of the melt. This has led to rheological fingerprinting of the melt. A next
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step will be to understand and interpret these complex results and relate them to the
structuring process.

6.5

Cooling

After the thermo-mechanical treatment, the melt is cooled down (Figure 6.1). Cooling
leads to a strengthening of the non-covalent interactions and the labile disulfide bonds
become permanent (Section 6.4). This first results in an increase in viscosity before
the material fully solidifies and the structure is fixed. When assuming the presence of
a transient network in the melt, this network will become permanent upon cooling.
An additional purpose of cooling is to prevent the expansion of the product as it exits
the die or after opening the shear cell. Since the melt is cooled from the outside a
viscosity gradient will be present before the material is fully solidified, with a lower
viscosity in the hot interior. The significance of this change in viscosity depends on
whether shear is applied during cooling.
The solidified material will have formed a cross-linked polymer network or gel. The
protein source and concentration, cooling rate and heating temperature all a↵ect
the gel’s properties. For example, pea protein isolates form weaker and less elastic
gels compared to soy protein isolate [79, 110]. O’Kane et al. [79] showed that a
low cooling rate results in stronger gels for both pea legumin and soy glycinin by
measuring the storage modulus. Transmission electron microscopy showed more
branched networks for samples made with a low cooling rate. This was attributed to
the proteins remaining unfolded for longer, allowing for interactions and disulphide
bonds to form more optimally [79]. However, it is unclear whether these findings
also apply to the gelation during thermo-mechanical processing. Liu and Hsieh [82]
compared heat-induced gels with extrudates made from SPI. Extrudates were found to
be around 10 times harder and to have more disulphide bonds as measured via bu↵er
extraction. However, since the gels were prepared at a much lower temperature (95°C)
than the extrudates (170°C), direct comparison of these results is difficult. Apart from
the cooling rate, also the protein concentration influences the modulus of SPI gels,
with a higher concentration resulting in a higher modulus [52].

6.6

Mechanisms for structure formation

Now that we have described the di↵erent unit operations commonly found in
thermo-mechanical processes and the e↵ects they have on the material, we can discuss
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the mechanism behind the structure formation itself. Since HMEC has been studied
for a longer time than the shear cell, it is not surprising that e↵ectively all hypotheses
on structure formation stem from HMEC. Most mechanisms consider the cooling die
(Figure 6.1h) as the ’structuring zone’ where the formation of the fibrous structure
takes place [26, 48, 63, 111]. However, the structuring zone may extend towards other
regions of the extruder as well [87, 112]. All the identified mechanisms assume the
presence of multiple phases that are in relative motion. However, they di↵er in the
assumed reason for the multi-phase system, or the origin of the relative motion. As
mentioned, these mechanisms have been developed with HMEC in mind. However,
the proposed mechanisms may still apply to both HMEC and shear cell processing
given the similar conditions inside (the beginning of) a cooling die and a heated,
rotating shear cell. An overview of the di↵erent mechanisms is presented in Table 6.3
alongside a schematic representation of the mechanisms.
6.6.1

Phase behaviour of protein mixtures

The presence of two (or more) separate phases in bio-polymer mixtures is broadly
accepted and has been studied extensively using a range of experimental and
theoretical tools [7, 26, 28, 47–49, 51, 52]. The group of Tolstoguzov showed that
protein-polysaccharide mixtures generally tend to phase-separate [47, 48], and that
protein-protein blends do not mix at concentrations relevant to extrusion and shear
cell processing [49]. Some do consider the hot melt as homogeneous, with separation
occurring upon cooling down [111, 113]. However, the presence of two separate phases
in bio-polymer mixtures was confirmed experimentally for hydrated mixtures of soy
protein and gluten. The use of TD-NMR and rheological methods led to the insight
that at both 25°C [51] and 140°C two separate phases are present [28].
Dekkers et al. [94] studied the rheological properties of soy protein and gluten. They
suggested that to create fibrous structures the two phases in a bio-polymer mixture
must have similar rheological properties during processing at high temperature.
Schreuders et al. [28] later showed that pea protein and gluten have rather di↵erent
rheological properties but can still be fibrillated. The similarity in rheological
properties of the two phases, therefore, does not seem to be a universal requirement.
Grabowska et al. [7] showed that gluten alone can form fibrous structures in the shear
cell. Adding up to 50% of another protein (soy, pea, fababean) still resulted in the
formation of fibres [30]. It was suggested that gluten should be a continuous phase,
and is primarily responsible for fibre formation in gluten-containing mixtures. The
second protein may act merely as a filler and may thus be easily replaced.
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Protein isolates are multi-protein ingredients but are often assumed to behave as
a single-phase when molten. This suggests that multiple ingredients are needed to
obtain a two-phase system. Interestingly, the formation of fibrous structures from
a single-ingredient has also been reported, such as through extrusion of hydrated
pea protein isolate [35] or soy protein isolate [19]. Arêas [114] proposed that
single-ingredient systems can still behave as a two-phase system. They described in
an earlier study that insoluble and non-melting components in a protein isolate could
act as a second phase and induce structure formation. Indeed, the polysaccharides in
protein concentrates can also act as a second phase [34]. Hydrated gluten is also
thought to form a two-phase system due to partitioning based on the molecular
weight [115]. This might explain why processing hydrated gluten in a shear cell
results in a fibrous product [7, 30]. Despite the predominant thought that protein
melts are multi-phase systems, a recent paper by Sandoval Murillo et al. [111] posed
that the hot melt is a homogeneous single-phase system of hydrated bio-polymers.
They hypothesized that a melt of pea protein isolate and water decomposes into
water-rich and protein-rich domains upon entering the cooling die due to spinodal
decomposition. The spinodal decomposition of the melt in the die section was
simulated using the Cahn-Hilliard equation. Phase separation was assumed to
be temperature-driven through a temperature-dependent free-energy. The notion
of a homogeneous, single-phase melt seems to conflict with the often assumed
thermodynamic incompatibility of proteins. Protein isolates are always mixtures of
di↵erent proteins despite originating from the same crop, in this case, pea. Di↵erent
phases could, therefore, still be a possibility. Furthermore, as also stated by Sandoval
Murillo et al. [111], some of the used model parameters such as the chosen interfacial
tension, may not have been appropriate. Regardless, they provide an interesting
hypothesis for structure formation in the die.
6.6.2

Flow-induced structuring mechanisms

All the identified hypotheses for structure formation consider the importance of the
flow behaviour of the melt. The Reynolds number, Re, can give insight into flow
behaviour by providing an indication of whether laminar (low Re) or turbulent flow
(high Re) could be expected. When assuming a rectangular duct, the Reynolds
number can be calculated as [116]:
Re =

⇢melt · u · DH
µ

(6.4)
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With ⇢melt as the melt density (1087.2 kg m 3 ), u as the average melt velocity, and
µ as the melt dynamic viscosity. The hydraulic diameter, DH , was calculated as
DH = 4·A
C with A as the cross-sectional area and C as the circumference of the die.
When assuming a melt viscosity of 1 kPa s, the Reynolds numbers for the processes in
Table 6.1 range from 2 to 73. At such low Reynolds numbers, it is reasonable to assume
laminar flow [116]. The laminar flow profile in the cooling die is often considered to
be responsible for structure formation [31, 37, 63, 64, 111]. However, the type of
laminar flow is most often not specified, although some have assumed shear flow at
the entrance of the die and plug flow towards the end of the die [111]. Shear flow has
been shown to induce alignment in dilute polymer solutions when flowing through a
rectangular or circular die [117]. Cheftel et al. [26] and later Akdogan [63] discussed
a mechanism where the melt would solidify as it passes through the cooling die. The
material closest to the die wall would be cooled down first and, therefore, increase
in viscosity. The interior would remain hotter and, therefore, of lower viscosity. The
di↵erence in viscosity would enhance the velocity gradient in the cooling die. This
was suggested as the origin of fibre formation. While the mechanism hypothesised by
Cheftel et al. [26] and Akdogan [63] is commonly considered reasonable, direct proof
in support of the hypothesis is limited to visual observations of the extrudate [26].
Future research could combine rheological measurements with modeling to test this
hypothesis further.
The group of Tolstoguzov showed that the dispersed phase in emulsions can be
deformed by shear flow. The degree of droplet deformation was found to depend
on the viscosity ratio between the two phases [118]. They also studied the extrusion
of bio-polymer mixtures [47–49]. The mechanism they proposed for the deformation
of emulsion droplets was also used to explain structure formation inside the cooling
die during low-moisture extrusion [48]. It was assumed that droplets of the dispersed
phase deform and align in the shear flow direction (Table 6.3). Individual droplets
could coalesce and result in both long and short fibres. The low interfacial tension
between phases in water-in-water emulsions would facilitate the generation of the
additional interface and facilitate phase deformation and alignment [48]. The formed
structure could be fixed through cooling. This mechanism has been applied by Dekkers
et al. [23] to explain the formation of a fibrous structure obtained after processing soy
protein isolate and citrus pectin in a shear cell. Soy can also act as a co-continuous
or dispersed phase when combined with gluten [28, 30]. The continuous phase may
thus depend on the combination of ingredients used. If the mechanism posed by
Tolstoguzov [48] would apply to a bi-continuous system is unclear.
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Barrel to die transition zone

While most authors have focused on the cooling die when studying structure
formation, the section between the barrel and the cooling die could also be of
importance to the structure formation process. Yao et al. [87] used dead-stop
experiments to study structure formation inside the barrel using soy protein, gluten
and starch. Their results showed that fibre formation may start at the end of the
barrel as indicated by both an increase in anisotropy and visual inspection of the
structure. However, as also mentioned in the original study, the dead-stop approach
could have a↵ected the structure.
In the transition zone between the barrel and the cooling die, a so-called breaker
plate can be present (Figure 6.1g). The breaker plate can homogenize the pressure
and pre-align the flow before the melt enters the cooling die. Hine et al. [40] studied
the e↵ect of removing the breaker plate on the alignment of glass fibre in reinforced
polypropylene extrudates. The use of a breaker plate resulted in more alignment
of the glass fibres, which was attributed to the pre-alignment of the fibres by the
breaker plate. Lin and Cheung [112] reported the presence of strands inside the
extrudates when extruding blends of polyoxymethylene (POM) and polypropylene
(PP). The location and positioning of the strands matched the holes of the breaker
plate. Probably, the spherically shaped dispersed phase experienced elongational flow
when passing through the breaker plate. This could have stretched the dispersed phase
into elongated strands, resulting in the observed structure. Local concentrations of
the two polymers varied, with the outer strands higher in polypropylene. Although
one of the main purposes of a breaker plate is to stabilize and align the flow, their
potentially significant role in structure formation has to our knowledge not yet been
picked up in the field of food science.
6.6.4

Shear-induced structuring in some non-food systems

Foods can be considered highly complex in both composition and behaviour. This
complexity can hinder the elucidation of the underlying mechanisms by impeding
direct measurements and obscuring the behaviour. It can, therefore, be of interest
to study systems that are simpler in terms of composition. Shear-induced structure
formation is also seen in particle suspensions and two-phase polymer systems. We will
discuss some of the findings from these fields and discuss their potential implications
for the thermo-mechanical processing on foods.
Flow-induced structure formation is frequently observed in suspension rheology in
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Table 6.3: Schematic representation of di↵erent structuring mechanisms that could
be responsible for the structuring potential of plant-proteins, HMEC, High-Moisture
Extrusion Cooking, SC, Shear Cell.

Mechanism
Laminar
flow
results
in a velocity gradient,
which
induces
fiber
formation parallel to the
deformation.
Velocity
gradients can be enhanced
by
temperature-induced
viscosity gradients [26, 63]

Applicability

HMEC

Phase deformation and
alignment, the dispersed
phase in the melt is deformed
in the flow direction [48]

HMEC, SC

Elongational flow in the
breaker plate, the dispersed
phase is deformed in the
flow direction while passing
through the breaker plate [40]

HMEC

Spinodal decomposition,
the
homogeneous
melt
undergoes
spinodal
deformation into a water-rich
and water-poor phase as a
result of shear and a critical
cooling temperature [111]

HMEC

Schematic representation
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the form of shear-bands [119–124]. Van Loon et al. [121] systematically investigated
the importance of several rheological characteristics of the continuous phase for the
occurrence of shear bands and identified shear-thinning behaviour of the continuous
phase as essential for the formation and stability of shear-bands. As two particles
approach each other, the local shear rate will increase. This would locally reduce the
viscosity of the shear-thinning fluid, and limit the hydrodynamic coupling between
particles. This, they argue, would enable each particle on the chain to satisfy
the zero-torque condition, and thus keep the chain as a whole from tumbling and
breaking up. The resemblance between a shear-thinning fluid with dispersed rigid
particles and a two-phase polymer melt may be limited. Polymer melts are generally
shear-thinning, which suggests that both the continuous and dispersed phases of the
melt will have similar properties. However, the properties of the dispersed phase
may not be comparable to those of the relatively rigid colloidal particles used in
the aforementioned studies. Although approximating the dispersed phase as rigid
particles may be an over-simplification, some of the physics may still apply. Whether
shear-thinning of the continuous phase is decisive for structure formation in HMEC
or shear cell processing thus remains unclear.
The formation of shear-bands has also been observed in sheared polymer solutions
[125–128]. Caserta et al. [127] showed that a mixture of two immiscible polymer
solutions can form shear-bands [127]. Shear-band formation was associated with a
reduction in overall viscosity of the system and is, therefore, thought to be an e↵ort
of the system to reduce the viscous energy dissipation [127]. The droplets present in
solutions of two immiscible polymers can also align on a string parallel to the flow
direction [127, 128]. When the viscosity ratio was reduced to 0.01, droplets formed
’pearl-necklace’ structures parallel to the vorticity direction superimposed to those in
the flow direction [127]. The dimensionless size of the droplets was shown to scale
with the dimensionless shear rate, until a transition from droplets to string formation
occurred as the shear rate went below 2.5 s 1 [128]. Moving through this transition
induces a change in micro-structure from individual droplets to elongated strings
through alignment and coalescence of the individual droplets.
Most of these studies use semi-dilute polymer solutions (10% v/v); much lower
concentrations than commonly used in food extrusion (> 30wt%). Still, some
similarities can be identified. The observations by Migler [128] for dilute two-phase
polymer solutions are comparable to the mechanism proposed by Tolstoguzov [48] for
extrudates.

6.7 General discussion
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General discussion

We have reviewed the thermo-mechanical processing of plant-proteins through
high-moisture extrusion cooking (HMEC) and shear cell processing for the production
of plant-based meat analogues. The HMEC and shear cell processes were found
to be comparable in their basic processing steps.
These steps are mixing
and hydration, thermo-mechanical treatment, and cooling (Figure 6.1).
We
noticed a lack of understanding of the physical changes that are induced by the
process, most notably the e↵ect of thermo-mechanical treatment on protein-protein
interactions. Furthermore, the mechanism by which fibrous structures are made
remains unclear.
The e↵ect of thermo-mechanical treatment on proteins has been studied extensively.
However, many studies focused on the product obtained after processing. While this
may provide insight into product properties, it does not provide conclusive information
on protein behaviour during processing. Indeed, direct measurement of for example
protein-protein interactions at processing conditions is challenging with the currently
available machinery. However, it is our opinion that thermo-mechanical processes can
only be fully understood by learning the nature of protein-protein interactions at the
relevant processing conditions. The use of inline spectroscopic methods such as NIR
and Raman spectroscopy could greatly improve our understanding of the behaviour
of proteins during thermo-mechanical processing.
We identified several hypotheses to explain the formation of fibrous structures.
These hypotheses are all based on flow-induced deformation (Table 6.3). Due to
the lack of shear during cooling in the shear cell process, structure formation in
shear cell processing is expected to be completed as soon as the shear is stopped.
The mechanisms that assume shear during cooling (spinodal decomposition and
deformation; temperature-induced viscosity gradients; Table 6.3), therefore, cannot
apply to the shear cell. The mechanism of a deformed dispersed phase could apply to
both structuring processes. However, the amount of direct evidence supporting the
di↵erent mechanisms is limited and keeps us from selecting a universal mechanism
for the thermo-mechanical structuring of plant proteins. Furthermore, we found
that the often overlooked breaker plates found in extruders could play an important
role in structure formation by providing elongational flow. Moreover, the fact that
fibrous structures can be made from ingredients with di↵erent properties suggests that
di↵erent mechanisms may result in a similar fibrous product. Therefore, more direct
and indirect measurements of material properties inside the cooling die and shear cell
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are necessary to confirm the mechanism underlying structure formation. For example,
the shear cell developed by Velichko et al. [129] combined with (ultra-) small-angle
neutron and X-ray scattering (SANS/SAXS) could provide insight into the micro- and
nano-scale structure of flowing two-phase systems. Doppler Velocimetry [130] could
prove useful by providing an inline measurement of the flow profile. Furthermore,
the extensive body of work on flow-induced structuring in non-food suspensions and
polymer mixtures and future studies using simplified model systems could provide
further insight.
O↵-line methodology will also play an important role due to their flexibility and ease
of operation. The use of sophisticated closed-cavity rheometers (CCRs) could mark
the start of a revolution in protein structuring as they enable measuring rheological
properties at high temperatures and pressures. However, the currently available
CCRs cannot match all of the relevant process conditions such as pressure and
shear rate. Therefore, the development of CCRs dedicated to protein melt analysis
may be necessary. These devices should include the ability to perform rotational
experiments in addition to oscillatory experiments to improve the resemblance with
thermo-mechanical processing. The additional insight into material properties during
processing could be used as an input for physical model simulations. Accurate model
inputs are essential to the validity of simulation results. While models are always
simplifications of reality, they could help in identifying the relevant process parameters
and could limit the number of extrusion or shear cell trials needed to answer a specific
research question.
In conclusion, we have found that thermo-mechanical processing still has many open
questions. These questions will need to be answered through the use of online and
o↵-line methods to obtain better control over the process, and to ultimately acquire
predictive power concerning ingredient–product relationships.
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7.1

General discussion

Introduction

Plant-based meat analogues are being developed to provide omnivorous consumers
with a more sustainable alternative to real meat. To persuade consumers, these meat
analogues should accurately mimic the relevant properties of meat, such as the fibrous
texture, flavour and juiciness. The water holding capacity (WHC) is associated with
the juiciness of real meat and is expected to be of similar importance to the juiciness
of meat analogies. Therefore, the main aim of this thesis was to understand and
control the WHC of meat analogues comprising two protein phases. To achieve this,
we approached the WHC as a thermodynamic property rather than an empirical
value through the use of Flory–Rehner theory. First, we will briefly describe the main
findings presented in this thesis. Since Flory–Rehner theory played such an important
role in this thesis we will then provide a discussion of the theory and its underlying
assumptions. This is followed by a reflection on our findings in a broader context,
and some suggestions for future research.

7.2

Main findings

In Chapter 2 we studied the e↵ect of the ratio between gluten and soy protein isolate
(SPI) on the WHC of two-phase gels. By first studying the WHC of single-phase gels
using Flory–Rehner theory we were able to describe the WHC of the two-phase gels.
Gluten was found to reduce the WHC of SPI. This was hypothesized to be the result
of a mechanical pressure exerted by the continuous gluten network on the SPI phase
(Figure 7.3c). This pressure can be viewed as an additional term in Flory–Rehner
theory, which is added to the external pressure. When using protein isolates from
pea or fababean (PPI, FPI) a similar mechanical interaction with gluten was found
(Chapter 3). This suggests that gluten also forms a continuous network when
combined with other leguminous proteins. The WHC did di↵er in absolute terms
between gels prepared from the di↵erent proteins. However, after normalization of
the WHC an apparent master curve was obtained. This underlines the similarity
of the mechanical interaction with gluten. Gluten had the same negative e↵ect on
the WHC after processing in a shear cell, although the relative reduction in WHC
was smaller than was found for non-sheared gels. Shear cell experiments indicated
that gluten must be the main protein source ( 50 %) in order to form fibres. Below
this concentration, gluten may still form a continuous network, as indicated by the
reduced WHC, but its strands might be too thin to be observed as fibres. The role of
the non-gluten protein phase in fibre formation is unclear, although the observed
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interchangeability suggests that fibre formation does not depend on the specific
properties of this phase. These findings show that there is a strong link between
gel structure and the WHC.
In Chapter 4 we studied the e↵ect of marinade composition on the WHC of meat
analogues. Our experiments showed that varying the pH of the marinade o↵ers some
control over the WHC. Simulations based on Flory–Rehner theory indicated that the
increase in WHC is due to an increased protein charge density. Furthermore, the pH
inside the gel was found to deviate from that of the marinade. The WHC was found
to be a↵ected by the distance between the gel’s internal pH and the iso-electric point
(pI). Experiments and simulations also showed that the WHC is positively a↵ected
by a reduction in ionic strength. However, the simulations also suggested that the
gel’s internal pH approaches the pI for very low ionic strengths (<0.01 m), resulting
in a reduction of the WHC. The e↵ect of the ionic strength on the WHC appears to
be based on modulating the e↵ect of pH on the WHC. Experiments and simulations
also showed that the WHC can be increased or decreased by respectively decreasing
or increasing the cross-link density.
Juiciness can be regarded as a sensation with di↵erent timescales due to the temporal
release of juice. In Chapter 5, the rate of juice release from SPI gels and meat
analogues was studied during uniaxial compression using a confined compression
cell and numerical simulations based on Flory–Rehner theory and Darcy flow. The
dynamic release rates for swollen SPI gels were in reasonable agreement with the
simulation results. However, the release rates for swollen sheared meat analogues
were greatly underestimated. Furthermore, the measured release rates from the meat
analogues decreased as the applied pressure increased. Time domain nuclear magnetic
resonance (TD-NMR) experiments indicated the presence of internal water-filled
cavities in the meat analogues. Water passing through these cavities would experience
less resistance compared to when passing through the protein matrix, which could
explain the higher measured release rates. TD-NMR results indicated that the internal
cavities collapse upon compression. This could explain the observed reduction in
release rate as the external pressure increased. The porous structure of meat analogues
can facilitate juice release and could o↵er further tools to control the juiciness.
In Chapter 6 we reviewed the literature on high-moisture extrusion cooking (HMEC)
and shear cell processes. These thermo-mechanical structuring processes were found
to be comparable in their basic unit operations. Knowledge gaps were identified
concerning the e↵ect of thermo-mechanical processing on proteins and the formation
of the fibrous structure. These gaps are in part due to the limited number of
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measurements at process conditions. Therefore, further study will require the use of
more appropriate inline and o↵-line methods. Only then can sufficient understanding
be acquired to control these thermo-mechanical structuring processes and their
products.

7.3

Applicability of Flory–Rehner
protein-based networks

theory

to

Flory–Rehner theory has played an important role in this thesis. However, its
applicability for protein-based networks can be debated on the grounds of the theory’s
underlying assumptions. These assumptions are listed below and will serve to guide
the discussion on the validity of these assumptions for protein-based networks, such
as meat analogues.
• The polymers are Gaussian chains
• The polymer network is homogeneously cross-linked
• The polymers are neutrally charged
• Swelling is isotropic
• Deformations are purely elastic
• The di↵erent contributions to the swelling pressure are independent
The protein isolates used in our studies contain primarily globular proteins, which
have a compactly folded structure. Upon heating, globular proteins can unfold due
to a weakening of the inter- and intra-molecular bonds, although not all secondary
structure is lost upon heating dilute solutions of soy proteins [1]. Kohn et al. [2]
measured the radius of gyration of fully unfolded proteins with di↵erent chain lengths
in dilute solution and found that they behave like Gaussian chains. Fitzkee and
Rose [3] argued that this does not necessarily mean that all their segments behave as
such. They illustrated this with the analogy of a rigid steel beam which, when made
long enough, could also be considered flexible. Similarly, a protein chain with rigid
segments and flexible joints could still behave as a random coil with a Gaussian length
distribution when the chain is much longer than the length of a single segment. Fitzkee
and Rose [3] performed Monte-Carlo simulations of such semi-rigid proteins, which
resulted in the same Gaussian distribution of end-to-end distances as found by Kohn
et al. [2]. This indicates that partially unfolded proteins could also behave as Gaussian
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chains. Although these findings might not relate directly to concentrated protein
mixtures, it could be considered plausible for proteins to behave as Gaussian chains
during thermal gelation. After cross-linking, the protein polymers will have been fixed
in position. When the distance between cross-links is sufficient, the chain segment in
between cross-links can still be considered Gaussian. The elastic modulus, E, relates
to the molecular weight between cross-links, Mc , via E/RT = ⇢p /Mc [4]. For a
gel with a modulus of 100 kPa, this would mean there are approximately 300 amino
acids between cross-links. Eichenbaum et al. [5] suggested that a non-Gaussian model
should be used below 20 monomers between cross-links. Therefore, it is plausible to
consider the protein network as Gaussian.
Protein gels can either have a homogeneous ’fine-stranded’ network or an
inhomogeneous ’coarse’ network, depending on factors such as pH and ionic strength.
Li et al. [6] studied the WHC of gels made from the primarily globular whey protein.
They suggested that Flory–Rehner theory applies for all fine-stranded gels, but not for
coarse gels. For homogeneous polymer networks composed of linear chains, the mixing
pressure is given by the des Cloizeaux scaling law as ⇧mix / ' [7]. The exponent
5d
is a function of the fractal dimension df of the polymer network: = 1 + 2(3 fdf )
[8]. For homogeneous networks of linear polymers, df equals 1 and thus equals
2.25 [7]. van der Sman [9] showed that the des Cloizeaux scaling law yields a similar
approximation of ⇧mix for bio-polymers as Flory–Huggins theory. Their analysis
of the mixing pressure of various food and bio-polymers, including globular whey
protein, resulted in an exponent of = 2.3 [9]. This value of suggests a fractal
dimension of approximately 1.03 and thus approximately homogeneous networks.
Since ⇧mix varies with the fractal dimension, local inhomogeneities would alter ⇧mix
locally. Coarse gels are composed of individual aggregates and thus have domains
rich in either protein or water. The swelling of a coarse gel, therefore, depends on
the properties of the individual aggregates and the network formed by the di↵erent
aggregates. Coarse gels could be considered homogeneous at the length scale of an
individual aggregate; individual aggregates could, therefore, adhere to Flory–Rehner
theory. However, since observations of the WHC are made at the scale of the gel they
are practically inhomogeneous and would not follow Flory–Rehner theory.
The assumption of a homogeneously cross-linked network has also been a subject
of debate for non-food polymers. Vilgis et al. [8] showed that networks composed
of linear polymers can be inhomogeneous due to fractal inhomogeneities. Their
simulation of the random cross-linking of linear polymers resulted in a fractal
dimension over 1 (1.15; [8]). When fitting Flory–Rehner theory to the WHC data
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of SPI gels we also found indications that the network formed by SPI might not
be homogeneous (Chapter 2). The fitted elastic properties correlated linearly with
direct experimental measurements but the proportionality was not as expected. These
discrepancies were attributed to network inhomogeneities that could have a↵ected the
WHC. However, the high protein fractions used in our experiments (0.25-0.40 wt/wt)
make the presence of separate domains rich in either protein or water unlikely. This
is in line with the TD-NMR data in Chapter 5, which indicated the presence of
just two proton populations. These populations were attributed to protons closely
associated with the protein and water within the swollen network. This suggests
a fine-stranded network, although fast proton exchange between water populations
could have obscured the presence of a possible third population [10]. A fine-stranded
SPI network seems plausible, although the possibility of inhomogeneity cannot be
excluded. An alternate explanation for the observed discrepancy in the elastic
parameters relates to the e↵ect of charge on the WHC.
Proteins can only be considered neutrally charged when the pH is at the iso-electric
point (pI). The internal pH of a protein network approaches the pI at low ionic
strengths, resulting in a deviation from the external pH (Chapter 4). When proteins
do carry a net charge, the ionic pressure term must be included in Flory–Rehner
theory to account for the change in WHC. In Chapter 2, the e↵ect of charge on the
WHC was assumed to be constant and negligible. Since the used swelling protocol
included a washing step to remove ions, this assumption seems reasonable. However,
not all ions may have been readily washed out (Chapter 4), suggesting that charge
e↵ects could have played a role in Chapter 2. The ionic pressure depends linearly
on ' when the polymer charge density is greater than the ionic strength, which is
a reasonable assumption when the internal pH is not at the pI. In the relevant
regime of ', the elastic pressure can also be approximated as a linear function of
'. Therefore, the fitted elastic properties may have inadvertently included the ionic
pressure. The discrepancy between the fitted and experimentally determined elastic
properties in Chapter 2 might, therefore, have been due to the charge e↵ects that
were not accounted for, rather than network inhomogeneities.
Charge e↵ects can pose a threat to the assumed independence of the di↵erent
contributions to the swelling pressure. Polyelectrolytes, such as proteins, can form
bonds through electrostatic interactions. Vilgis and Wilder [11] argued that this voids
the assumed independence of the di↵erent contributions to the swelling pressure as
the elastic modulus would be composed of both covalent cross-links and electrostatic
bonds. This would make the modulus dependent on the pH. The range of electrostatic
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interactions is given by the Debye screening length, which reduces upon increasing
the ionic strength [11]. For very high ionic strengths, electrostatics would, therefore,
not a↵ect the elastic modulus. However, this regime is of little interest for food
applications as very high salt contents would render them inedible. Considering that
electrostatic bonds do contribute to the elastic modulus, one could argue that the
elastic modulus should remain constant as long as the ionic strength does not change.
However, while the range of the interactions may be constant, the distance between
polymers will vary during a swelling or de-swelling experiment. This would not
only a↵ect electrostatic interactions but also other non-covalent bonds. The distance
between two polymer chains in a network scales with ' 1/3 . The changes in ' achieved
during our experiments are, therefore, expected to have had only a minor e↵ect on
the distance between polymers and, consequently, on the elastic modulus.
Deformations as a result of swelling and de-swelling are generally assumed to be purely
elastic. This means that no bonds form or break upon deformation. In Chapter 2,
some gels did fracture at high external pressures, indicating the widespread breaking
of bonds. This was dealt with by excluding these data points from further analysis.
However, one could imagine the number of bonds to be a↵ected by deformation
without this immediately resulting in a fracture (Figure 7.1). A change in the number
of bonds would a↵ect the relationship between stress and strain. Furthermore, bonds
could break and re-form in another location. This would change the undeformed
length, L0 , which serves as a reference for elastic deformations and can be considered
equivalent to the reference composition 'ref (Figure 7.2). Both cases would lead to
visco-elastic rather than purely elastic behaviour. Non-covalent bonds are expected
to be more prone to breaking than covalent bonds due to their comparatively low
bond strength.
Li et al. [6] studied the swelling of globular whey protein isolate (WPI) gels, which are
largely stabilized by non-covalent bonds [12]. They found that non-covalent bonds
continue to stabilize the gel at swelling ratios up to 40, which is higher than those
achieved with SPI (⇠30). The quantitative agreement between their findings from
experiments and simulations indicates that the cross-link density and L0 were not
a↵ected by swelling. The actual strains and resulting stresses will depend on the
polymer content at cross-linking and will, therefore, di↵er between studies. Li et al.
[6] did find indications that the non-covalent bonds were a↵ected when their gels were
swollen in highly alkaline solutions (pH 11.5). Since our swelling experiments were
performed between pH 6 and 8, it is considered reasonable to assume purely elastic
behaviour.
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Non-swollen

Swollen (a)

Swollen (b)

Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of a cross-linked polymer network before and after
swelling. Swollen situation (a) depicts the maximum level of swelling, '0 , when the number
of cross-links is not a↵ected by swelling. If the number of cross-links changes as a result
of swelling another maximum level of swelling would be found as depicted in the swollen
situation (b).

Earlier studies that applied Flory–Rehner theory to foods only considered single-phase
materials.
Meat analogues have multiple phases with di↵erent compositions.
As shown in Chapter 2, materials with multiple phases can be described with
Flory–Rehner theory by considering the di↵erent phases separately. This approach
introduced the assumption that the constituents of the di↵erent phases, in this case
gluten and non-gluten proteins, are present in their own respective phases and do not
mix intimately. Proteins are considered thermodynamically incompatible [13]. The
level of incompatibility can be expressed with their affinity for the solvent, as indicated
by the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter . SPI, PPI, and FPI have interaction
parameters that di↵er from that of gluten (Chapter 2), which would support the
notion that they form separate phases. Furthermore, a study on solutions of the soy
protein glycinin and wheat gluten found that these proteins do not cross-link upon
heating [14], further supporting the notion of incompatibility. Although it is likely for
some mixing to have taken place, the assumption of two immiscible phases is deemed
a reasonable approximation.
Meat analogues also contain an air phase in the form of internal cavities. These
cavities can be filled with water during marinating (Chapter 5) and can, therefore,
also contribute to the WHC. Since the cavities lack a polymer network, they cannot be
described with Flory–Rhener theory. In our studies on gels, any air was removed prior
to gelation to ensure there were no air cavities in the final gel. For meat analogues,
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Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of how breaking and reforming of bonds upon
swelling could alter the undeformed state. Bonds are depicted as dashed lines in either
black or red to indicate the stressed and non-stressed situation respectively.

however, the air is an important part of the material and might even contribute
to its fibrous structure [15, 16]. Future studies on the WHC of meat analogues
should further explore the role of cavities. Internal cavities may deform with the
matrix under external pressure, but could also collapse through creasing or buckling
[17]. The capillary pressure might also be relevant for cavities that protrude through
the surface of the meat analogue. Modeling such phenomena would require more
sophisticated modeling approaches that can deal with these complex geometries, such
as finite-element methods in 2 or even 3 dimensions.
The assumption of isotropic swelling is accurate for freely swollen homogeneous
networks. In line with several recent studies [9, 18, 19], isotropic deformation was also
assumed during de-swelling via centrifugation (Chapter 2). However, this may not be
the most accurate approximation of the deformation as the external pressure is applied
from a single direction during centrifugation, which could have led to aniostropic
deformation. In Chapter 5, network deformations in the di↵erent directions were
considered separately to get a better approximation of the elastic pressure during
uniaxial compression. Such an approach would yield more accurate approximations
for centrifugation experiments. As new insights are obtained, so too must models
continuously evolve to ensure their usefulness.
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Most of the underlying assumptions of Flory–Rehner theory were found to be
plausible for protein-based networks, although the origin of the discrepancy between
the fitted and measured elastic properties of soy was not confirmed. The amount
of physical meaning that can be attributed to the fitted parameters is, therefore,
limited. Nevertheless, the concept of Flory–Rehner theory is considered a meaningful
approximation of the WHC of protein-based networks like meat analogues. As
such, Flory–Rehner theory is useful to obtain qualitative insight into underlying
mechanisms. This thought is strengthened by the fact that we were able to control
the WHC of protein-based gels and meat analogues based on the tools suggested
by Flory–Rehner theory. These tools are the polymer-water affinity, the cross-link
density, and the charge density.

7.4

The e↵ect of cooking on the water holding
capacity and juiciness

Cooking whole-cut meats, such as steak, results in heat-induced denaturation of the
meat proteins [20–22]. The denaturation of meat proteins reduces their affinity for
water, as indicated by an increase of the interaction parameter, [4, 23]. The increase
of causes the magnitude of the mixing pressure to decrease and triggers a reduction
in the WHC. But while the WHC may be reduced, the excess water is not immediately
expelled during cooking due to the limited permeability of meat [23]. The water
content can, therefore, exceed the WHC of the meat. van der Sman [23] simulated
the moisture transport in a beef roast during cooking using Flory–Rehner theory.
They reported that the early onset of protein denaturation in the outer regions of the
meat resulted in an inward pressure gradient. This caused some of the meat juices to
migrate inwards. Searing meat can result in the formation of a crust and is commonly
thought to limit cook losses and result in a juicier product. However, despite popular
belief, searing a steak to ’seal the juices in’ does not have a significant e↵ect on
juiciness or cooking losses [24, 25]. Meat has so-called drip channels which, based on
our findings for meat analogues (Chapter 5), could facilitate moisture transport and
thereby circumvent the relatively dry crust. Still, the thought of sealing the juices in
does have some merit as the water content of the interior of a cooked steak will exceed
its WHC due to the inward migration of water. When biting into such a steak, the
applied pressure further lowers the WHC. As the meat is chewed its structure breaks
down. This jointly results in the sudden release of juice and the experience of juiciness.
The amount of juice available for release is thus set by the excess in moisture and the
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pressure applied during chewing.
The production of meat analogues generally involves processing at high temperatures
through a thermo-mechanical process. This will render the proteins fully denatured
in the uncooked product. Moreover, industrial protein isolates may already be
partially or fully denatured due to the intensive processes used during ingredient
manufacturing. We experimentally confirmed that the commercial SPI used in this
thesis was already denatured, as indicated by the lack of change in the interaction
parameter
upon gelation at 95°C (Chapter 2). Since the proteins are already
denatured, no large change in WHC is to be expected during the final preparation
by the consumer. The high temperature during cooking might weaken non-covalent
bonds, which could actually increase the WHC due to a reduction in cross-link density.
This is in line with a recent study on vegan pet food, which showed that thermal
sterilization of canned meat analogues in a liquid medium can result in an increase
in moisture content of up to 60% [26]. Therefore, unlike meat, the water content of
a meat analogue product will not drastically exceed its WHC upon cooking. The
amount of juice available for release will, therefore, primarily be the result of the
pressure applied during chewing. Although the amount of juice available for release
could be lower than in real meat, that does not necessarily mean that the sensation of
juiciness will be less pronounced. Cavities could enhance the juice release rate, while
flavour compounds could induce salivation to compensate for the lack of juice.

7.5

Post-processing with a marinade

Marinades can be used to change the WHC of meat analogues without a↵ecting
the water content during thermo-mechanical structuring. This would decouple the
water content of the final product from the structuring process and allow for water
contents beyond the window of operation of the structuring process. A marinade
generally contains flavour compounds, salt ions, water and, in some cases, oil or
fat. Our experimental and simulation results both indicated that the WHC of meat
analogues can be improved by increasing the charge density inside the product while
maintaining a low charge density in the marinade (Chapter 4). The e↵ect of pH
on the WHC, therefore, strongly depends on the amino acid composition of the
protein, which determines the concentration and properties of the ionizable groups.
The total concentration of ionizable groups and the ratio between positively and
negatively charged amino acids will determine the highest attainable charge density.
To maximize the marinade uptake by the product, the net charge should be highest
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at the pH of the final product. The e↵ect of pH on the WHC could be controlled
by adjusting the amino acid composition of the swelling protein network. Direct
control over the amino acid composition may not be possible without using genetic
engineering or selective breeding. However, tailored ingredients could still be made
by carefully adjusting the extraction and precipitation pH during protein isolate
production [27]. The development and production of such ingredients would require
intimate collaboration between ingredient manufacturers and food producers.

7.6

Juiciness: a structure-function relationship

Our findings show that control over the WHC and water release properties of meat
analogues will require control over their structure. The fibrous, meat-like structures
used in our studies were prepared through a thermo-mechanical treatment in a shear
cell. We found that the shear cell process is in many ways comparable with that
of the more commonly used high moisture extrusion cooking (HMEC; Chapter 6).
This suggests that the insights presented in this thesis might also be applicable to
meat analogues produced with HMEC. However, the thermo-mechanical processing of
proteins remains poorly understood as many of the questions raised almost 30 years
ago still have not been answered satisfactorily today [28]. In particular, the e↵ect of
thermo-mechanical treatment on proteins and protein aggregation is unclear. Samples
are most often analysed after rather than during thermo-mechanical processing,
which may have obscured the relation between cause and e↵ect regarding protein
aggregation. This may hinder further elucidation of the mechanism behind structure
formation.
The formation of the fibrous structure is thought to depend on the deformation of
the di↵erent phases in flow (Figure 7.3b). The rheological properties of the hot melt
are generally considered important for the formation of fibrous structures. Since
rheological properties depend on water content, the water partitioning between the
di↵erent protein phases should be well understood. In Chapters 2 and 3 we applied
Flory–Rehner theory to describe the partitioning of water between di↵erent proteins at
ambient temperature (Figure 7.3a). This approach should work equally well at higher
temperatures when accounting for possible changes in polymer–water affinity due to
denaturation, and changes in cross-link density. Since Flory–Rehner theory requires
only a few parameters to describe the water partitioning, it could o↵er a simple
and fast way of approximating water partitioning compared to the more common
and experimentally intensive approaches that rely on rheometric or NMR methods
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Figure 7.3: A schematic representation of a hydrated mixture of soy protein isolate (SPI)
and gluten with air inclusions before shear structuring (7.3a), the mechanism proposed
by Tolstoguzov [31] for structure formation based on deformation and alignment of the
di↵erent phases (7.3b), and the mechanical interaction by which gluten can limit the WHC
of another protein (7.3c).

[29, 30]. Air cavities might also contribute to the fibrous appearance and mechanical
anisotropy of meat analogues [15, 16]. The deformation of the air phase can be
controlled by varying the shear rate. Since the air cavities can improve the water
release rate, the shear rate might not only a↵ect the fibrousness but also the juiciness
of meat analogues (Chapter 5).
We found that gluten content should be
50% to create a fibrous structure with
gluten-based formulations (Chapter 3). The WHC of the product is greatly reduced
at these high gluten concentrations due to the mechanical interaction between gluten
and non-gluten proteins (Chapter 2). However, this is not necessarily a bad thing for
the final product properties. For example, fully swollen SPI gels are brittle and do
not resemble a meat-like product, despite their high WHC. When gluten contributes
50% to the total protein content, the material gets a more meat-like texture by
going from a brittle to a more tough texture. After processing in a shear cell, these
materials strongly resemble the fibres found in meat. Clearly, one cannot simply
maximize the WHC to produce the ’most juicy’ product. Since the WHC is directly
related to the meat analogue’s structure, an optimum must be found by balancing
the di↵erent relevant attributes, including juiciness, fibrousness, and toughness, while
also taking into account factors such as flavour, smell and appearance. Analytical
methods should be used to objectively quantify these parameters, although they will
need to be compared and correlated with sensory evaluations to confirm their validity.
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Correlating objective measures with sensory data is a great challenge and should be
included in future studies. A wider research scope and interdisciplinary approach will
be required to understand the relative importance of the di↵erent contributors to the
sensation of juiciness.

7.7

Suggestions for the production of a juicy meat
analogue

Product development would greatly benefit from having an established relationship
between a sensory attribute and a product property as it would limit the need for
sensory panels. However, the importance of the WHC to the sensory perception of
juiciness is yet to be confirmed. Despite this lack of confirmation, we can still make
some suggestions on how to formulate and produce a juicy meat analogue product
by assuming the relationship is there. As discussed in Section 7.4, the WHC of a
meat analogue is not expected to change during final preparation. Consequently, the
juiciness of an uncooked meat analogue product should mirror that of a cooked piece
of meat, or even exceed it when considering cooking losses.
The hypothetical product that we will discuss is produced in a shear cell and is
composed of water and two proteins, one of which is gluten. Gluten should make
up at least 50 % of the total dry matter content to ensure the final product has a
fibrous structure. The choice of the second protein has large implications for the
final WHC of the product; by selecting a high swelling protein (e.g. soy) a higher
final WHC will be reached compared to when a low swelling protein (e.g. fababean)
is used. The water content during processing should be maximized as a high water
content will result in a high WHC. However, the water content must stay within
that specific ingredient’s window of operation to ensure a firm and fibrous product.
The shear rate and temperature during the shearing process o↵er control over the
degree of deformation of the internal cavities [16, 32]. Long, elongated cavities are
expected to improve the juice release rate. The channels could be parallel to the
direction in which the consumer would bite into the product to keep them from
collapsing. However, since the food might rotate during chewing, randomly oriented
cavities might be more successful at preventing total collapse. Furthermore, chewing
will break down the structure, which could limit the period during which the cavities
can have a noticeable e↵ect. The product could be frozen after shear structuring as
this might enhance the fibrous texture [33]. Ice crystal growth could also enhance
the formation of channels by compressing the surrounding protein matrix. After
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thawing, the product is submerged in a marinade. The marinade should have a
pH far from the iso-electric point of the non-gluten protein. Since proteins have a
high bu↵ering capacity, the amount of marinade should be high or the marinade itself
should be pH-bu↵ered to ensure a constant pH. A marinade with a low ionic strength is
desirable for high marinade uptake. The marinade could contain proteolytic enzymes
to increase the WHC by reducing the cross-link density. The marinade should also
contain flavour compounds that provide taste and induce salivation to enhance the
sensation of juiciness. Additional ingredients such as fats could further enhance
the juiciness. The marinade could be introduced through tumbling, soaking, or via
injection. We note that the relation between the WHC and juiciness is probably not
linear and will have an optimum. However, due to the interconnectedness of the WHC
with the meat analogue structure, a trade-o↵ must be made between the juiciness and
product properties such as fibrousness and toughness. Therefore, lower juiciness than
physically possible may be desired when considering the product as a whole.

7.8

Suggestions for future research

We have identified several tools to control the WHC and water release of meat
analogues in an e↵ort to improve their juiciness. However, the importance of the
WHC to the juiciness still needs to be validated through sensory evaluation. The
juiciness of meat analogues is not expected to solely depend on the WHC; factors
such as flavour, fat, and texture will also contribute to the sensation. Understanding
the relative importance of the di↵erent contributions to the juiciness would allow for
more targeted research. However, the high interconnectedness between the di↵erent
contributors could limit the amount of direct insight that can be obtained from
sensory evaluations. Di↵erentiating between the di↵erent contributors will require
a very methodical approach and a high level of control over product properties. Such
control can only be obtained through a better understanding of the thermo-mechanical
production process and the relation between ingredient and product properties.
This ingredient–process–product triangle could be better understood through process
simulations with physical models. We expect Flory–Rehner theory to play an
important role here. Flory–Rehner theory could be applied to describe the water
partitioning between protein phases during thermo-mechanical processing, although
the e↵ect of processing on the elastic properties should first be better understood. We
do note that for such uses the quantitative outcome of the simulations will be of great
importance to the validity of the simulation results. The assumptions underlying
Flory–Rehner theory should, therefore, first be validated before undertaking such
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(semi-)quantitative simulations. For example, network homogeneity could be studied
by using small angle neutron scattering methods [34, 35]. The importance of charge
e↵ects should be explored systematically to get better approximations of the ionic
pressure, and to determine whether the modulus is a↵ected by the pH.
The e↵ect of mechanical interaction between two protein phases and the WHC could
also be investigated further. Through the use of so-called cavitation rheology, the
gluten pressure could be measured directly [36, 37]. In cavitation rheology, a needle
is inserted into a soft material and pressure is applied through the needle, for example
by pumping in water. By monitoring the amount of water that can be pumped into
the gluten at a certain pressure, the gluten pressure itself could be determined. This
would provide direct validation of our findings from Chapter 2 and 3.

7.9

Concluding remarks

We set out to improve our understanding of the juiciness of meat analogues by
studying their WHC. The use of Flory–Rehner theory enabled us to understand some
of the complexity of the WHC of these multi-phase materials. Although the relation
between the WHC and juiciness is yet to be confirmed, we found that the WHC has
much wider implications than just juiciness. Structure formation and WHC both
appear to depend on the formation of a continuous gluten network. The structure
of meat analogues, therefore, has a large influence on the WHC of the product.
Despite the complexity, we also found signs of universal behaviour in both swelling
and structuring behaviour. This suggests that food structures might be independent
of their molecular building blocks.
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